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The Transition From Turbulent to 
Laminar Gas Flow in a Heated Pipe1 

Experimental results are reported on the heal transfer and fluid friction of healed, hy
drogen and helium gas flows undergoing transition from turbulent to laminar flow in a 
circular tube. The entering Reynolds numbers range from 2350 to 12,500 and the 
nondimensional heat-flux parameter ranges' from 0.0021 to 0.0061. Local heat-
transfer coefficients and friction factors are obtained, and the flow transition, which 
is evident in these results, is verified at small heat fluxes by measuring directly the tur
bulence intensity at the center line with a hot-wire anemometer. At large heat fluxes, 
laminarization is found to occur at local bulk Reynolds numbers well in excess of the 
minimum number for fully turbulent adiabatic flow, and the resulting heat-transfer 
coefficients arc much lower than those associated with, fully turbulent flow at the same 
Reynolds number. The relation between laminarizalion in heated tubes and in severely 
accelerated external boundary layers is investigated and some similarities are noted. 
The acceleration and pressure-gradient parameters used to predict boundary-layer 
laminarization are modified for tube floiv and used to correlate the initiation and com
pletion of laminarizalion in the heated tube. 

A-
introduction 

i TCUHULKNT boundary layer subjected to a strong 
favorable pressure gradient may revert to a laminar state. This 
process, known as "laminarizalion" or "reverse transition" is not 
yet fully explained, but the conditions under which it is likely to 
occur have been established [ l -o] . 2 It will occur, for example, 
when the acceleration parameter K exceeds a certain value for a 
sufficient distance along the layer. The parameters used to define 
incipient laminarization and their critical values vary, but there 
is general agreement that strong increases in free-stream velocity 
lead to laminarizalion and to an attendant reduction in heat 
transfer. The event appears to be substantially independent of 
the boundary-layer Reynolds number. 

A heated turbulent gas flow in a tube3 may also revert to 
laminar flow, but there is an additional mechanism—not present 
in boundary layers—which may be responsible for the transition. 

1 Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy 
Commission. Part of the material in this paper is based on a D.Sc. 
dissertation submitted in 1905 to the Department of Mechanical 
Engineering, University of New Mexico. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
s Unless specified differently, the heat flux at the wall of the tube 

will be assumed to be independent of x. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN 

SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the ASME-
AIChE Heat Transfer Conference, Minneapolis, Minn., August 3-0, 
1909. Manuscript received at ASME Headquarters, May 10, 1909. 
Paper No. 69-HT-54. 

The viscosity of gases increases with temperature, and hence the 
turbulence eddies are subjected to increasing viscous damping as 
they move through the tube. Thus, any turbulent gas flow should 
eventually revert to laminar if the heating were continued over a 
sufficient length of conduit. If the heat flux is very small, its 
main effect is to increase the viscosity and thereby to decrease the 
Reynolds number so that the transition should start at about the 
same Reynolds number at which it begins in an unhealed tube 
when the flow is decreased. The minimum Reynolds number at 
which fully turbulent, unhealed pipe flow can be maintained is 
usually about 3000 [o], and for small heat fluxes the transition 
does begin when the Reynolds number, based on bulk fluid con
ditions, reaches approximately this value. 

When the heal flux is large enough to cause significant distor
tions of the normal fully developed velocity profile, the transition 
may begin at considerably higher bulk Reynolds numbers. The 
tendency of strongly heated gas flow to laminarize prematurely 
has been noted previously [0, 7). Certain aspects of the prema
ture transition of heated gas flows seem to resemble strongly the 
laminarization of accelerated boundary layers. In both cases, an 
acceleration of the fluid is accompanied \w an apparent thickening 
of the viscous sublayer and by a flattening of the velocity profile 
outside the sublayer relative to the law of the wall. Thus, the 
combined effects of fluid acceleration and increasing viscosity in 
heated flows may have the same consequences as acceleration of 
external flows. In fact, one finds that the parameters used to 
define incipient laminarization of boundary layers may be modi
fied for infernal flows with little change in their critical values. 
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Fig. 1 General arrangement of the experimental apparatus 

This paper reports the results of an experimental investigation 
in which heat transfer and fluid friction were measured in hydro
gen and helium gas flows undergoing the transition from turbu
lent to laminar flow in long, slender tubes. Results for transitions 
which occur at low heating rates in a normal manner are included 
as well as for those which occur at bulk Reynolds numbers well 
in excess of 3000. Local Nusselt numbers and friction factors 
were obtained, and a series of measurements of center-line tur
bulence intensities was made to verify lamiuarization. Although 
the results are useful in nuclear rocket design and could have 
other heat-transfer applications, their greatest value may lie in 
helping to understand the mechanism of the reverse transition 
phenomena. 

Experimental Investigation 
The experimental investigation was designed to produce special 

results applicable to nuclear rocket systems. Therefore, the 
tubes had a greater length-to-diameter ratio than usually used in 
heat-transfer studies, and the experiments were conducted with 
hydrogen as the primary test gas. Both features have some ad
vantages in studying the reverse transition phenomena. The 
longer tubes permit the completion of the transition process and 
the verification of the stability of the resulting laminar flow. 
Also, it is easier to comply with accuracy considerations for con
vective heat-transfer experiments which require that the ratio of 
convection to total heat transfer be maximum. For fixed heat 
losses and flow conditions this may obviously be achieved best-
by maximizing the thermal conductivity of the gas. Thus, hy
drogen and helium are logical choices from an accuracy view
point, and both exhibit well-behaved and reasonably well-known 
property variations over a broad temperature range. 

The experimental apparatus as well as the procedures for its 
calibration and operation and the data-processing procedures 
have been described in detail elsewhere [8]; they are summarized 
below for completeness. 

Apparatus. The general arrangement of the apparatus is shown 
in Fig. 1. High-pressure hydrogen was supplied to the liquid-
nitrogen heat exchanger through two pressure-regulating valves 
and two independent flowmeters. The heat exchanger consisted 
of a length of copper tubing and a series of flow-reversing traps 
and filters immersed in a dewar of liquid nitrogen whose level 
was maintained by a controller. This arrangement supplied dry 
hydrogen at a temperature of 135 deg R to the inlet of the elec
trically heated tube. The effluent gas was cooled in a gas-to-
water heal exchanger before being discharged through the flow-
controlling needle valve. The jacket surrounding the test section 
was maintained at a pressure of less than 10"3 torr, and a sepa
rate vacuum pump was provided to purge the system and reac
tivate the filters when the system was not in use. 

The test sections were made from -j^-in-OD by 0.035-in-thick 
commercial tubing, of an 80:20 percent nickel-chromium alloy. 
The inside diameters of the tubes were determined from samples 

-Nomenclature-

A. = cross-sectional area of tube wall 
Aca = cross-sectional area of tube, 

rf>74 

C = electrical parameter • 1 ^ ~~ dx/ 

c„ 
D 
E 
f 
G 
H 

HB 

h = 

/ = 

A' = 

K' = 

k = 

L = 

in = 

Nu = 

EI 

specific heat at constant pressure 
diameter 
electrical potential 
friction factor, ~%Tw/pbUb

1 

mass flow velocity, m/Acs 

enthalpy 
heat-balance parameter, (P — Q 

- QL)/P 
convective heat-transfer coeffi

cient, qw"/(Tw - Tb) 
electrical current 
acceleration parameter, (y/UJ1) 

X dUJdx 
modified acceleration parameter 

for tube flow, (vb/Ub
i)dUh/dx 

thermal conductivity 
heated length of tube 
mass flow rate 
Nusselt number, hD/k 
exponent for temperature de-

P 
Pr 

V 
Q 

1w 

Ii-
lle 

r 
St 
T 

U,u 

x 

pendence of viscosity, i.e., p = 
MT/T0)» 

power input, El 
Prandtl number, pcp/k 
pressure 
convective heat transfer, m[H(L) 

- H(0)] 
total heat loss from outside of 

tube 
wall heat-flux parameter, q„,"/ 

(Gc3„,?',), q + = qw"/(Gcp,bTb) 
heat flux from wall to gas 
tube radius 
Reynolds number, Am/iirDp.) 
radial coordinate 
Stanton number, h/Gcp 

absolute temperature 
gas velocity in axial direction 
fluctuating component of velocity 

in axial direction 
shear velocity, -y/r/p 
axial coordinate, measured from 

start of heating 
axial distance parameter, (2x/ 

£>)/(RePr) 
axial coordinate, measured from 

tube entrance 

y — transverse coordinate 
a = shear-stress gradient, dr/dy 

A„ = pressure-gradient parameter, 
(v/pUT

3)dp/dx 
AT = shear-gradient parameter, vaj 

PUT" 
8T — bulk temperature adjustment, 

T(L)metim,e,l — jT(£/)calculnt»d 

r\ = ratio of heat convected to heat. 
generated, Q/P 

p = viscosity 
v = kinematic viscosity, pip 
p — density 
r = shear stress 

Subscripts 

b = evaluated at bulk temperature 
i = inlet 
/ = laminar 
t = turbulent 

w — evaluated at wall 
x = evaluated at local conditions 

o> = evaluated at free-stream condi
tions 

Omission of a subscript implies the 
quantity is evaluated at the bulk condi
tions at x. 
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HOT WIRE PROBE DETAILS 

.010 WIRE SPACER 
I OR 2 AS REO'D 

f t f 1 " " ^ 

ETCHED SECTIONS APPROX. 
IN CENTER OF TUBE 

EPOXY SEALANT 

Fig. 2 Details of the test section instrumentation 

cut from each end of the original tubing. The tubes were gold-
plated to reduce radiation losses and to provide a stable surface; 
aluminum radiation shields were used in some of the tests. The 
tube entrance was cut square and sharp to produce a definite and 
reproducible entrance condition, and a 4-in-long unhealed section 
was provided at the end by brazing the tube into a heavy copper 
sleeve. 

Details of the tube's instrumentation are shown in Fig. 2. 
The exit temperature was measured bj ' a chromel-alumel ther
mocouple which was brazed into a perforated copper plug at
tached to the end of the tube by a ceramic sleeve. A flow-revers
ing baffle forced the gas to flow back over both the sleeve and the 
exit flange to further reduce the heat exchange between the end 
of the tube and the guard heated exhaust chamber. Fourteen 
BS-30 gage chromel-alumel thermocouples were spot-welded to 
the tube at 0.0625, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 25.0, 30.0, 
35.0, 40.0, 45.0, 49.0, and 50.0 in. from the upstream electrode. 
The thermocouple leads were wrapped around the tube and se
cured with copper oxide cement. Piezometer holes of 0.010-in. 
dia were electric-discharge machined through the wall and con
nected to manometers through 0.032-in-OD by 0.004-in-thick 
Inconel tubing. The pressure ports were located at —0.1, 12.6, 
25.6, and 50.1 in. from the upstream electrode. 

The hot-wire probes shown in Fig. 2 were installed at four 
locations, 0.5, 12.5, 25.0, and 51 in. from the start of heating, in 
a tube operated especially to obtain turbulence-intensity data. 
They were operated by a single constant-current anemometer 
through a switching arrangement. 

Procedures. Each test section, or tube, was individually cali
brated by determining the local resistivity of the tube wall and 
the local effective heat-exchange coefficient between the outer 

wall of the tube and the environment ovei' as much of the operat
ing temperature range as the apparatus could tolerate without 
gas flow. The calibration range for tube resistance was from 135 
to 1260 deg U, whereas the calibration range for heat-exchange 
coefficients was from 450 to 1450 deg R. The resistivity and 
heat-exchange coefficients were extrapolated to temperatures 
beyond these ranges, but wall temperatures for data reported in 
this paper ranged only from 162 to 1472 deg R. The thermo
couples used for inlet gas temperature measurements were in
dividually calibrated at the saturation temperature of liquid 
nitrogen (~135 deg It at 580 mm Hg). A continuous calibration 
from 135 to J 410 deg H was performed for several samples taken 
from the spool of wire from which the wall thermocouples and 
exit-gas temperature thermocouples were made using a certified 
platinum resistance thermometer and a certified platinum/ 
platinum-lO-percent.-rhodium thermocouple as standards. A 
uniformity check of the installed thermocouples at 135 and 533 
deg R detected only negligible deviations. Electrical instruments 
and flowmeters were calibrated before, after, and, in many cases, 
during the investigation. 

The hot-wire probes were individually calibrated in air prior to 
their installation, using a specially designed wind tunnel, and in 
helium and hydrogen after installation in the tube. All calibra
tions were performed near ambient temperature. Although 
generally accepted heaHransfer laws and detailed gas-property 
information were used to correlate the calibration results, at the 
very low temperatures encountered in the experiments these 
correlations were not very satisfactory. A procedure was there
fore devised for calculating the hot-wire sensitivities from the 
estimated velocity profiles in the experiments. Although the two 
procedures gave quite different results for average velocities, the 
relative intensity of turbulence usually agreed within 15 percent. 
The failure of accepted hot-wire calibration and processing tech
niques at low temperature is not fully understood, but surface 
effects are suspected. The uncertainty in the accommodation 
coefficient is large under these conditions, and the corrections for 
free molecular effects were fairly large for helium and hydrogen. 

Local heat-transfer coefficients and wall shear stresses were 
calculated from measured outside wall temperatures in a com
puter program where radial and axial conduction (including the 
effects of temperature-dependent wall thermal conductivity, elec
trical resistivity, and diameter) and radiation from the outer sur
face of the tube were taken into account. Radiation from the 
inner wall was neglected because the temperature was very low 
near the entrance and because temperature gradients were small 
near the exit. A nondimensional total enthalpy distribution was 
calculated by dividing the integral of the convective heat flow 
obtained from a local heat balance from 0 to x by its integral 
over the entire heated length. This nondimensional distribution 
was multiplied by the total enthalpy rise of the gas, as deter
mined by the inlet and exit temperature measurements, to obtain 
an adjusted enthalpy distribution from which temperatures 
could be calculated. This procedure was adopted because calcu
lations showed it reduced the uncertainty in the measured heat-
transfer coefficient. The adjustment was generally equivalent to 
less than ± 2 percent of the convective heat transfer; runs for 
which it exceeded ± 5 percent were excluded. The local heat-
transfer coefficient was computed from the adjusted total gas 
temperature and from the temperature of the inner wall. Gas 
properties were also computed at the total bulk gas temperature 
since the greatest Mach number was only 0.12. 

The apparent wall shear stresses and friction factors were cal
culated from a one-dimensional analysis of the flow. The deriv
atives of the impulse function, p 4- pU2, were obtained by fitting 
a second-order polynomial in log (xh) to the five known values of 
log (p + pUr) at the pressure-tap locations by the method of 
least squares. This procedure permitted calculation of local 
friction factors at the locations of the thermocouples, but in
troduced some bias by forcing a particular function to fit only 
five pressure measurements. 
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Fig. 3 Performance parameters indicating the overall accuracy of data for a typical heating rats 

0.10 

0.08 

TUBE 1 , HYDROGEN 
TUBE 3 , HELIUM AND 

HYDROGEN 

z 
0.10 

0.08 

0.3164/Re 

Table 1 Range of variables for hydrogen transition flow results 

LOCAL FRICTION FACTOR 

FOR TUBE 3 : 

o x / D = 3 4 

V x /D = 432 

600 800 1000 4 0 0 0 6000 8000 

Fig. 4 Average adiabafic friction factors for Tubes 1 and 3 and local 
adiabafic friction factors for Tube 3 

The properties of normal hydrogen were taken from reference 
[9] The thermal conductivity and viscosity data for helium 
were from reference [10], and the specific heat of helium was 
taken to be 1.248 Btu/fb-deg R. 

Experimental Results 
Scope and Accuracy. The results presented in this paper were 

drawn from data obtained in the investigation described in refer
ences [7, 8]. Only the data from runs in which a transition from 
turbulent to laminar How occurs or from runs which illustrate 
the limiting behavior in fully laminar or fully turbulent flows 
have been included. This includes residts from 77 heated hydro
gen runs and five heated helium runs, as well as some results for 

1i-
0.0021 
0.0025 
0.0031 
0.0037 
0.0043 
0.0049 
0.0055 
0.0061 

T,,(L) 
530 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1000 
1100 
1200 

Number 
of 

runs 
11 
!) 

14 
10 
10 
/ 
9 
7 

77 

Entering Reynolds 
number 

maximum 
9419 
9714 
9201 
8980 
8942 
9114 

12950 
13412 
13412 

minimum 
2393 
2702 
2440 
2708 
2392 
2608 
2467 
3457 
2392 

adiabatic flows and some laminar hydrogen flows. The range of 
transition data included is summarized in Table 1. 

The accuracy and consistency of the overall measurements is 
illustrated in Fig. 3, in which the ratio of convection to heat 
generation, r/, the heat balance, ITB, (he hulk temperature ad
justment factor, 8T/TL — Tt, and parameter C (which represents 
the ratio of generated heat as computed by integrating I-pJj-.'A 
to the power computed from El) are plotted as functions of the 
entering Reynolds number for a typical series of runs with </,.+ = 
0.0055. 

Adiabatic Flow Results. The friction factors in untreated flow 
were measured for each tube used in the investigation to establish 
the character of the adiabatic transition and to verify that the 
entry configuration did give reproducible transitions. Fig. 4 
shows the average friction factors obtained for Tubes 1 and 3 in 
the upper part of the figure and the local friction factors for Tube 
3 in the lower part. The average friction factors are in good 
agreement with the Hagen-Poiseuille law for Re < 2000 and with 
the Blasius relation for Re > 3000. The transition appears to 
begin at a lieynolds number between 2200 and 2350 for both 
tubes, and is essentially complete at Re > 2800. The local 
friction factors shown in the lower part of the figure indicate that 
the transition is rather gradual near the entry and more abrupt-
near the tube exit. At a Reynolds number of 2401, for example, 
the friction factor near the entrance is about 1.25 times the lami
nar prediction and the ratio increases to about 1.5 at 450 diame
ters, but the result of the Blasius relation at lie = 2461 is 1.7 
times the laminar value. This indicates that a very long tube 
would be required to establish a "fully" turbulent flow when the 
Reynolds number is in the transition region. The friction factors 
were obtained both with increasing and decreasing flow rates, 
without any evidence of "hysteresis" in the results. 

Because the friction factors cited above were obtained for 
Tulies 1 and 3, which did not contain any hot-wire anemometer 
probes, turbulence in these tubes could not be observed directly. 
However, Tube, 2 was instrumented with such probes, and turbu-
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Fig. 6 A x i a l var ia t ion of turbulence intensities for heated f l ow in Tube 2 

lence measurements were made. The results for adiabatic flow 
are shown in Fig. o. The turbulence intensity near the entrance 
is seen to be relatively constant for lie > 1700, but the intensity 
downstream decays for lie > 1900, grows for 1900 < Re < 2800, 
and remains fairly constant for higher Reynolds numbers. The 
results of Sibulkin [11], which are included in the figure for com
parison, were obtained from hot-wire measurements along the 
axis of a pipe downstream from a sudden enlargement. In the 
present experiments, the source of turbulence is primarily the 
separated-flow zone caused by the sharply cut entrance. Still, 

the trends are similar and the growlli and decay rates are (pule 
close at corresponding Reynolds numbers. Because the intensi
ties shown in Fig. f> were obtained with an rms voltmeter having 
a long averaging time, the effect of intermittency is included in 
the intensity data. The oscilloscope traces, however, did display 
pronounced intermittency for Reynolds numbers in the transi
tion range. No intermittency was observed at Reynolds numbers 
greater than 3000. 

Local adiabatic friction factors for the tube containing hot
wire probes (Tube 2) were in good agreement with the results 
from the clean tubes at very low Reynolds numbers and for fully 
turbulent flows, but were in marked disagreement at high laminar 
Reynolds numbers and in the transition region. Because these 
deviations were larger than could be ascribed to normal probe 
interference effects, they were attributed to interactions between 
the turbulent (or sometimes periodic) wake of the hot-wire sup
ports and the mean flow. These effects could be eliminated either 
with probes small enough to produce only laminar wakes for all 
flow conditions or with probes that could be readily withdrawn 
from the flow. Because neither alternative was available at the 
time of the investigation, the usefulness of the tube with the hot
wire probes had to be restricted to verifying the transition from 
turbulent to laminar flow. Although some of the turbulence 
detected by downstream probes probably originated at upstream 
probes, this does not preclude their use to distinguish flows in 
which the turbulence is decaying from those in which the turbu
lence is stable or growing. 

Taken together, the observations cited above of adiabatic 
laminar-to-turbulent transition seem to be in excellent accord, 
qualitatively and quantitatively, with the more complete and 
detailed transitions studies of Rotta [12]. The values obtained 
for the upper and lower transition Reynolds numbers are also in 
good agreement with the recent results of Head and Patel [5]. 

Heated Helium Flow. Results obtained during intensity mea
surements in heated helium flows are introduced at this point to 
present some direct evidence of turbulent-to-laminar transition. 
Heat-transfer and friction data were obtained at the same time, 
but, because of the probe interference effects just discussed, the 
results are not considered as reliable as those obtained with hy
drogen in clean tubes. The turbulence intensities for a series of 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of heat-transfer results for fully laminar and fully 
turbulent flow with theory and accepted correlations 

five runs with entering Reynolds numbers ranging from 2088 to 
5055 and an exit temperature of 880 deg R are plotted in Fig. 0 
as ,a function of the distance from the tube entrance xh/D. At 
the higher Reynolds numbers the intensities start to grow ini
tially, but ill all cases follow a reversed trend further down
stream. The runs with entering Reynolds numbers of 3100 or 
less decay almost from the start, and by the end of the lube they 
have decreased to levels that can only be classified as laminar. 

The same results are presented differently in Fig. 7 in which the 
turbulence intensities for heated and unheated flow are compared. 
For Re > 2000 the intensities in heated flow are considerably 
higher than in unheated flow. This discrepancy may be due in 
part to difficulties in calibrating the probes for low temperatures, 
but higher apparent velocity fluctuations are expected in heated 
flow due to temperature fluctuations.'1 The significant conclusion 
to be drawn from this figure is the fact that downstream turbu
lence intensities for heated flows approach those for unheated 
flows at bulk Reynolds numbers below 2000 despite different up
stream histories. This is regarded as evidence of turbulent flow 
reverting to laminar flow. Although hot-wire measurements 
were not made in the strongly heated hydrogen flows in which pre
mature laminarization was indicated by the heat-transfer results, 
the results cited above certainly support the view that the char
acter of the flow is laminar under such conditions. 

Heated Hydrogen Flow. Results which best illustrate the heat-
transfer and friction characteristics of gas flow undergoing 
turbulent-to-laminar transition are discussed in this section. 
Therefore, only data from Tube 3, which contained no hot-wire 
probes, and from hydrogen flows, for which the results are more 
reliable, will be discussed. 

Nusselt numbers obtained for fully laminar and fully turbulent 
flows are shown in Fig. 8 and are included here to indicate the 

4 In subsequent experiments, the effects of temperature and 
velocity fluctuations were separated by operating the wire at several 
overheat ratios, but in this series of runs, only one overheat was used. 

Fig. 9 Heat-transfer results for transition flows with small and large 
heating rates, tight lines connect data points for a single run; x/D in
creases from right to left 

reliability of the results. In the upper part of the figure, experi
mental results for completely laminar flow at two heat-flux 
levels, q,+ = 0.0021 and 0.0055, are compared with theoretical 
results. The solid line represents the eigenvalue solution of 
reference [13] with 40 eigenvalues obtained by extrapolating with 
the method of Kays [14]. The dashed curve represents the results 
of a numerical solution of the boundary-layer equations by the 
methods of reference [15] which includes the effects of variable 
hydrogen properties, partially developed velocity profiles at the 
start of heating, and the experimental variation of heat flux with 
distance. For x + > 10~2 the agreement between the numerical 
solution and the experimental results is better than ± 5 percent. 
At smaller values of x+ the experimental results for the lower 
heating rate agree well with the constant-property solution, but 
the Nusselt numbers for the higher heating rate are 20 percent 
higher than the numerical results. The poorer agreement at 
small x+ and large gt-

+ may be due to several factors: (1) the 
boundary-layer approximations are not strictly valid when x + 

< 10~3 [16], (2) the calculation assumes a uniform entering-
velocity profile, whereas the real flow must separate at the sharp 
entrance edge and form a vena contracts, and (3) the experi
mental results for x + < 10~2 are all from data at the first thermo
couple (x/D = 0.52) where the approximations used in processing 
the data may be less accurate. Buoyancy effects were made 
negligible in the experiments by operating at low pressures. 

The results for several fully turbulent flow runs are plotted i" 
the lower part of Fig. 8. The effects of property variations were 
reduced by dividing the experimental Nusselt numbers by the 
ratio of the variable-property to the constant-property NusseJt 
number obtained for higher Reynolds numbers by numerical 
methods [ 17]. This ratio approaches (TJTb)-°•3 for TJTb -* 1, 
which was shown to be appropriate for moderate temperature 
ratios [ 18]. Although the range of the results for fully turbulent 
flow is quite limited, they do agree with the modified Dittus-
Boelter correlation for constant properties when plotted as in 
Fig. 8. 

Transitional results for (/,-+ = 0.0021 and 0.0055 are presented 
in Fig. 9 as Stanton numbers versus Reynolds numbers. This 
common method of representing average heat-transfer results 
has the advantage of showing the response of the wall tempera-
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Fig. 10 Variation of Stanton number with heating rate for nearly con
stant entering Reynolds number; x/D increases from right to left, heat 
flux increases from top to bottom 

ture to changes in Reynolds number directly [19], but, in applying 
the method to local results, one must remember that the local 
Reynolds number is a function of x/D. Thus, in Fig. 9, the points 
connected by light lines have the same entering Reynolds num
ber, and x/D increases from right to left. The solid lines plotted 
in the figure represent the fully developed flow, constant-proper
ties limits for both turbulent and laminar flows, and values along 

T r 

Fig. 11 Friction factor for transition flow with small and large heating 
rates. Light lines connect data points for a single run. x/D increases 
from right to left 

a line joining the two at Reynolds numbers corresponding to the 
adiabatic transition. 

The smaller heat flux yields results which correspond to what 
could be called a normal transition. In fact, for several entering 
Reynolds numbers, a turbulent entry region may be discerned 
followed by a region of fully developed turbulent flow, a transition 
region, and finally a region of fully developed laminar flow. The 
transition occurs in about the same Re range as in adiabatic 
flow. For the highest Reynolds numbers shown, the flow is fully 
turbulent throughout. 

The results for q{
 + = 0.0055, shown in the lower part of Fig. 9, 

exhibit a very different transition to laminar flow. None of the 
runs considered in this figure have heat-transfer characteristics 
of a fully turbulent flow. Even the runs with entering Reynolds 
numbers in excess of 12,000 show a continuous approach to the 
heat-transfer characteristic of laminar flow. Furthermore, for 
the high entering Reynolds numbers, the transition appears to be 
essentially complete when the local Reynolds number is still 
nearly 4000. Although the results do approach the flow charac
teristics of fully developed laminar flow smoothly, the approach 
is much steeper than that of a hypothetical laminar flow with the 
same entering Reynolds number. Tims, the entry region must be 
turbulent. 

In Fig. 10, which depicts a series of runs with about the same 
entering Reynolds number as in Fig. 9, but with increasing values 
of </,-+, we see that the change from a fully turbulent flow to a 
laminarizing flow occurs abruptly when the heat-flux parameter 
exceeds 0.004. Although the value of the heat-flux parameter at 
which the change occurs varies with entering Re* the transition 
remains rather abrupt., which suggests that- a "critical" value for 
some parameter may exist that will determine whether a flow 
remains turbulent or familiarizes. 

The variation of the local friction factor in the transition region 
is quite different from that of the Stanton number. Fig. 11 
shows local friction factors for a small and a large qt

+. For a 
given Rej the transition appears to be quite gradual for either 
large or small values of qt

 + although at the higher qt
+ level / is 

more sensitive to Re,. This behavior may be explained by noting 
that the friction factors for laminar flow are quite sensitive to 
property variations (Tw/Th), but the friction factors for fully 
developed turbulent flow are not. Thus, as the flow begins to 
revert to laminar, the wall-to-bulk-temperalure ratio increases 
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In the external boundary layers the pressure-gradient term in 
the momentum equation may be regarded as a known quantity, 
imposed upon the boundary layer by the external flow field. The 
magnitude of this term determines the extent of deviation of the 
boundary-layer flow from equilibrium. For external flows in 
which the velocity is uniform in the direction normal to the 
boundary layer, the severity of the pressure gradient is quite 
conveniently expressed in terms of the acceleration of the free 
stream. The nondimensional form K = v/U^idU^/dx) is often 
used. The pressure gradient for a confined flow cannot be con
sidered independent but must lie just sufficient to overcome the 
retarding forces at the wall and to accelerate the entire flow to the 
velocities required by continuity. Consequently, a parameter 
similar to K but defined in terms of the average velocity of a con
fined flow will not have exactly the same significance it has for 
external flows. Still, it is a convenient parameter to calculate, 
and it is large when the heating is severe so that it may be useful 
in correlating transition results. We therefore define 

due to the decrease in Stanton number and this results in an in
creased friction factor. The net result, at least for moderate 
heating rates, is the fact that the friction factor may be approxi
mated by extending the Blasius relation down to the intersection 
with the laminar-flow relation in the manner of a hysteresis loop, 
but this should not be interpreted as a lag in the transition. I t 
was shown in reference [8] that the transition friction factors 
could be correlated by either laminar or turbulent relations if 
suitable functions of the wall-to-bulk-temperature ratio are used. 
Note that the friction factors described here were calculated from 
the data on the assumption that the velocity profile (or at least 
the momentum coefficient (3) is invariant,; therefore they do not 
reflect the distribution of the wall shear stresses accurately when 
the flow is undergoing transition. 

Discussion 
Comparison With Boundary-Layer Flows. The results discussed in 

the preceding sections indicated a tendency for strongly heated 
gas flows to become laminar at bulk Reynolds numbers consider
ably in excess of those associated with adiabatic flow transition; 
because this premature laminarization is similar in some respects 
to phenomena observed in external boundary layers, we now con
sider how these transition phenomena may be related. In par
ticular, we want, to determine if the parameters that have been 
found useful in predicting laminarization of boundary layers may 
be used to correlate the present results. 

K' = 
U,/ dx 

(1) 

and note that for constant-area flow of ideal gases with small 
changes in pressure 

K' 9^ 
1 d'J\ 

He \Tb d(x/D) 

4<r 
He 

A/hl 
Re 

(2) 

Nusselt numbers normalized according to the turbulent corre
lation of Fig. 8 are plotted in Fig. 12 against the acceleration 
parameter K' divided by the local Stanton number as suggested 
by the work of Moretti and Kays [3], In this figure the values 
of K' were calculated from equation (1) by using the experimental 
bulk velocities. The number of data points in the figure has been 
limited for clarity, but the trends indicated by the solid lines are 
evident, when the entire set of results is included. When the 
value of K'/St is less than ~ 2 X 10~4, the measured Nusselt 
number agrees reasonably well with the result for fully turbulent 
heat transfer. For larger values of K'/St, there is a systematic 
decrease in the Nusselt-number ratio which becomes progressively 
more severe as x/D increases. If 2 X 10 - 4 is taken as the largest, 
value of K'/St for which the heat-transfer process can be con
sidered fully turbulent, K' varies from about 8.0 X 10~7 to 
1.14. X 10~6 over the range of variables included in the present 
investigation. This compares with values from about 2.0 X 
10 - e to 3.5 X 10 -6 reported by boundary-layer investigators 
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[2-4], and with a value of 1.5 X 10~6 recently reported by Perkins 
and Coon [20] for internal flow. 

Even if the previous evidence is accepted as providing a means 
of predicting when laminarization will occur, there is no indica
tion of how long the process will take. If, indeed, the magnitude 
of K' is related to the onset of laminarization, the rate of decay 
of turbulence must also be related to K' so that the length re
quired for the completion of laminarization should depend upon 
the initial intensity of turbulence and the magnitude of K'. Be
cause the turbulence measurements reported earlier indicate that 
the initial turbulence does not vary greatly for Re, > 2000, the 
above hypothesis can be tested by plotting a normalized Nusseit 
number against the integral of K' as shown in Fig. 13. In this 
figure the ordinate is the local Nusseit number normalized by the 
constant-property solution for laminar flow shown in Fig. 8. The 
lowest set of points shown in this figure represents a run for 
which Re,- = 2400 and g,+ = 0.0021 and could be considered to 
represent an almost fully laminar run while the uppermost set is 
for a fully turbulent run. Transition results fall between these 
two and approach the laminar limit, N u / N u , = 1, as the integral 
increases. Although the rate of approach varies considerably, 
perhaps due to slight differences in initial conditions, laminariza
tion is essentially complete when the integral of K' attains a 
value of about 5 X 10~4. Using this value and equation (2), we 
can obtain a simple expression for the nondimensional distance 
required for laminarization 

(5 X 10~4»Rc,- + !)"» - 1 

^i+ReiPr,. 
(3) 

where n is the exponent of the temperature-dependence of the 
viscosity, and the specific heat has been assumed constant. 

In a recent study of reverse transition, Head and Patel [5] 
suggest that the shear stress in the wall region is the important 
parameter in initiating the reversion. They define a shear-stress-
gradient parameter A r = va/pUT

3 in terms of the shear velocity 
VT = \/TW/P and the slope of the shear-stress distribution near 
the wall, a = dr/dj/ . Their results seem to indicate that a fully 
turbulent flow will begin to break down when AT < —0.009. 
They argue that this value should apply to pipe flow as well as to 

external flow and show that the critical value above, correspond
ing to a pipe Reynolds number of 3000, is where adiabatic turbu
lent flows start to break down. 

Unfortunately, there is no way of obtaining the slope of the 
shear stress in developing flows unless detailed profiles are avail
able. However, calculations using the methods of reference 
115] do indicate a sharp decrease in a near the wall and a flatten
ing of the velocity profile in the core under conditions which lead 
to laminarization. 

In fully developed pipe flow, it can easily be shown that, the 
pressure-gradient parameter, defined as Ap = {v/pUT

z) dp/dx, is 
just 2A r. This simple relation does not hold for developing 
flows, but it does suggest that, the pressure-gradient parameter 
might be useful in flows where AT cannot, be determined. The 
parameter A;> can be evaluated directly from the experimental 
results, and, using the data-reduction equations of reference 
[S], it can be shown that 

A,. = 
1 4p 

D \/pTu 
(4) 

Both p. and p are functions of temperature and because the pri
mary concern here is the wall region, both are evaluated at the 
temperature of the wall. This pressure-gradient, parameter is 
designated A;,,,r, and its variation with axial location for two 
transitional runs is shown, along with the corresponding Nusselt-
number variations, in Fig. 14. An obvious advantage of the 
pressure-gradient parameter over the acceleration parameter is 
its change from values associated with fully turbulent flow toward 
values characteristic of laminar flow as the distance from the 
start of heating increases. The acceleration parameter decreases 
with distance and can therefore only be used to distinguish those 
flows in which conditions near the entrance are severe enough to 
lead eventually to laminarization. Thus, for Run HT-094 shown 
in the upper part of the figure, the ciiterion K'/Si > 2 X 10~4 

would allow prediction of laminarization somewhere, but by 
taking —0.02 as the critical value of A„,„, it would be possible to 
anticipate the rapid approach to laminar flow beginning at x + = 
0.2. The lower part, of Fig. 14 indicates that the same value 
would be appropriate for Run HT-129 which has a high healing 
rate and exhibits a more gradual transition beginning at about 
x+ = 10 ~2. 

Fig. 15 was constructed to find a more sensitive indicator of 
incipient, laminarization. The ordinate is the difference between 
the observed Nusseit, number and the constant-properties solu
tion for laminar flow divided by the difference between the cor
relation of Fig. 8 for turbulent flow and the laminar solution; 
the abscissa is APiW. So long as the flow is essentially turbulent 
the derivative of this function should tie relatively small, but, as 
the conditions leading to laminarization are approached, the 
derivative should decrease sharply. Unfortunately, in the entry 
region the sensitivity of the function is apparently too great for 
the precision of the experimental results and for the turbulent 
correlation so that a rather large negative slope is exhibited for 
small x/D even for fully turbulent flows. However, several runs 
do have a plateau followed by a rather sharp decrease which is 
evidently the onset of laminarization. The solid curves again 
represent, almost, fully laminar and fully turbulent flow situations. 
The number of runs plotted in the figure was limited for clarity. 
For the runs shown, and most of the others, it is possible to 
identify a decrease in slope in the range 0.014 < A„,w < 0.023, 
but there does not seem to be a definite "critical" value. The 
adiabatic-transition result, i.e., Ap = 0.018, does fall close to the 
center of this range. 

Although the present, results cannot offer strong support for 
the proposals of reference [5] they are in no way contradictory. 
Possibly, better agreement, might be achieved if a direct indica
tion of the shear distribution near the wall were available. 

Correlation of Heat-Transfer and Friction Results. An empirical 
correlation for the entire set of results obtained in the investi-
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gation upon which this paper is based was presented in reference 
[7j. Although this correlation, which relied upon a classifica
tion of the flow regimes, was useful in calculating the stability of 
parallel-channel heat exchangers and presumably would be useful 
for other design purposes, it did not help in understanding the 
transition phenomena. 

Finally, it should be noted that an effort is underway to obtain 
a better understanding of the laminarization process by detailed 
numerical solutions of the boundary-layer equations under 
transition conditions using various models for the turbulent 
transport properties. Some results of this effort, relating to the 
experimental work presented here and by others [6, 20, 21], are 
presented in another paper [22]. I t is hoped that the insight into 
the mechanism gained via this approach will correlate or explain 
transfer processes in lamiuarizing flows in a. more meaningful 
way than is presently possible. 

Conclusions 
The study of turbulent-to-laminar-flow transition presented in 

this paper justifies the following conclusions: 

1 The reversion of a fully turbulent flow to a laminar one as 
evidenced by the magnitude of the resulting transfer processes 
has been verified by direct observations of turbulence intensi
ties for modest heat fluxes and Reynolds numbers. 

2 The heat-transfer measurements indicate that, transition 
may occur at local bulk Reynolds numbers well in excess of the 
lower limit of fully turbulent adiabatic pipe flow (i.e., Re > 
2800); the resulting Stanton numbers are much smaller than 
those corresponding to turbulent flow at the same Reynolds 
number. 

8 Many aspects of the reversion of turbulent pipe flow are 
similar to the phenomena of laminarization of turbulent bound
ary layers in severely accelerated external flows. In fact, the 
onset and completion of flow laminarization in a heated pipe can 
be correlated reasonably well by suitable modifications of the 
acceleration and pressure-gradient parameters used for boundary 
layers. The results presented here indicate thai transition to 
laminar flow is likely to begin when 

APlU, = (yJpJJT
s)dp/dx < - 0 . 0 2 

or when 

K' = 4 ? V K e > 2 X M)—'(0.021 He-°-2Pr-°-6) 

and will be essentially complete when 

. + _ (5 X L0!!^1!^!!1!1'" "J 
2 ? i+ Lie,. Pi'; 
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Transient Free Confection in a 
Revolving Tube 
Ail experimental study lias been made of transient free convection in a tube which re
volves about an axis parallel to the tube axis. Three fluids have been studied for one 
tube diameter and one radius of rotation for centrifugal accelerations in the range 0 
to 100 g. The measurement of transient temperature and heal transfer coefficient shows 
that significant changes result from rotational buoyancy effects. A correlation of all the 
data to ivithin ±20 percent has been effected, by the use of a quasi-steady relation between 
a modified heat transfer coefficient and a rotational Rayleigh number as 

Nusselt number = 0.107 (Rayleigh number)"-'i!' 

Introduction 
T 
i HIS paper is concerned with the subject of heat 

transfer (o a revolving fluid system. The free convection mecha
nism which results from the system motion is induced pre
dominantly by the centrifugal force field and, out of necessity, 
is time-dependent. 

Such a situation could be found in engineering practice if, for 
example, the blowers used for the forced internal cooling of (he 
rotors of electrical machines were to fail suddenly. The fluid 
which is contained in the revolving coolant passages is heated 
transient!}' in the presence of centrifugal forces giving rise to free 

1 Presently, The Electricity Council Research Centre, Capenlmrst, 
Chester, England. 

2 Presently, School of Applied Sciences, University of Sussex, 
F aimer, Brighton, England. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 
Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, .Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters, December 10, 1969. Paper No. 70-HT-10. 

convection in a plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution. 
Similar problems in space technology which are of interest here 
are those in which the body force field on the fluid system is due 
to rapid linear acceleration or deceleration. One example which 
is readily called to mind is that of a fuel storage tank of a space 
vehicle which is subject to thermal and nuclear radiation. The 
ensuing free convection is likewise time-dependent. 

The majority of the earlier studies of free convection which are 
relevant to the present inquiry fall into two main categories. 
Firstly, there are those which were concerned with rotationally in
duced free convection in the steady-state condition; and sec
ondly, there are those which were time-dependent but restricted 
to the influence of the earth's gravitational field. In the former 
category, the studies of Bayley and Cohen [ l]3 , Martin and 
Gresswell [2], Morris [3], Davies and Morris [4], Humphreys, 
Morris, and Barrow [5] are worthy of note, these investigations 
having their origin in the problem of the cooling of rotating com
ponents in steady flow. Of the transient studies, referred to in 
the second category, the works of Siegel [6], Goldstein and Briggs 

3 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

•Nomenclature-

« ( = K/CPP) = thermal cliffusivity 
A( = HiP'g) = acceleration ratio 

b, K 

H(r - 0 

E(t) = 
C(= HQdp/fi) = 

(3 = 

= constants 
= response of a transient system 

at time r to unit E(l) 
= excitation at time I 
= nondimensional parameter 

volumetric coefficient of ex
pansion 

= specific heat at constant pres
sure 

Gr 

d = diameter 
e = emissivity 

e( = d/H) = eccentricity parameter 
/ = function 
g = acceleration due to gravity 

F(— at/d2) = Fourier number 
MP(id*(Qw - 6c)p^ 

M" 
Grashoff number 

/i(= q/(6w — Bc)) = heat transfer coefficient 

{Continued on next page) 
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Fig. 1 Transient free convection apparatus 

[7], both of which pertain to free convection in an infinite fluid 
system, are relevant here, hut the investigations of Maahs [8] and 
Evans and Stefany [flj are of special interest in that they refer to 
fluid systems contained in cylindrical enclosures. Evans and 
Stefany [9] briefly review the transient studies in other containing 
geometries. While the foregoing studies deal with either the 
force field aspect or the transient aspect of free convection in 
fluid systems, there is only a limited amount of information on 
the combined effects. Some qualitative data on the case of time-
dependent heat transfer in an accelerating fluid system are to be 
found in the report by Anderson and Koiar [10] who studied 
heating of a fuel storage tank in a space vehicle. 

The present paper is intended as a contribution to transient 
free convection heat transfer under the effects of centrifugal body 
forces associated with the revolution of the fluid system. At the 
outset it was considered that the nature of the fluid and the mag
nitude of the force field would be of interest, and accordingly 
provision was made for effecting variation in the Prandtl number 
of the test fluid and the speed of revolution of the fluid system. 

The thermal boundary condition in this investigation was that 
of uniform heat, release at the outer boundary of the containing 
geometry which in this study was a pipe. Accordingly, the heat 
transfer system includes both the fluid system and its container. 
Further reference to this point is made in later sections and it is 
sufficient to state at this stage that the type of heating is con
sistent with that met with in many engineering situations. The 
idealized model geometry is shown in Fig. 1(a), and the com
ponent which simulates the thermodynamic system for the ex
perimental work is illustrated in Fig. 1(6). 

The equations of continuity, momentum, and energy for the 
theoretical system are complex in (he extreme and a solution for 
the temperature and hence heat transfer is unobtainable. Re
course may be made however to a dimensional analysis approach 
to the problem. Consideration of the variables involved in the 
problem yields the following relationship 

Nu = ,f|Gr, F, Pr, e, C] ( I ) 

where (he dimensionless groups are defined in the Nomenclature. 
The first four groups are familiar, while the last two parameters, 
viz., e and C in equation (1), are included to account for the 
geometry of the revolving system and coriolis forces, respec
tively. The parameter C which equals HQp/(ix/d) measures the 
significance of the coriolis forces to the viscous forces. The 
nature of the problem makes (lie determination of the func
tional relationship in equation (1) difficult to determine as inde
pendent variation of the parameters containing fluid properties 
is almost impossible. I t is shown later, however, that a simpli
fied form of this relationship suffices to correlate the data of the 
present tests within acceptable limits. This technique employs 
the idea of a quasi-steady situation and has been used pre
viously. The transient nature of the heat transfer process can be 
meaningful^' presented by a comparison of the temperature of 
the system in the transient state with that in the case when con
duction alone takes place. A single fluid temperature measure
ment is convenient for this purpose as the temperature fields in 
both the case of convection and conduction at a given time are 
uniquely defined; it has the advantage that it quantitatively in
dicates the behavior of the fluid flow in the rotationally induced 
convection. Furthermore, it is possible to compare the transient 
heat transfer by the employment of a heat transfer coefficient 
based on the difference between the temperature of the wall and 
that at the specific location of the single temperature met's.ire-
men t. 

Both the dimensional analysis approach and the temperature 
comparison technique are used in a later section in connection 
with a discussion of the experimental data of the tests reported in 
this work. The following section describes the equipment and 
procedure which was adopted in the experimental program. 

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
A rotating framework which has been described by the present 

authors [5] was available in the Department of Mechanical Eu-

•Nomenclature-

H =-

K = 

L = 
Nu ( = hd/K) = 

P = 
P i ' ( = CP(I/K) = 

1 = 
Q = 
R = 
P = 
s = 

= distance between axis of tube 
and axis of rotation 

= thermal conductivity 
= dynamic viscosity 
= water equivalent 
= Nusselt number 
= energy release 
= Prandtl number 
= heat flux at wall 
= heat transfer rate to test fluid 
= radiation heat loss 
= density 
= surface area 

9 = temperature 
t,r = times 

Y(t) = response of a transient system 
fi = angular velocity 

Ha( = Gr X Pr) = Rayleigh number 

e = 

Subscripts 

temperature parameter 

a = ambient 
w = wall 
c = at axis of tube 
i = initial 
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Wal l temperatures 

giueering, University of Liverpool, and it was decided to con
struct a transient heat transfer test section which could be 
readily fitted to this (see Fig. 1(a)). A copper tube 1 in. dia and 
16 in. long was found to be suitable for these purposes. The 
length of the tube was considered to be sufficiently large to 
justify the assumption that there would be no end effects at the 
central cross -section. I t was reasoned that the heat loss from the 
exterior of the tube could be best calculated under conditions of 
vacuum insulation and this method was adopted. A diagram of 
the test section is shown in Pig. 1(b). Two "tufnol" (an insulating 
material) flanges were machined as shown to be push fits with the 
copper tube and the outer concentric perspex tube. "O-ring" 
seals and draw bolts were employed to achieve vacuum-tight 
joints. The copper tube was wound with glass fiber tape and 
then with resistance wire to provide for heat transfer. Two 
copper-constantan thermocouples were located diametrically 
opposite each other on the outer surface of the tube at the cen
tral section as shown in Fig. 1(6), the fluid temperature on the 
center line being measured by an axial thermocouple probe. Ex
pansion of the test fluid during transient heating was catered for 
by the provision of a small flexible and insulated reservoir as 
shown. The thermocouple signals and electric heating power 
were transmitted via slip rings. Rotation of the test section up 
to speeds of 560 rpm was provided by a belt drive from a 1-hp 
electric motor. The radius of rotation in all tests was 11 in. 

The preparation of the test section for each experiment was 
conducted remote from the rotating rig. The annular chamber 
was exhausted using a small rotary vacuum pump with a view to 
minimizing heat loss due to free convection effects. The 
vacuum was found to hold satisfactorily for a day without further 

extraction being necessary. The test tube was then completely 
filled with the test fluid and sealed. After installation of the test, 
section in the rotating rig, the apparatus was set running at the 
desired speed and left for a time to allow the fluid to rotate 
"solidly" with its containing tube. After the preliminary run-
ning-up period, the power was switched on and readings of tube 
wall and fluid temperature were made at convenient intervals of 
time over a period of about 10 min. The ambient temperature 
was noted. 

Three fluids, viz., water, ethylene glycol, and a commercial light, 
heat, transfer oil "Shell Talona 10 W," were used. For all fluids, 
the total electric heating power was maintained at a fixed value 
of 3.6 wat t /cm 3 with a view to producing a thermal boundary 
condition of uniform heat sources at the outer boundary of the 
tube. Tests were conducted at rotational speeds which gave 
accelerations of the center line of the test section equal to 0, 10, 
24, 45, 59, and 98 g. 

Method of Calculation 
In order to calculate the heat transfer coefficient for this flow 

system, it is necessary to know the variation of heat flux to the 
fluid with time. Owing to the finite heat, capacity of the heater 
wire, insulation, and tube wall, and also because of heat loss to the 
atmosphere, the energy dissipated by the heater is not entirely 
transferred to the fluid. Tests indicated that the rate of tem
perature change for the wire, insulation, and tube wall rapidly 
equalize, so that an energy balance may be written as 

i>8 
P = L - + R + Q (2) 

ot 
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where !' is the energy release per unit time in (he wire, L is (he 
water equivalent of the wire, insulation, and tube wall, 11 is the 
heat loss, and Q is the heat transfer to the fluid in appropriate 
units. 

The heat loss comprises conduction through tlie vacuum jacket, 
and net radiation heat transfer between the test tube and its 
containing perspex tube. Rigorous calculation of these losses is 
complex in the extreme on account of the geometry and nature 
of the radiating surfaces. Preliminary calculations showed that 
the radial conduction loss was significantly smaller than the ra
diation loss and was neglected. The radiation loss has been cal
culated from the simplified Stefan-Bollzmann formula 

R = 17.3 X lO-M-e-S(0,„4 - 0,,'1) (3) 

which assumes that the radiation surface of the heated tube is 
small in comparison with the surface area of the confining 
perspex tube and that the latter is at the ambient temperature 8„. 
Accordingly, the heat flow to the fluid can be calculated from 
equations (2) and (3) when the variation of the wall temperature 
is known. With the variation of heat flow to the fluid, whose 
mass, initial temperature, and heat capacity are known, the bulk 
temperature at any time could be evaluated. However, on ac
count of the small differences between the wall temperature and 
the fluid bulk temperature, an alternative method which employs 
the fluid center-line temperature in the assessment of heat transfer 
was considered. This is warranted because the bulk and center-
line temperatures are uniquely related and the center-line tem
perature is more easily determined. The alternative technique 
can be particularly useful in the study of transient heat transfer to 
contained fluids. I t is frequently necessary, for example, to 
know the temperature history at a specific location within the 
fluid system. Such a problem occurs in many situations in the 
chemical processing industry. The center-line temperature in 
the actual transient convection case when compared with that in 
the transient heat conduction case provides a positive measure of 

the enhancement of heat transfer due to fluid flow. These con
siderations are included in the next section in addition to a more 
conventional approach to the problem. 

Results and Discussion 
The history of the wall temperature for the particular thermal 

boundary condition considered here is shown in Fig. 2 for various 
fluids at various rotational speeds. At any time, the amount of 
energy transferred to all fluids is greater at the larger rotational 
speeds, this being in keeping with a decrease in wall temperature 
as the speed increases. Differences in wall temperatures with 
speed variation occur first in the case of water, then with glycol, 
and finally with "Talona," which indicates that the effects of 
rotation are experienced earlier in the case of water than in the 
case of the other fluids. A more comprehensive presentation of 
temperature history is presented in Fig. 3 where the effects of 
convection in the stationary and rotating cases are to lie seen 
more clearly. The curves indicate that the center-line tempera
ture increases more rapidly in the rotational case than in the 
stationary case. While these trends are to be expected, the 
magnitude of such are here clearly determined and seen to be most 
significant. The difference between the center-line temperature 
when the tube is stationary and that according to conduction 
theory (Appendix) shows the inherent free convection in any 
stationary geometry. The differences between the curves for 
.1 = (I and A = !)H result from the enhancement of fluid motion 
in planes perpendicular to the tube axis and can be attributed to 
the additional effects of centrifugal buoyancy and coriolis forces. 
The coincidence of the experimental temperature curves and the 
curves from the conduction theory near the origin is compatible 
with the mechanism of heat transfer by conduction alone at the 
beginning of heating as observed by Evans and Btefany [<)]. 
The increasing departure from the curves by conduction theory 
at later times is consistent with a free convection regime. How
ever, a decrease in (8W — 6,.) means that the temperature dif
ferences within the fluid are becoming smaller with a correspond
ing reduction in the motive force for the convection. This ulti
mately results in a reduction of the temperature slope at larger 
times as shown in Fig. 3. Physically, the situation may be ex
plained in terms of "stratification" of the fluid, i.e., relatively hot. 
fluid once located near (0 the axis of rotation tends to stay there, 
giving a so-called stable region of stagnant fluid. 

It can be seen that the effect of rotation in each of the 
fluids is to establish the onset of free convection sooner and 
also to substantially increase the rate of free convection in the 
free convection regime referred to earlier. However, because 
with rotation, 9 at first decreases very rapidly compared with the 
zero-speed case, then at greater times the rate at which G de
creases must be less in the rotational case, than in the stationary 
case for the reasons given previously. From the curves this is 
seen to be so. Fig. 3 also shows that free convection occurs 
noticeably sooner in the case of water, illustrating that water is a 
better free convection fluid than glycol, which in turn is better 
than Talona. This is consistent with a quasi-steady approach 
to a correlation of the present data. 

The center-line temperature history study given in the fore
going paragraphs provides for physical insight into the be
havior of the fluid flow across the tube. The center-line thermo
couple probe measures the temperature of a stream of fluid mov
ing diametrically outward across the tube, its temperature vary
ing with time and speed of rotation, and is useful in assessing the 
effects on heat transfer. The use of heat transfer coefficient is, 
however, more familiar and this measure has been adopted in Fig. 
4 where the heat transfer coefficient based on wall to center-line 
temperature difference is plotted against time. Initially, at 
t = 0, the heat transfer coefficient is infinitely large and must de
crease at times soon after I = 0 since the geometry is closed. 
At larger times, see Fig. 4, because of the onset of free convec
tion an increasing heat transfer coefficient results as shown 111 
the diagram. As the time further increases, the rate of increase 
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Fig. 4 Heal transfer coefficients 

Table 1 Percentage increases in heat transfer coefficient due to rotation 
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of h decreases which is consistent with the form of the tem
perature curves. Some examples of the very large increases in 
h with increase in rotational speed are quoted in Table 1. 

I t will be recalled that in the conventional approach to the 
study of steady-state free convection, the following type of equa
tion is employed: 

Nusselt number = / (Rayleigh number) (4) 

and that a particular form of this equation, viz., Nusselt number 
= K (Rayleigh number), has been used [9] in the transient heat 
transfer case for average heat transfer coefficients on a quasi-
steady basis. A detailed consideration of the basic equations of 
momentum and energy for the present geometry reveals that 
additional parameters have to fie included with the Nusselt and 
Rayleigh numbers for a complete correlation. I t was decided, 
however, that because complete coverage of all such variables, 
which include the Fourier number and a further geometry 
parameter, could not be catered for in the present experimental 
work, a quasi-steady equation 

Nu = / (Ra) (5) 

might suffice. The temperature difference in the parameters of 
equation (5) was chosen to be that between the wall and the cen
ter line instead of the more usual bulk temperature basis. This 
is justifiable because the ratio of the two temperature differences 
is determined by the temperature field which is governed by the 

energy equation. The energy equation in turn yields some of the 
appropriate parameters. 

Fig. 5 shows a plot of Nu versus Ra for all fluids at all rota
tional speeds. The zero-speed case could be considered sepa
rately because it is not to be expected that these results should 
correlate with those in rotation when coriolis forces are present. 
It, is noteworthy that in Fig. 5 the water results are most scat
tered around the mean line but this is primarily due to the larger 
errors involved in determining the heat flux in that case. It will 
be seen that the majority of the experimental data are correlated 
to within ± 2 0 percent by the equation 

Nu = 0.107(Ra)»-» (0) 

it being remembered that both Nu and Ra are based on wall to 
center-line temperature difference and fluid properties evaluated 
at the instantaneous center-line temperature. While the zero-
speed results are not shown here, it is interesting to report that 
they may be correlated to within ± 1 5 percent by the equation 

Nu = 0.58(Ra)'/4 (7) 

the Rayleigh number here being made with g in place of H9J, 
The agreement between the exponent of the Rayleigh number in 
equation (7) with that in other steady-state correlations could be 
fortuitous but nevertheless is gratifying. 

The trend of the present results for the stationary case appears 
at first sight not to be in agreement with that reported by Evans 
and Stefany [9] who found that the heat transfer coefficient for a 
vertical cylinder was constant over most of the transient period. 
Their boundary condition, however, was somewhat different from 
the present one and the parameters were defined differently. 
However, the present results are consistent with those of Maahs 
[S] who observed that his heat transfer coefficient increased with 
increasing time. 

The present results for both the steady and rotational cases are 
satisfactorily correlated on the basis of a quasi-steady situation 
and this is convincingly demonstrated in part, in Fig. 5. The 
form of the correlating equation for the rotating geometry is 
somewhat speculative in that the other pertinent parameters re
ferred to earlier have been omitted. It might be that further re
finement in this direction would yield a tighter correlation; how
ever, within the accuracy of the present experimental work the 
present result must be considered to be adequate. 
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Fig. 5 The correlation of the heat transfer coefficia 

Conclusions 

An experimental study has been made of the effect of trans
verse body forces associated with accelerations up to 100 g on 
transient free convection heat transfer to a fluid in a long duct, of 
circular cross section. The experimental fluids were water, 
ethylene glycol, and Shell Talona 10 W oil. The transverse force 
field was produced by revolution of the tube about an axis parallel 
to its own axis. The free convection effects associated with rota
tion have first been assessed by comparing the central point tem
perature history in the actual situation with that when free con
vection is absent as in pure conduction in the fluid. The com
parison was made on the basis of the same wall temperature 
history. The experimental heat transfer data have been corre
lated to within ± 2 0 percent by a simple Nusselt number— 
Rayleigh number relationship using the idea of quasi-steady 
conditions. 

The experimental temperature measurements indicate the 
degree to which the flow pattern and hence heat transfer is affected 
by increases in the force field on rotation, and the dependency on 
the nature of the fluid. The magnitude of the increases in heat 
transfer were assessed in the present work by the use of a par
ticular heat, transfer coefficient and on this basis up to about 
2>/2 times the heat transfer in the earth's gravitational field was 
observed at about 100 g. The Prandtl number effect was not 
determined explicitly but the individual heat transfer data were 
consistent with the behavior of the fluids in gravitational convec
tion as must be expected. 

The general conclusion concerning the present observations is 
that revolution of a fluid system can bring about very marked 
changes in transient heat transfer; and while an all-encompassing 
empirical correlation is not possible until more extensive study of 
all variables has been made, a simplified quasi-steady correlation 
is feasible for engineering purposes provided the dimensionless 
parameters are defined in a particular way. 
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A P P E N D I X 

The calculation of fluid center-line temperature variation with 
time due to conduction alone and corresponding to a known wall 
temperature/t ime curve was made by means of Duhamel's 
theorem (seereference [11]). 
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The response Y(r) of a linear system to an arbitrary excitation 
E(t) can be regarded as a summation of system responses to a 
succession of step excitations, as shown in Fig. 6. 

The response Y(r) at time /. = r to all the step excitations 
initiated from I — 0 to t = r is then: 

t = T 

Y(T) = E(0)B(r) + Y, AE(t)B(r - t) 0 < l < r 
t= A T 

where B(T — t) is the indicial response at time r, resulting from a 
unit step excitation initiated at time I. 

Considering the present problem of radial heat conduction in an 
infinite cylinder, the required values of B(j — t), the response to 
a unit step temperature change are available in reference [It] 
where numerical values obtained from a theoretical solution are 
tabulated. Hence, by a series of summations the fluid center-
line temperature variation with time due to conduction alone was 
calculated for any observed boundary wall temperature history. 
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Liquid Droplet Deposition in Two-Phase Flow 
Two-phase annular flow deposition was studied. Experiments 'were performed to de
termine where small water droplets in. an air stream in a round tube would reach the 
wall. Results indicated that, for fully accelerated droplets whose diameters were within 
a factor of two of 150 microns, the number reaching the wall was characteristic of ex
ponential decay with distance downstream. Further, the mean free path to the wall, 
measured, axially, could be taken proportional to droplet diameter. With the assump
tion that dispersed liquid flow rate in annular two-phase flow regimes consists chiefly 
of droplets traveling at or near gas velocity, and with arbitrary choices of droplet di
ameter spectrum and magnitude of entrainment rale, it was possible to derive analytical 
expressions for mass transfer coefficient, deposition flow rate, dispersed liquid flow rate, 
mean diameter and spectrum as they all changed, downstream. Some experimental 
measurements by others were successfully reproduced by these expressions. An im
portant result was that droplet size spectrum "hardening" (preferential depletion of small 
sizes) operates to decrease the deposition- rate downs/ream, especially if there is no longer 
any entrainment. 

I 
Introduction 

I HIS investigation began with the primary goal of 
understanding droplet deposition in adiabatic, air-water annular 
flow in vertical tubes. This very restricted flow regime has 
some practical value in its own right, but it is studied most often 
by researchers trying to understand two-phase flow with heat 
addition. Air and water at room temperature provide a very 
convenient means of modeling steam-water flow, at the expense 
of omitting thermodynamic influences. Despite its convenience, 
however, adiabatic air-water annular flow is not well under
stood. Trends for a parameter such as dispersed liquid flow 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 
fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat Trans
fer Division, August 7, 1969; revised manuscript receiver! January 2, 
1970. Paper No. 70-HT-l. 

rate are known for changes in inlet conditions, but the only 
empirical expression for predicting the magnitude of that param
eter (of which the authors are aware) was not generally successful 

HI-1 

A very simple series of experiments was performed with differ
ent sizes of water droplets, in different air flows, to observe the 
droplet trajectories. The results could be represented by 
elementary mathematical expressions, and this encouraged 
further analysis. The analysis yielded expressions for several 
significant flow parameters, some of which could be compared 
with the experimental results of others. 

The Experiment 
The observation of droplet trajectories was carried out. with a 

minimum of equipment: 

1 Injection section with accessories 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

-Nomenclature-
C = concentration, lbm/ft3 

AC = concentration difference, lbm/ 
ft3 

Cd = drag coefficient 
D = tube diameter, in. 
E = entrainment constant, lbm/hr / 

in. 
E' = entrainment constant, lbm/hr / 

in.2 

G(y) = droplet number density, )x~l 

K„(z') = n th order modified Bessell func
tion second kind 

N = number of droplets 
Re = Reynolds number 

V = velocity, ft/sec 
W = flow rate, lbm/hr 

c = \d, constant for given flow 
conditions, /u/in. 

d = droplet dia, /j. 
d„ = volume mean droplet diameter, n 

= volume mean droplet diameter 
at z, ix 

= 2-»+ 1[(n - l ) ! ]" 1 ^ ' )"^" , ,^ ' ) , 
function,— 

f(z) = normalizing function 
g(z) = normalizing function 

</o = dimensional constant, lbm ft/ 
lb sec2 

Mz) = local mass transfer coefficient 
ft/see 

n = numerical order of a function, 
p = pressures, psia 

u(z) = unit step function at z = 0 
x = dummy axial variable, in. 

t',x" = dummy axial variables 
y = droplet diameter, fx 
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2 Test section 
3 Suction pump with valves, orifice, and piping. 

The (wo sections were made of VVin-II) Incite extruded tubing 
and are shown in Fig. 1. The injection section was attached 
at the upper end of the test section by a sealed joint, and both 
were aligned vertically. Laboratory air was drawn down 
through both sections by the suction pump. Accessories to the 
injection section were a velocity probe with manometers for air 
flow measurement, injection needles for creating the water drop
lets, and injection syringes for carrying the needles and ejecting 
the water in small amounts. The injection section was sufli-
ciently long to develop the air flow. 

The locations where droplets hit the test section wall were 
recorded by an MgO layer deposited there by drawing smoke 
from a burning Mg ribbon through the test, section. The holes 
in the coating could be visually counted, provided they were not 
too densely spaced, and provided the MgO layer remained intact 
on the test section wall. 

Results 
Data were taken for four droplet sizes (volume mean dia 

rf„ = 93, 126, 197, and 202/*) and three air velocities (mean ve
locity Va = 55, 93, and 111 ft/sec). The droplets, being formed 
by jet disintegration rather than atomization, had nearly uniform 
sizes. If the droplets stick to the wall, then the wall count, per 

dN 
unit axial length is — — , where A is the surviving number of 

dz 
droplets at z. On a semilog plot, the data appears as in Fig. 2. 
Station number in the figure represents z + 1/2 in. 

The droplet at injection has a. small axial velocity in an air 
stream at velocity Va. To calculate the velocity of the droplet 
at any position downstream, write the force balance: 

19 I n j e c t i o n 

Section 

6 0 Test 
Section 

>i To volving and suction line 

Fig. 1 Injection and test sections 

v„y 
igo 

PJ-
TT(IS dY„ 

I T dX (1) 

This was integrated numerically using C,t versus He relation for a 
solid sphere [2] and starting with an initial droplet velocity of 
10 ft/sec. The results are quite insensitive to this assumed 
initial droplet velocity [5]. 

For test runs the droplet velocity was calculated using equa
tion (1). In order to correct the deposition density —dN/dz 
to the magnitude it would have had if the droplets were traveling 
initially at the air stream velocity, the following corrections were 
made. Fig. 3 shows a sketch of a possible measured deposition 
density in actual section lengths of Az. If the droplets had been 
initially at the air stream velocity, these deposition points would 
be farther downstream as shown by the lower sketch. For each 
section 

k*~corrected T * tA^ilctual (2) 

dN dN' 
m 

Each datum point of Fig. 2 was corrected in this way. The 
arrows indicate corresponding points. It can be seen that the data 
points are scattered about a straight line. Then it follows that 

</Ar 

A.Y (5) 

N = A V 

f/Ar 

where X is the slope of the semilog plot of — versus z and is 

called the "deposition constant." Fig. 4 shows the value of X 
determined from data plots similar to Fig. 2 for other droplet 
sizes and air velocities. The data for a given air velocity may be 
approximated by 

•^corrected — / , I Tr ) Az (3) 

Then the droplet density corresponding to each section would be 

constant 
X = 

d 

which is the equation for each of the three curves shown. 
Possible causes of scatter in the data included: 

(6) 

•Nomenclature-

z = axial variable, in. 
z', z" = axial variables 

5(2) = deposition rate, lbm/hr / in . 
£(«) = entrainment rate, lbm/hr / in . 

A = deposition constant, in."1 

Ad = deposition constant for d„ i n . - 1 

X(z) = deposition parameter, i n . - 1 

p = density, lbm/ft3 

/I = microns, fi 

Subscripts* 

L = total liquid 
a = air 
d = droplet, dispersed liquid 

£ = entrained 
0 = initial 

avg = averaged 

* These subscripts refer the basic param
eter to the listed quantity. Definitions 
with subscripts listed above are exceptions 
to this last group. 
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Fig. 3 Sketch of data correction 

Droplet bounce 
Droplet evaporation 
Air flow influence on droplet size at the jet 
Swirl in air flow 
Drag coefficient variation due to nonsteady slate 
Needle vibration 
Electrostatic charge 
Temperature variation 
Droplet size spectrum change with length 
Statistical variations in numbers of droplets hitting the 

causing data to deviate from true mean behavior. 

All except 5 were quantitatively investigated [5]. Only the last 
two are believed to have contributed significantly to data scatter. 
The last, one predominated and is believed to be responsible for 
the scatter shown in Fig. 4. 

Prediction of Flow Parameters 
Consider a dispersed flow with a flow rate of liquid droplets 

at z = 0 of ll",(o and an entrainment rate of £(z) along the tube 
length. The deposition rate 8(i/z) at any position z resulting 
from the initial ir,/0(-</) droplets of diameter (/ is, from equation 
("0, 

8(,,,z) = \Wd(n,z) = Xc-^U'rfoO/). (7) 

The deposition rate 8(x, //, z) at any posit kin z resulting from 
a droplet entrainment rate £(x, y) of droplets of dia y which were 
entrained at position x between 0 and z is 

5(x,y,z) = \e-x(*-x)t(x, y),lx. (8) 

For a distribution of droplet sizes, define G(y) as the fraction of 
droplets with dia between y and y + Ay. The fraction of mass 
in this diameter range is G(y) (y/dj3, where d,, is the volume mean 
diameter. Then 

and 

Wd0(;y) = 

£(*, //) = 

G(yWM 

G(y)i(x) 

(9) 

where W,ia is the entering dispersed flow rate and £(.<:) is the rate 
of entrainment. of all droplets at x. Integrate equations (7) and 
(S) with (9) over all droplet sizes and positions x to obtain the 
deposition rate at any position z: 

/ . : 
8(z) = I A 

';/ = () 
G(y) i e 

+ 
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j e~^z~x>£(x)dx\ dii. (10) 
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The integration of this function requires knowledge of the mag
nitude of A, G(y), and £(:r). 

Solutions have been performed for a number of cases by taking 
Xy = c, a constant, as suggested by the experimental data shown 
in Fig. 4 and equation (G). The droplet size distribution G(y) 
was taken arbitrarily as that found by Nukiyama and Taiiasavva 
[31: 

I G(y, z)dy — 1 

0(3/) = -y- y^^»/\ 
("J" 

I) 

For the droplets which go info the stream by entrainmen 
any z the size distribution of the entering droplets is again 
as (7(i/). For the entrained flow f at any x between 0 
equation (15) gives the survival spectrum if e~A ' is replac 
e-Mz--r)_ rntegrafing over the entire upstream length 
the local spectrum 

'•MY) 

f £ at 
taken 
and z 
ed by 
gives 

This is the droplet size distribution for the inlet flow ll'",m and 
also for the local entrainment at any z. 

The solutions made here further assumed that the input d,. 
for the H'ao and the entrainment J(.i') at. any x were the same; 
also IF jo was taken as a known boundary condition and £(.<•) was 
assumed to be known. Solutions for several assumed raises are 
given in the Appendix. 

Once 8(z) has been found for a given £(z) by use of equation 
(10), then the other parameters of interest can be found as well. 
First, 

<?{(?/, z) = / - < J : -XU-.r)fc, x)G(.y)dx 

where/(.r) is also determined by equation (Hi). 
At any .; the volume mean diameter is (Calculated by 

(d„)> = f y*G(y,z)dy. 
Jo 

(17 ) 

:is) 

When both ll'.iu and £(-') contribute droplets to the spectrum 
the local G(y, z) is determined by adding the contributions uf 
each as follows: 

r. Wd(z) = WM + [£(*) - 8(x)}dx. 

A mass-population weighted mean A at any location z is 

X(z) f Mi 
Jo 

il) { ~- ) G(y, z)dy. 

(12) 

(13) 

IF 

Go(y, z) 

j 5a(x)dx I rt 
J o , „ . J i i 

- 5.1 

G(y, z) = -
(d-

F Gi-(y, : — 

I t can Lie shown from equations (10), (12), and (13) that the 
following identity holds: 

X(z) = 
Wd(zf 

(14) 

Along the How path the "input" droplet size distribution for 
the ir,io How and the entrained flow is G(y), equation (11). Be
cause the deposition rate varies with droplet diameter, the size 
spectrum changes with z. 

For the droplets in the initial How WM with (70/), the dis
tribution for these droplets downstream, from equation (">), is 

G0(y:z) = g(z)e^G(y) (15) 

where g(z) is a normalizing function determined by the require
ment that 

, / , i t 

Wm - \ 5„(:x)dx [ "[£,., - h^.,,\d, 
J_o J o _ 

W«)3o "~~ {d„)\ 

where Go and G( are determined from equations (15) and (,17) 
and the corresponding (d„)o and (dV!)e from equation (18); So 
is calculated from equation (10) with £ = 0, and <5t is also calcu
lated from equation (10) with W do = 0. 

Comparison With Data lor Deposition Rates 

Data for deposition rates are often reported in terms of a mass 
transfer coefficient A; defined by 

= kL\(; = k —. 
7r/)d: TIP . ' 

4 

t;»0) 

60 
o Cousins and Hewitt [4] 

Xd = 0.024 in"1 

Xd = 0.020 in"1 with 
Entrance Effect 

20 40 60 
z(in) 

80 100 

590 N O V E M B E R 1 9 7 0 

Fig. 5 Calculated Wd(z) 
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where the concentration C at the tube wall is taken as zero. AC* 
is jhe mass concentration of droplets in the stream. 

To relate k to X, write equation (5) as follows: 

1 \ d\Vd{z) 

•KDI dz 

1 
MVd(z). 

Then from equations (20) and (21), 

k = - XDV„. 
4 

(21) 

(22) 

A recent experiment by Cousins and Hewitt [4] gives deposi
tion data which is appropriate for testing the solutions resulting 
from the analysis above. In the experiment of interest, air and 
water at room temperature flowed vertically upward together 
in annular flow through a P/Vin-ID tube about 80 ft long. 
The liquid film was then removed at various distances of 1 to 9 
ft from the end of the tube, causing entrainment to go to zero. 
A film was redeposited downstream of the removal point, by the 
process of droplet deposition alone, and this film was again re

moved at the end of the tube. Conditions were: 

Wa = 500 Ib/hr air 
WL = 175 Ib/hr water 

p = 29.7 ± 0.1 psia at initial film removal point, z0, which 
will be taken as zero in the following figures. 

Fig. 5 shows Wd{z) data points from the measurements of 
Cousins and Hewitt. Two curves are shown, both of which are 
constructed from the solutions in Table 4 of the. Appendix. 
Hence, the underlying assumptions for these calculations are 
that upstream entrainment rate was linear and that, the droplet 
size spectrum has approached its corresponding limit. 

The first curve (dashed) is the best fit obtainable with the 
solution W d(z) = Wmlhiz')]- The value of Xf, which gave the 
best fit, to the data is 0.024 i n . - 1 Use of this solution is equiva
lent to the approximation that all entrained droplets, immedi
ately upon entrainment, are well dispersed and fully accelerated 
to the average air velocity. 

The second curve (solid) includes an entrance effect whose 
contribution is indicated by the shaded area. Here 90 percent 

0.6 

k(z) 0 4 
ft/sec) 

0.2 

* >̂ d = 0.024 in"1 

Xd = 0.020 in"1 with 
Entrance Effect 

20 40 60 
z (in) 

Fig. 6 Calculated k(z) 
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of the dispersed flow rate is assumed to consist of fully accelerated 
and dispersed droplets. The remaining 10 percent is assumed 
to consist of droplets of a uniform size which lag behind the air 
flow in such a way that the deposition constant is 5 times as 
great as \d. This correction is made because the drops which 
have just been entrained would not yet have reached main
stream velocity. Then W d(z) = 0.9 W,101/7(2')] + 0.1 IFdoC_5\/*\ 
I t can be seen that the fit of this curve to the data is excellent. 

Fig. 0 shows curves for k(z) for each of the above two approxi
mations calculated from equation (22). For the dashed curve, 
the value of X(z) comes from Table 4 in the Appendix. For the 
solid curve, \(z) must be calculated from equation (14), with 
both 8(z) and W d{z) consisting of two parts. Table 5 illustrates 
the details of the calculation. 

Fig. 7 shows A'(2),n-g data points for the average k(z) between 
z = 0 and z — z, plus two curves representing the appropriately 
averaged values of k(z) shown in Fig. 6. The values must be 
averaged because the experimenters were in effect measuring 
deposition over a length of tube from 0 to z. The averaging of 
the curves is most easily done by writing 

Wd(z) = WMe-x^> :wff (23) 

and solving for X(«)„ve. 
Then k(z)livli can be calculated from equation (22). Since 

k(z) values from the curves do not enter directly, Fig. 7 can be 
regarded as entirely based on Fig. o. A good fit in one figure 
guarantees a good fit in the other. 

Examination of the figures indicates that the approximation 
underlying the second curve appears to be very good. The same 
approximation was used to reproduce data for other cases, in 
different sized tubes with different flow conditions [5]. In every 
instance, the data were successfully matched with curves of 
apparently correct shape. The only requirements were for 
numerically appropriate values for t;(z) and A,,. 

Conclusions 

This study has led to many conclusions, the most important 
ones of which are listed in the following: 

1 Experimental evidence indicates that fully accelerated 
water droplets, over much of the range of sizes expected to carry 
the bulk of the dispersed liquid in vertical annular flow, tend to 

Case 2 
S(z) 

Case 3 
S(z) 

&// 

n 

Wd(z) / 

Fig. 8 Shapes for £(z), 5(z), and Wd{z) 

reach the wall in simple exponential fashion along the length of u 
circular tube carrying an air flow, equation (f>). 

2 Experimental evidence indicates that the tendency to reach 
the wall, as measured by the magnitude of a deposition constant 
for each accelerated droplet size, is inversely proportional lo 
droplet size and decreases with increasing air velocity, Fig. 4. 

3 With the assumption that dispersed flows are chiefly drop
lets traveling at gas velocity, one can use the deposition constant 
to calculate several flow parameters of practical interest, such as 
dispersed flow rate and deposition rate, Appendix. 

4 A droplet size spectrum can be introduced into the anal
ysis to make it more realistic, although the complexity is such 
that at present it becomes necessary to assume simple forms of 
entrainment rate to make the analysis tractable. 

5 Spectral hardening (depletion of more easily deposited 
sizes) reduces deposition downstream, causing an increase in dis
persed flow rate over the one-size model, Fig. 9. It should lie 
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realized that a similar result would be obtained for any spectrum 
and for any diametrical dependence in the deposition constant. 

6 The parameters calculated by the analysis can be used very 
successfully to duplicate experimental results of oilier researchers 
working on adiabatic annular flow if an "entrance effect" is 
incorporated in the analysis, Figs. 5, 0, and 7. 

Table 2 

£ « linearly increasing with 

A P P E N D I X 

In the following four tallies, solutions are presented for these 
cases: 

1 £(z) constant, U'M = 0 
2 £(z) linearly increasing, Wdo = 0 
3 £(2) = 0, WM * 0. 
4 £(z) constant for a long distance, then dropping to zero. 

The distance is long enough that the droplet spectrum 
reaches its asymptotic limit, and Wdo (if any) has completely died 
away. 

The following notation is used: 

(*')" 
1 /„(*') Kn(z'), where KJz') is the «th order 

2"-Hn - 1)! 
modified Bessel function of the second kind. 

2 Z' ' = ' 2 \ / 3 . 9 L 5 X ( , 2 = 3.96\/X,,z, dimensionles 
c 

X„ = 
d„ 

30 
4 6{y) = //2(, 

(dvY 

3.9 lay 

5 67( co) is an indefinitely hardened spectrum. Only drop
lets of infinite size are remaining. 

6 2" = 3 .90 \ /X ( i ^ - *«)• 
Fig. 8 shows the nature of the results for 5 and Wd for the 

four eases. Fig. 9 shows how the droplet size spectrum changes 
along the length for cases 1, 2, and 4. 
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Table 4 Table 5 Calculat ion of mass transfer coefficient 
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7 . 

3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

K ^ z ) 

W 2 (z) 

A j U ) 

7*2<z) 

A(z) 

k ( 2 ) 

45 
93 
39 
53 
75 
34 
11 
03 

. 

*• 

" 
. 

(2)
 W«)»> 

0 .642 
0 .609 
0 . 5 7 3 
0 . 5 2 6 
0 . 4 7 3 
0 . 4 1 8 
0 . 3 6 1 
0 . 3 0 8 

-

0 . 9 0 K d o [ f 7 ( z ' 

A ^ U ) * * ' 

0 . 5 4 5 
0 . 3 9 3 
0 .239 
0 . 1 5 3 
0 . 0 7 5 
0 . 0 3 5 
0 . 0 1 1 
0 . 0 0 3 
0 
0 

) ] , l b / h r . 

0 . 1 0 uH [ e " 0 - 1 0 0 ' ] . I b / h r 

I f . U 

[ f 7 ( 2 

0 . 1 0 0 i n " 1 . 

Vl + A2H2 ' 

M z l / l W j U ) + 

DV 
M z ) - j i - A< 

1 ) 1 i " 1 

')J 

M , ) ( 5 > 

' .187 
1 "02 
0 .812 
0 .679 
0 . 5 4 8 
0 . 4 5 3 
0 .372 
0 . 3 1 1 

-

J 2 ( z ) | , i n " 1 . 

, , 1 . 2 5 (108 0 ) 1 f 

XMW 

0 .0217 
0 . 0 1 9 7 0 
0 .01726 
0 .01577 
0 .01416 
0 . 0 1 3 1 2 
0 .01232 
0 . 0 1 1 8 6 
0 .01116 
0 . 0 1 0 6 3 

t / s e c . 

«,)»> 

0 . 7 3 1 
0 . 6 6 4 
0 . 5 8 2 
0 . 5 3 2 
0 .477 
0 . 4 4 2 
0 . 4 1 6 
0 . 4 0 0 
0 . 3 7 6 
0 . 3 5 9 
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Axial Distribution of Bulk Temperature 
and Void Fraction in a Heated Channel 
With Inlet Subcooling 
A theoretical model is developed to determine the axial temperature distribution of sub-
cooled liquid. It is a simple function of a heat transfer and a condensation parameter. 
The proposed model satisfactorily correlates the measured bulk temperature profiles. 
The corresponding mid fraction, is computed by using a new empirical slip correlation, 
valid in both subcooled and bulk boiling regions. The resulting axial void profile has 
been compared (over the entire heated length) with steam and water data from six differ
ent sources, covering a wide range of pressure, mass flux, surface heat flux, inlet sub-
cooling and channel geometry. The method gives satisfactory agreement with experi
mental data. 

Introduction 

I HE AXIAL void fraction profile for a heated channel 
with inlet subcooling depends upon the distribution of bulk liquid 
temperature. Experiments have shown that the boiling sub-
cooled liquid gives rise to a two-phase flow where vapor and sub-
cooled liquid exist simultaneously at a given cross section in the 
channel. This indicates that for these cases the assumption of 
thermal equilibrium in calculating void fraction is not applicable. 
Void profiles in such channels are a complicated function of mass 
flux, heat flux, inlet subcooling, and channel geometry. 

Because of the obvious relationship between void and reac
tivity it is important to calculate its distribution in liquid-
cooled nuclear reactors. Several attempts have been made to 
determine the axial distribution of void fraction. 

On the basis of photographic study Griffith, Clark, and Kohse-
now [ l j 1 were first to propose two separate regions in subcooled 
boiling. This fundamental investigation has been the basis of 
most later work. For the first region they suggested that heat 
was removed simultaneously by single-phase heat transfer mech
anism and by condensation of vapor bubbles. By assuming that 
bubbles always remain in the vicinity of the wall, Griffith, et al. 
proposed that in the second region the condensing area and there
fore the condensing coefficient remained constant.. However, 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication (with

out presentation) in the JOUHNAL OF HEAT TRANSFEB. Manuscript, 
received by the Heat Transfer Division, June 12, 1969; revised 
manuscript received February 13, 1970. Paper No. 70-HT-T. 

recent flow-regime studies show that the bubbles do migrate into 
the main flow stream for the second subcooled region and the 
area of vapor condensation does not necessarily remain constant. 
Later Maurer [2] suggested a linear interpolation between the 
end of the wall voidage region defined by Griffith, et al. and the 
point of 40 percent void fraction on the modified Martiuelli-
Nehson void curve; this arbitrarily chosen boundary was based 
on experimental observations. 

Houghton [3], by neglecting slip velocity, solved the coupled 
nonlinear differential equations representing the void fraction 
and the liquid temperature in a heated channel. The solution 
obtained was a complicated implicit function, and in some cases 
it predicted that the liquid phase was superheated by as much 
as 10 deg F—no experimental evidence of such superheating has 
yet been found. 

Bowring [4] subsequently presented a very reasonable physical 
model to calculate void fraction in the subcooled boiling region. 
He also showed that for most of the experimental data then 
available the effect of bubble condensation was negligible—a 
finding contrary to Houghton's model. Bowring's finding that 
6, the ratio of agitative heat flux to the evaporative, remains 
constant does not satisfy the boundary conditions of the sub
cooled region (because a t the bulk boiling boundary 6 = 0); it 
thus gives a discontinuity in the void profile. 

Lavigne (5J developed a JRiccati-type differential equation for 
the distribution of quality in the subcooled boiling region by 
assuming that (a) the mass of vapor formed per unit length is a 
function of local subcooling, and (b) the rate of condensation of 
vapor is proportional to the product of its mass and local sub
cooling. The solution yielded a functional relationship between 
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true quality and thermodynamic quality. l i e briefly treated 
the problem of calculating void fractions, suggesting that the 
slip ratio can be taken equal to one. The condensation coeffi
cient was simply assumed to be constant for given geometry and 
pressure. 

Zuber, et al. [0] proposed that the bulk liquid temperature 
distribution be represented either by a hyperbolic tangent func
tion or an exponential function because these functions satisfy 
the boundary conditions. They derived an expression which 
predicted void fraction under conditions of thermodynamic 
equilibrium as well as nonequilibrium. 

A more comprehensive approach was next offered by Levy 
[7]. He determined the point of bubble departure using a bubble 
force balance and the single-phase liquid turbulent temperature 
distribution away from the wall. Pie then postulated a relation
ship between the true quality and the thermal equilibrium 
quality on the grounds that it satisfies the boundary conditions. 
Levy's function can be obtained as a special case of Lavigne's 
model if the bubble condensation is neglected and if it is assumed 
that, subcooled boiling begins at the point of bubble detachment. 
For determination of void fraction Levy used the correlation 
proposed by Zuber and Findlay [8]. 

Recently liouhani and Axelsson [9] calculated steam volume 
fraction in subcooled and quality boiling regions by assuming 
that (a) the supplied heat through the surface is removed by a 
vapor-liquid exchange mechanism, and (b) the rate of heat re
leased by vapor condensation per unit time per unit length is di
rectly proportional to local subcooling. The condensation 
coefficient was analyzed in detail, and the void correlation of 

Zuber and Findlay [S] was used. This method requires step-by-
step numerical integration, and it does not yield satisfactory 
results in the case of very low mass flows (G < 0.1 X 106 lb/ht 
• f t 2 ) . 

A generalized subcooled voidage model was next put forward 
by Sha [10], and more recently a semianalytieal correlation 
was developed by Schmidt [11]. Both these models assume 
unity slip ratio for the subcooled region. 

I t appears, therefore, that a more unified approach is needed 
in predicting volumetric vapor fraction profile along the heated 
channel. The object of this paper is to present uncomplicated 
expressions based on simple postulates, which will successfully 
predict void fraction under conditions of thermal equilibrium as 
well as nonequilibrium. 

Analysis 
Hypotheses and Derivation of Temperature Distribution Model. Three 

distinct regions are recognized in forced convection boiling—the 
highly subcooled region of wall voidage, the slightly subcooled 
region of bubble detachment, and the bulk boiling region. The 
mechanisms of heat removal from the surface in these regions 
are complex and not yet well understood. In this analysis it is 
hypothesized that the liquid-phase heat transfer coefficient is 
distributed as shown in Fig. 1, and it is postulated that: 

1 Lip to the point A—recognized by the onset of nucleation—• 
the total heat flux is used to raise the liquid bulk temperature, 
and no vapor is formed. The liquid heat transfer coefficient has 
the single-phase value /;.,„. 

•Nomenciature-

;l = 

--!,- = 

k = 

liK = 

C = 

a, = 

c„ = 

c, = 

C-> = 

I), = 
d = 
G = 
g = 

tJc = 

//;„ = 
'</„ = 

h, = 

K = 

dimensionless constant defined 
in equation (21) 

flow area, ft.2 

dimensionless constant defined 
in equation (24) 

constant defined in equation 
(18a), lb'.-Vft5/* hr'V= deg F 

proportionality constant, hr2 

• ftVBtu2 

distribution parameter used in 
181 

specific heat of liquid, Btu/ lb 
• deg F 

dimensionless heal transfer 
parameter defined in equation 
(12a) 

dimensionless condensation pa
rameter defined in equation 
(126) 

hydraulic diameter, ft 
differential sign 
mass flux, lb/hr ft2 

acceleration" due to gravity, ft/ 
hr2 

conversion factor, lb ft/lb hr2 

liquid saturation enthalpy, B tu / 
lb " -

inlet liquid enthalpy, Btu/ lb 
latent heat of vaporization, 

Btu/ lb 
subcooled boiling, liquid-phase 

heat transfer coefficient, B tu / 
hr ft2 deg F 

single-phase heat transfer co
efficient, Btu/hr ft2 deg F 

condensation constant defined 
in equation (18) 

A"B = Bankof'f's How parameter used 
in [21] 

Kt = coefficient of liquid thermal 
conductivity, Btu/f t hr deg F 

/ = distance along the heated chan
nel such that 0 < / < /„, ft 

lD = position of the onset of bubble 
detachment measured from 
inlet, ft 

iH = total heated length, ft 
llh = distance at which thermal 

equilibrium quality becomes 
zero measured from inlet, ft 

I' = absolute pressure, lb/in2 

Ph — heated perimeter, ft 
R,, = radius of bubble at detachment. 

in boiling flow, ft 
H0 = radius of bubble at detachment 

in pool boiling, ft 
S = slip ratio 
T = temperature of bulk liquid at 

position Z, deg F 
T,, = temperature of bulk liquid at 

onset of detachment, deg F 
7'i„ = temperature of bulk liquid at 

inlet, deg F 
7'snt = saturation temperature, deg F 

7\v = temperature of heated wall, 
deg F 

- - T+ = dimensionless temperature from 
reference [16]; = (T - T4)/ 

- C A u t - T„) 
AT = quenching potential or sub-

cooling at position Z; = 
7'sut ™ T, deg F 

A7',,,= subcooling at onset of detach
ment; = 7/„t — TA, deg F 

ATin = subcooling at inlet; = 7'sat — 
7'i„, deg F 

A7's»t = boiling potential: = 7\v — 
_ Tnt, deg F 

A7'* = dimensionless subcooling; = 
AT/AT,, 

V'i,, = inlet liquid velocity, ft/hr 
A' = true vapor weight quality 

A',, = thermal equilibrium quality at 
onset of detachment defined 
in equation (27) 

A',t = thermal equilibrium weight 
quality (also called thermo
dynamic qualify) 

Z = position along the healed chan
nel such that /„ < Z < l„, ft 

ZA = significan boiling length; = 

/,. 
Z* = dimensionless length; = Z!Zth 

Z^ = dimensionless distance from ref
erence [10]; = (/ - ID)/-
('„, - ID) 

a — volumetric vapor fraction 
e = ratio of agitative heat flux to 

evaporative heat flux used 
in reference [4] 

/x --= dynamic viscosity of liquid, 
' lb/hr ft. 

p = liquid density, lb/ft3 

p = vapor density, lb/ft3 

a = surface tension of liquid, lb ft 
0 = heat flux, Bin /hr ft2 

4>i = quenching heat flux defined in 

equation (1), Btu/hr ft2 

(f>\ = boiling heat./flux' defined in 
equation (1), Btu /hr ft2 
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j SINGLE PHASE 

NON BOILING LENGTH " îGMFICANTTHJiUNG LENGTH 

| TOTAL HEATED LEN6TH 

r i g . 1 Schematic representat ion of heat transfer coefficient and tempera
ture dist r ibut ion 

2 The region AB is a transition region where bubbles are 
formed but do not grow large enough to detach from the wall 
and subsequently collapse at the surface. The bubble boundary 
layer thickness increases with the heated length until the point 
B is reached where bubbles start, to depart from the wall. As a 
result, the net amount of vapor generated to the left of B is very 
small. The total heat flux is .still being utilized in raising the 
liquid bulk temperature. Because of the growth and collapse 
cycle of nucleating bubbles the liquid-phase heat transfer coeffi
cient increases significantly from the single-phase value /t5„ at 
point .4 to some maximum value /(, at point B. 

3 To the right of II the bubbles detach from the heated wall 
and are swept downstream, recondensing slowly as they move 
through the region BC. In cases where the post-detachment 
condensation of bubbles is not significant, a rapid rise in void 
fraction is observed. In the region BC the healing of bulk liquid 
progresses simultaneously with production of vapor but at a 
reduced rate. The applied heat flux is thus divided into two 
components and can be written as 

0 = <jb; + (1) 

With the assumed model .subsequently defining lit as an average 
value of the liquid-phase heat transfer coefficient for region BC, 
the quenching heat flux can be expressed as 

= hAT (2) 

To simplify the analysis the heated length can be divided into 
two regions: (a) the nonboiling length, and (b) the significant 
boiling length. The boundary between the two regions is char
acterized by the onset of bubble detachment. This point is 
taken as datum for determining the liquid temperature distribu
tion. A schematic bulk temperature profile is shown in Fig. 1. 

If the kinetic and potential energy and pressure terms are 
neglected, the energy balance for a length dZ of the heated 
channel with constant flow area can be written as: 

For the quenching liquid phase: 

x) dx + 
dmc 

GA,S 
GA,CP[(T + (IT) - Td\ 

+ ,!xOA,Cl,(TM - Td) = (I - x)GA,Cp(T - Td) 

+ dm,.[hfa + Cp(7\:lt - 7',,)] + ^l\dZ (3) 

where dm, is the differential rale of vapor condensation in Ib/hr. 
By neglecting second-order terms the above equation simplifies 

dT dx <t>J'k '''",. hJa + CPAT 

dZ ' dZ "" " GAf ' dZ \ GA, 

For the boiling phase: 

(x + (lx)hf,jGAf = xhffiA, — thiic 

X [ht, + CP(TM 

or 

dx 4>\Ph dm,. (h,g + C,AT 

(4) 

T)} + $\l\<(z (')) 

•" dZ GA, dZ GA , 
(6) 

Based on the dynamics of single bubbles, the rate of vapor con
densation has been analyzed by the present author [12]. From 
this analysis the weight of vapor condensed per unit time per unit 
length is approximate!}' given by 

dm,. 

dZ 
= KATVZ (7) 

where K is a condensation constant. 
Combining equations (I), (2), (4), (G), and (7) yields 

(1 x) 
(IT 4>1\. 
dZ GAfC„ \GAj.Cp 

h^AT 
GAfi„ 

''fa 

K *'-• 

K,r'-VZ| (8) 

The above equation is a first-order nonlinear differential equa
tion. It provides a general relationship for the temperature 
gradient, and it could be solved by numerical techniques. Mow-
ever, an analytical solution is more desirable and to approximate 
.such a solution two .simplifying assumptions are made: 

(IT 
(1 - x) — : 

dZ 

dT 

dZ 
(9«) 

where r/>, is the quenching heat flux, the part responsible for 
raising the temperature of liquid phase (it is directly proportional 
to quenching potential AT), and (f>\ is the boiling heat flux and 
is a function of boiling potential A7'3at. 

4 At C, which denotes the inception of bulk boiling, the bulk 
liquid attains saturation, the quenching component, of heat flux 
disappears, and the total heat flux is utilized in formation of 
vapor. 

At, the beginning of void formation, where — is large, the value 
dZ 

of x is very small ( < t part in 100 [">]); subsequently as x In— 
dT 

creases and becomes large the factor — 
d.Z 

caused will not be significant. 

0: hence the error 

CAT (96) 
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Since CPAT is much smaller than h,u the error involved will not 
be appreciable. At pressures as high as 2000 psia, hfg is at least 
5 to 10 times larger than CVAT [5]. 

Substitution of equations (9a) and (96) into equation (8) re
duces it to 

AT = hjPh 

dZ GA fi 
AT + 

Khf 

GA flv 

'- AT s/z Z (10) 

The above equation is a simplified governing differential equa
tion for the distribution of bulk temperature with initial condi
tions 

'A = 0; AT = A7'rf 

Dimensionless Formulation and Solution. To facilitate analysis 
and discussion the following quantities are defined: 

1 The significant boiling length Zsb = l„ — LD 

2 The dimensionless distance Z* = Z/Zab 

3 The dimensionless subcooling A7'* = AT ,'ATd. 

Expressed in these quantities the governing differential equation 
(10) and the initial conditions transform into 

rf(A7'_*) 

~<iz* (C, + f <7, Vz*)AT* (11) 

with initial condition Z* = 0, AT* = 1, where C\ and C-i are 
dimensionless parameters arid are defined as 

G\ (the heat transfer parameter) = h*ji£* ( 1 2 a ) 
GAfCp 

Ci (the condensation parameter) = -§ — y - 4 — (126) 
GA fCp 

If the effect of temperature variations on the physical properties 
of the phases are neglected, the solution of equation (11) with 
its given initial condition can be readily obtained as 

AT" ,,-(C,z* + c,z *•/»> 
(13) 

The above equation explicitly expresses the distribution of bulk 
temperature in a heated channel with inlet subcooling. 

Determination of Bulk Temperature. To obtain the temperature 
profile from equation (13), the values of Ci and Ci have to be 
calculated from equations (12a) and (126) respectively. There 
remain three constants to be evaluated: 

1 hi the liquid-phase heat transfer coefficient 
2 Zab the significant boiling length 
3 K the condensation constant 

The constants hi and Zlb both depend upon the successful pre
diction of the point of onset of bubble detachment. At this 
point the quenching heat flux has its maximum value, because 
the boiling component is approximately zero. Hence for a uni
formly heated channel, the quenching component r/>( ^ (j> at 
bubble detachment. I ts substitution in equation (7) gives the 
liquid-phase heat transfer coefficient as 

h, = 
A?' 

(14) 

The corresponding position of the onset of bubble detachment is 
obtained by a simple heat balance, thus 

l» 
GAS 

C,,(ATiD ~ ATd) (15) 

and the significant boiling length Zsb is expressed as 

Z* = h - ID = hi - ^ C y A ? ' i " ~ A ^ ) ( 1 6) 

Both equations (14) and (16) can now be evaluated if ATd, the 
subcooling at onset of detachment, is known. In the next 
section the methods of calculating AT d are discussed. 

Calculation of ATd. Several models [4, 7, 13, 14] are available 
which predict the subcooling at the onset of bubble detachment. 
Any of these models could be employed for calculation of AT,, 
but either they do not apply with adequate accuracy, or the 
physical basis of the models is not compatible with detailed 
experimental measurements. To overcome these problems a 
new correlation for predicting onset of bubble detachment has 
been developed by the present author [15]. I t is based on the 
assumptions presented here, and is thus compatible with this 
analysis. A detailed discussion of various models and their 
comparison with experimental data is also given in [15]. The-
correlation is 

bH» = 2.44 
GO, 

M K, 

HiuY/l/h 

H, 
(17; 

An obvious advantage of such representation is that it is dimen
sionless. I t has been successfully used for Freon-22, although 
the exponents were obtained from steam and water data only. 

By combining equations (14) and (17) the value of ATd is 
calculated. In some cases the predicted value of ATd may ex
ceed Ai'u,. This signifies that the bubble detachment occurs 
from the start of heated length, and correspondingly ZA = lUl 

and ATd = AjPie. I t should be noted that the value of ATd = 
AT;„ is not employed in the calculation of ht—it is only used in 
defining the noudimensional quantities. Therefore, a feature of 
equation (17) is that it provides a physical meaning for the 
cases where the predicted subcooling at detachment is greater 
than the inlet subcooling. 

Calculation of K. Analytical expressions for the evaluation of K 
have been obtained by the present author and the method of its 
calculation has been given in reference [12]. The constant K is 
expressed as 

K = 2.79C 
BKRJP,,^ 

;ib/hr deg F ft8/*) (18) 

where C (hr2 ft2/Btu2), a proportionality constant, depends on 
the liquid and the type of lieated surface, and is evaluated from 
the experimental data. 

BK is a function of fluid properties and it is weakly dependent 
on pressure. 

BK = 
(K,p'Cp)

1/' ggc(p °>]V,«b' ' A / f t ^ h r ^ d e g F ) (18a) 

Note: For steam and water BK is nearly constant in the 
pressure range 1 bar to 100 bar and can be approximated by 

BK ~ 71.0 (lbVyft5/« hrs''2 deg F) 

for 14.5 < P < 1500 psia 
(186) 

Rd is the radius of bubble detachment in boiling flow; it is in
versely proportional to both pressure and mass flux, and can be 
approximated from the following equations: 

RJR, = 1/(1 + 2F i n») (18c) 

where R® is the radius of bubble at zero velocity (pool boiling) 
and is given by 

R„ l / [(p-p l , ) / (0.09(r)]V>(ft .) (18d) 

and 

n = 3/2 for Vin < 1 ft/sec) 

n = 1/3 for F i n > 1 ft /sec/ 

I t is admitted that in determining K the use of the equations 
^iven above would achieve only a limited success because of the 
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Fig. 2 Effect of heat transfer parameter Ci on temperature distribution 

lack of detailed knowledge regarding growth and tuicleation 
processes. Alternatively, K can be treated as a macroscopic 
constant and by expressing it as a function of independent vari
ables its value could be determined from experimental data. A 
similar procedure was adopted by Rouhani [9], 

Effects of Operating Variables and Hydraulic Diameter on Ci and C2. 
According to this analysis the distribution of bulk temperature 
is governed by a heat transfer and a condensation parameter; 
see equation (13). The qualitative effect of operating variables— 
pressure, mass flux, heat flux, and inlet subcooling—on the two 
controlling parameters Ci and Ci can now be studied from equa
tions (12a), (126), (15), (16), (17), and (IS). These equations 
show that Ci and C2 vary inversely with pressure but this de
pendence is quite weak. Strong influence of mass flux is ob
served in both and they decrease as the mass flux goes up. The 
effect of heat flux is also quite distinct and Ci and C2 increase 
with increasing heat flux. All operating parameters have a 
similar effect on both (7, and Co but the former is less sensitive 

than the latter to changes in mass and heat flux. Inlet sub-
cooling also enters the equations and as it increases & and Ci 
decrease; the effect becomes more significant at high degrees of 
subcooling. 

Enlargement of hydraulic diameter reduces the heat transfer 
parameter C\ but produces no significant effect on the condensa
tion parameter Co. 

Effect of Ci and C2 on Temperature Profile. If the condensation is 
negligible the equation (13) reduces to 

-C,z* AT* = (Via) 

The effect of the heat transfer parameter C\ on the temperature 
distribution can now be deduced easily. As & increases in 
value, AT* converges rapidly to zero, i.e., the thermal equilib
rium is restored. The parameter C\ thus provides a measure of 
thermal equilibrium. 

Computed values of theoretical liquid temperature profiles 
for ft = 1.0 to Ci = 10.0 are shown in Fig. 2. I t can be seen 
that for Ci < 5 the entire boiling length remains under thermal 
nonequilibrium, and as the value of ft progressively exceeds 5, 
the thermal equilibrium is restored over greater fractions of the 
significant boiling length. 

The condensation parameter ft. has an effect similar to ft, 
and it is the cumulative effect of both ft and <72 which determines 
the thermal equilibrium. Large values of ft tend to restore 
the equilibrium and decrease the void fraction. However, 
if d is not significant compared to ft, its effect on temperature 
profile is minimal, and the temperature distribution can be 
determined from equation (13a). 

Comparison of the Temperature Distribution Model With Experimental 
Data. Measurement of bulk temperature in thermal nonequilib
rium two-phase flow is difficult and few data appear in the 
literature. Recently, however, an excellent and comprehensive 
experimental study of two-phase flow systems has been reported 
by Staub, et al. [16]. 

The equations developed in the present analysis were applied 
to Staub's data of reference [16]. I t was found that for the 
range of reported test results the effect of post-detachment 
bubble condensation was only significant where 

Mass flux 6 < 0.4 X 10" lb/hr ft2 

This criterion for effective condensation was maintained through
out the analysis. 

A comparison of the temperature profiles predicted by equa
tion (13) with Staub's data for three runs is shown in Fig. 3. 
For low mass flux runs (G = 0.253 X 106 lb/hr ft2) the value of 
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the proportionality constant C was obtained by applying equa
tions (13) through (18) to a single data point of run I-3-T-72. 

In view of the fact that the experimental bulk temperatures 
reported by Staub, et al. [16] were determined from the integra
tion of the measured transverse temperature profiles and that 
large corrections were applied for conduction error and the 
presence of vapor phase, the agreement between theory and ex
periment is remarkably good. 

Staub, et, al. [16] have also successfully correlated their tem
perature profile data by a relationship of the following form: 

T+ = 1 - erz* (19) 

Reduced in the nomenclature of the present analysis it becomes 

1 - AT* = 1 - e~AZ* (20) 

where A is a dimensionless quantity defined as 

Examination of equations (12a), (15), and (21) shows that if 
ATd < ATin the heat transfer parameter Ci = A. Consequently 
it can be noted from equations (13) and (20) that for the special 
case where 

ATd < ATm, and 

C° = 0 (i.e., post-detachment condensation is negligible) 

the exponential function used by Staub and the model proposed 
in this analysis become identical. 

In determining the temperature profile from the exponential 
relationship Staub replaces AT',, by ATin if the predicted value 
of the former exceeds the latter. This occurs mainly at low 
mass flux and inadvertently compensates for the bubble con
densation. Thus good approximation would result at low and 
medium inlet subeoolings. The present model makes no such 
approximation, using the predicted value of ATd for all cases 
and taking bubble collapse into account. 

Two formulations, the exponential function and the hyper
bolic functions, were used by Staub, et al. since both satisfied 
the boundary conditions. In comparing them they state [16]: 

1 That the measured axial liquid temperature distribution 
appeared to fall closer to the exponential relation than the hyper
bolic formulation, and 

2 That two-thirds of the data fall within ± 1 0 percent of the 
exponential relation and all data fall within ± 2 0 percent. 

I t has been shown that Staub's exponential function is simply 
a special case of the proposed model. By inference, therefore, 
it can be stated that the postulates presented in this analysis 
appear to be valid in the low pressure range covered In' Staub, 
et al. 

Experimental results at high pressures are not yet available 
for comparison. However, the proposed temperature distribution 
model can be tested using the many void fraction data reported 
in the literature. 

Determination of Void Fraction Profile. The main object of de
veloping a temperature distribution model has been the prediction 
of void fraction. To make such predictions it is first necessary 
to calculate (a) the true vapor weight quality, and (6) the slip 
ratio. Procedures for calculating quality and estimating slip 
are outlined below. 

Calculation of True Vapor Weight Quality. The true quality A" at 
any position Z can be obtained by combining equations (1), 
(4), and (5) and integrating with initial conditions Z = 0, A' = 
0. Thus for uniformly heated channels 

x = 4>PhZ/(GAj) - Cp(ATd - AT) 

hfg 4~ CpAi 

or in terms of nondimensional distance and subeooling it can be 
expressed as 

A" = (AZ* ~~ 1 + AT*)/(B + AT*) (23) 

where A and B are nondimensional quantities. 
A is defined in equation (21) and B is given by 

B = hH/(CpATd) (24) 

Equation (23) predicts true quality in both subcooled and bulk 
boiling regions. The corresponding thermal equilibrium vapoi 
weight (or thermodynamic) finality A'u can be written as 

X,h = (AZ* - l)/B (2o) 

As discussed earlier, for cases where AT,, < A7' i n and for this 
case only, the heat transfer parameter Ci = A. And for neg
ligible post-detachment condensation, i.e., €'•> = 0, it can be 
shown by defining 

X„ = -l/Ii = ~-(Ci:ATd)/h^ (26) 

and by combining equations (13a), (23), (2.5), and (26) that 
equation (23) transforms into 

y _ v JX,k/Xj-l) 

The above analysis shows that the relationship presented by 
Lavigne [5] for the case of zero condensation, which was also 
independently proposed by Levy [7], and presented in the form 

X = X„, - AV ( X " / A ' ' ' - - 1 ) (28) 

is a good approximation of equation (27) because for most cases 

AV<A'»"/Xrf-1> « 1 

Thus Lavigne's and Levy's function, equation (28), can lie 
described as an approximation of the present model for the 
special case where 

ATd < ATin 

and post-detachment vapor condensation is negligible (C2 = 0). 
Evaluation of Slip Ratio. The choice of a suitable slip correlation 

is important for successful void predictions. Several models 
both theoretical and empirical are available in the literature, 
but to date their application to a wide range of data has not been 
successful. To formulate an adequate slip model the boundaries 
of flow regimes must be well defined at all pressure levels; current 
knowledge of such boundaries is still too limited. 

A new empirical slip correlation has been developed. The 
following relationship appears to give the best fit of data in 
both subcooled and bulk boiling regions: 

s = ( £ . ) ' • " ^ — ( 2 9 ) 

for the range 

P > 140 psia 

G > 0.3 X 10" lb/hr ft2 

It is recognized that slip ratio is also a function of quality but 
the dependence is only appreciable at very low qualities. Bar-
tolomei and Georgescu [17] conclude from steam and water 
experiments at pressures of 200-000 psia and mass fluxes of 
0.35 X 10s to 0.9 X tO6 lb/hr ft2 that: 

1 The dependence of slip ratio on quality is only observed 
at lower qualities A" < 0.015, for heated channels, and 

2 The slip ratio decreases with increasing pressure and mass 
flux; a similar trend is shown by equation (29). 

The validity of the proposed slip correlation is further sub
stantiated by Thorn's analysis [18]. l ie assumed that slip is 
simply a function of pressure and obtained a graphical correla
tion by plotting data of Haywood, et al. [19] and his own data 
[20]. This graphical relationship can be approximately ex
pressed as 
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Fig. 4 Comparison of model with Rouhani's medium and high mass flux data 

s = (30) 

for 300 psi < P < 30;;0 psia. 
The proposed empirical correlation will predict a low value of 

void fraction at very low qualities. A correction of the type 
proposed by Haywood, et al. [19] could be applied to overcome 
this shortcominij. However, the effect of the ei'ror on the void 

profile is small and it would be a reasonable approximation to 
use equation (29) at all qualities. 

Recently it has been proposed by Bankoff [21] and Zuber and 
Findlay [8] that the cross-sectional averaged void fraction is 
better represented in terms of phase distributions. For most 
practical cases (P > 140 psia and G > 0.3 X 106 lb/hr ft2) the 
local i'elative velocity between phases can be neglected—as 
implied in Bankoff's analysis—and the proposed correlation, 
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equation (29), can therefore be rewritten in terms of Bankoff's 
flow parameter KB and Zuber's distribution parameter Co as 

KB - ~ = 1 +b(l ~ a) 
Go 

where 

6 = 
{ODJuf 

. (P/P0)0-21 

(29a) 

(29b) 

The above equation satisfies the boundary condition as a ^ 1 
and is consistent with findings of Bankoff [21], Zuber and Findlay 
[8], and Staub, et al. [16]. However, it is unbounded as a —>- 0, 
and a correction may be applied to satisfy this boundary condi
tion; but the effect of this error on the void profile is very small. 

Resume of Void Calculation Procedure. T h e following th ree - s t ep 

method summarizes the analytical procedure discussed above to 
determine the void fraction profile in a heated channel with inlet 
subcooling. The method is simple, applicable to both the sub-
cooled and bulk boiling regions, and does not necessitate defining 
the boundary between the two regions. With the exception of 
liquid specific heat, all fluid properties are taken at saturation 
temperature. 

Step 1: (a) Determine ht from equation (17); (6) calculate 
ATd from equation (14); if ATd > ATin then ATd = ATin; 
(c) calculate 1D and Zsb from equations (15) and (16) respec
tively. (Note: This divides the heated length into nonboil-
ing and significant boiling zones.) 

Step 2: (a) Evaluate ft from equation (12a); (6) if condensa
tion effect is insignificant then ft = 0, else, estimate the propor
tionality constant and compute K from equations (IS) through 

(18d), then calculate ft from equation (126); (c) determine A and 
B from equations (21) and (24) respectively. 

Step 3: For any position I in the heated channel (where 0 < 
I < l„): (a) if / < lD then Z* = 0, else, Z* = (1 - lD)/Z,b; 
(6) calculate the corresponding AT* from equation (13); subse-
quently determine the true vapor weight quality X from equa
tion (23); (c) by estimating slip ratio S from equation (29) or 
otherwise, compute the corresponding vapor volumetric fraction 
a from 

A' 

X + (pg/p)S(l - X) 
(31) 

Comparison of Void Prediction With Experimental Data 

The methods described in the preceding section were applied 
to experimental data of references [2, 22-26]. 

The examination of data showed that the aforementioned 
criterion of insignificant post-detachment condensation (i.e., 
ft ^ 0 for G > 0.4 X 106 lb /h r ft2) was applicable to the entire 
range of data analyzed. Accordingly the effect of post-detach
ment bubble condensation was ignored in all cases. The only 
exception was presented by the very low mass flux (G < 0.1 X 
106 lb /hr ft2) data of reference [22], where appropriate calcula
tions were made to include the condensation effect. 

Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the present model with the 
experimental data of Rouhani [22] for medium and high mass flux 
cases ((? = 0.5 to 1.0 X 106 lb /hr ft2). I t can be seen that the 
present method accurately predicts void fraction over the entire 
range of pressure (145 to 720 psia) for medium and high mass 
flux runs. While the agreement is excellent at high pressures, the 
model tends to underestimate the void at very low qualities for 
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low-pressure cases. This was expected because of the assump
tion of constant slip ratio. 

Rouhani's [22] very low mass flux data (G < 0.1 X 10" 
Ib/lir ft2) presented a special problem. It was outside the 
mass flux range of the proposed slip correlation, equation (29). 
Hence a constant value of slip was assumed, based on the bulk 
boiling data. The condensation effect was pronounced at this 
low level of mass flux and in order to evaluate the condensation 
constant K from equation (18), the value of proportionality 
constant C was estimated as C = 0.15 X 10"6 (hr ft/Blu)2 . 
The ranges of the heat transfer parameter ft and the condensa
tion parameter C->, together with the assumed value of slip, are 
shown in Fig. iia-d, the low mass flux cases. 

In view of the uncertainties in determination of the con
densation constant A", caused by lack of detailed knowledge 
regarding the growth and nuelealion processes, the agreement 
for very low mass flux runs is surprisingly good at high pressures 
(Fig. ;"ia, 6, <:); at low pressures (P < 280 psia) the method tends 
to overestimate the void fraction in the subcooled region (Fig. 
iid). This results from the inability of the bubble collapse func
tion used in reference [12] to account for the influence of transla-
(ional velocity on the bubble collapse. Wittke and Cliao [27] 
have shown that the faster the bubble translates the more rapidly 
it collapses. Since reduction in pressure increases slip ratio, 
the bubbles translate faster. Consequently, the actual rate of 
vapor condensation is much higher and the void fractions are 
lower than predicted by present analysis. 

What is most encouraging is the fact that the present method 
correctly predicts the experimentally observed trends of Rou-
hani's void fraction data [22] over the entire range of pressure 
(10 to 50 bar) and mass flux (0.09 to 1.0 X 106 Ib/hr ft2). 
Attempts by Levy [7] and Kouhani [9] to correlate the entire 
flow range of Rouhani's data [22] have not been successful. 

The predictions of the proposed model have been further com
pared with data of Christensen [28) in Fig. 6, Foglia, et al. [24| 
in Fig. 7, Maurer [2] in Fig. 8, Egen, et al. [25] in Fig. 9, and 
Marchaterre, et: al. [20] in Fig. 10. I t may be seen that the 
model's correspondence with experimental data is excellent; over 
a wide range of pressure (140 to 2000 psia) and mass flux (0.37 
to 2.08 X 106 Ib/hr ft2). 

I t was noted that in a few cases for data of Marchaterre, et al. 
[26], the model's predictions are higher (Fig. 10c, d,f). Two 
important points emerge from the examination of the poorly 
correlated cases: (a) Most of the data are in the bulk boiling, 
low-quality region, and (b) the measured slip shows a typical 
trend which does not fit in with any other correlation. These 
slip values first increase with quality, attain a maximum value, 
then decrease with quality at the exit of the channel. The 
reason for this is not clear. However, the conclusions on the 
comparison of predicted and experimental void fraction data 
of Marchaterre are consistent with those reached by Gross [28]. 

Conclusions 
1 A method has been developed which predicts a continuous 

volumetric vapor fraction profile for both subcooled and bulk 
boiling regions of a heated channel. 

2 The method gives satisfactory agreement with experi
mental void data for various geometries and operating conditions. 

3 An analytical expression is derived to predict the bulk 
temperature profile in a heated channel with inlet subcooling. 
The effect of bubble collapse on temperature distribution is 
taken into account. It is shown that the exponential function 
used by Staub, et al. and the true quality function proposed 
by Lavigne and Levy are special cases of the proposed model. 

4 Satisfactory agreement is shown between the predicted and 
measured temperature profile. 

5 Because of lack of knowledge on How regime boundaries a 
tentative generalized correlation for predicting slip has been 
obtained. This empirical correlation does not account for the 
effect of quality; nevertheless, the results show that its void 

predictions are in satisfactory agreement with experimental 
data. The proposed slip correlation is also expressed in terms 
of Bankoff's flow parameter and Zuber's distribution parameter. 
This relationship is consistent with the findings of Bankoi'f [21], 
Zuber and Findlay [8], and Staub, et al. [16], 

6 A systematic and extensive effort, both analytical and 
experimental, is required for the understanding of flow regime 
boundaries and the behavior of slip ratios. Extension of the 
work reported in reference [16] is needed to obtain simultaneous 
measurements of velocity, temperature, and void profiles for 
several geometries and a wide range of operating parameters. 
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An Experimental Study of Radiation 
Heat Transfer From Parallel Plates With 
Direction-Dependent Properties 
An experimental study of radiation heat transfer from opposing parallel plates is de
scribed. Surfaces composed of many small grooves were used to fabricate plates having 
direction-dependent radiation properties. These plates possessed a collimated. emission 
pattern which was found to influence significantly the heat transfer rate, the largest 
observed effects being approximately 40 percent. Il appears that somewhat larger altera
tions could be achieved with- further effort. The measurements obtained in this study 
establish the potential value of specially prepared surfaces for certain applications re
quiring improved thermal performance. 

introduction 

L I HIS paper describes an experimental investigation 
of radiation heat transfer from opposing parallel plates with direc-
tionally dependent radiation properties, Fig. 1. Each specially 
prepared directional surface contained many V-groove cavities 
as shown in Fig. 2. By carefully choosing the various cavity 
parameters (Fig. 3), such a surface can be made to produce 
emission which is strongest for small ?;-values, and is correspond
ingly weaker at large values of rj. For purposes of comparison 
it should be noted that an ideal diffuse surface exhibits a uni
form intensity of emission in all directions. 

Surfaces which can be made to produce highly collimated emis
sion patterns offer a means for achieving improved thermal per
formance of some systems. For example, excessive heat rejec-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 
Space Technology and Heat Transfer Conference, Los Angeles, 
Calif., June 21-24, 1970, of T H E AMERICAN SOCIETY OP MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division, 
June 13, 1969. Taper No. 70-HT/SpT-l. 

tion from certain kinds of space vehicles might be considerably 
reduced if emission from the various surfaces of the vehicle could 
be collimated so that most of the emitted energy would impinge 
on other parts of its structure. Conversely, a vehicle requiring 
a greater cooling rate could be fabricated so that collimated 
emission from its surfaces would be directed away from its struc
tural components. These kinds of applications have been dis
cussed by Clausen and Neil [1] . l Favorable thermal performance 
relies heavily upon the capability to produce surfaces which 
possess strongly directional radiation properties. Hering [2] 
has performed detailed calculations for simply arranged surfaces 
considering the directional properties of both metallic and non-
metallic materials. The results show that total heat transfer 
rates, determined on this precise directional basis, usually do 
not differ significantly from corresponding rates calculated when 
the surfaces are assumed to be diffuse. This is understandable 
because the deviations from perfectly diffuse emission behavior 
are slight except for rays making very large angles with the sur
face normal. Thus it appears that ordinary surfaces tend to 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

-Nomenclature-

from apex to ba 

from apex to top of 

A = area 
b = distance 

cavity 
Ii = distance 

cavity 
h = separation distance between paral

lel plates 
L = length of parallel plates 

W — width of parallel plates 

T = temperature 

e = emissivity 

e(?;) = directional emissivity 

r} = angle between an exit ray pro
jected on the plane of Fig. 3 and 
the norma Ito the cavity opening 
area 

0 = cavity opening angle 

a = Stefan-Boltssmaiin constant 

Subscripts 

c = cold surroundings 
h = hemispherical 
L — limiting value 

opt = optimum value 
p = parallel plate 
s = cavity side wall 
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scatter most of their emitted energy with a nearly uniform in
tensity in all directions. As a result, the small magnitude of 
directional dependency of these surfaces is not sufficient to 
cause sizeable alterations in the resulting heat transfer rates. 

From the previous discussion it is clear that some type of 
specially prepared surface must be used if radiation heat, transfer 
rates are to be appreciably affected, and this surface must cer
tainly possess radiation properties which are strongly direction-
dependent. The directional surfaces fabricated for the present 
experimental study were found, to reduce radiation heat transfer 
rates by various amounts, depending on geometry, up to a maxi
mum of about 40 percent. This figure represents a very sig
nificant reduction and thus establishes the potential value of spe
cially prepared surfaces. I t is also concluded, however, that 
further development, is needed in order to produce surfaces which 
yield more highly collimated emission patterns than were 

obtained with the Y-groove surfaces used in this investigation. 
To the authors' knowledge, the experimental data given in this 

paper represent the first available measurements of radiation 
heat transfer rates from directional surfaces formed from V-
groove cavities. Before proceeding to the description of the ex
perimental program it is appropriate to develop the approach in 
more detail. The following section provides further discussion 
of the problem and also presents some information related to the 
radiation properties of V-groove cavities. 

Approach to the Problem 
The system illustrated in Fig. 1 was chosen for this study be

cause of its symmetry and simple geometry. These features 
were desirable from the standpoint of experimentation, and also 
for ease of interpretation of the measurements. I t should be 
noted at the outset, that if the two parallel surfaces are maintained 
at the same temperature, there can be no net radiation heat trans
fer between them. For simplicity it is assumed in this discussion 
that the surroundings are very large relative to the dimensions 
of the parallel plate system so that emitted radiation which es
capes from the plates can be considered to be completely ab
sorbed by the surroundings. 

Consider the problem of minimizing heat rejection from the 
parallel surfaces, due to their radiant, emission, to the surround
ings. Hypothetically the rate of rejection could be reduced to 
zero if each surface were to exhibit perfectly collimated emission, 
provided that the reflected rays behaved similarly. This can be 
verified by referring to Fig. 4(a) which illustrates a situation in 
which all of the emitted and reflected rays are perpendicular to 
flie two surfaces. If this were the case, then the energy emitted 
by one surface would be absorbed partially by the opposite sur
face, and the remainder would be reabsorbed by itself. These 
absorption processes would occur by means of an infinite num
ber of multiple reflections between the two surfaces. None of the 
emitted or reflected rays would escape from the parallel plate 
system, and the rejection rate to the surroundings would there
fore be zero. I t cannot be expected that any actual surface would 
behave in this maimer, however, so the situation described above 
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represents an idealized limit which might be approached in 
reality, but could never be completely attained. 

Fig. 4(6) illustrates the general case in which a portion of the 
radiant emission by the lower surface escapes to the surroundings, 
while the remaining emission strikes the upper surface and is 
partially absorbed. The energy reflected from the upper sur
face is also divided into two components, that which escapes to 
the surroundings and that which returns again to the lower 
plate. As this process of many reflections between the two sur
faces proceeds, the multiple reflected beam becomes weaker and 
weaker due to absorption and rejection to the surroundings. 
The initially emitted beam is the strongest, and the greatest 
absorption rate occurs when the non-rejected portion of this 
beam is first, incident on the upper plate. For this reason it 
would be expected that the fraction of total emission reabsorbed 
by the plates would be increased, and the fraction rejected to the 
surroundings correspondingly decreased, if the emitted energy 
were distributed most strongly in the near-vertical rays (Fig. 
4(6)). This would cause almost all of the initial emission of each 
plate to strike the opposite surface, and the remaining portion of 
this emission escaping directly to the surroundings would be very 
small. In addition, if the directional emissivlties were quite large 
for the near-normal directions, then according to Kirchhof'f's 
law the directional absorptivifies for these directions would also 
be large. Thus, the heavy concentration of near-normal emis
sion would immediately strike the opposite surface and be largely 
absorbed. On the basis of the above discussion it would appear 
that the'total rejection could be substantially reduced by proper 
consideration of the directional emission properties alone. 

Perlnmtter and Howell [3] were first to point out that, emis
sion from the black base of the cavity shown in Fig. 3 is channeled 
by the specularly reflecting sides so that the intensity of radiation 
leaving the cavity is strongest for rays which are nearly vertical. 
Conversely, the intensity levels were shown to be very low for 
rays making large angles with the normal to the cavity opening 
area (that is, for rays which approach a nearly horizontal orienta
tion). Some directional emissivity results were given based on 
the assumption that the reflecting walls do not absorb or emit. 
Experiments by Brandenberg and Clausen [4J later substantiated 
the emission characteristics described by Perlnmtter and Howell. 

The authors of the present paper extended the analysis of 
Perlnmtter and Howell to include absorbing and emitting side 
walls based on a detailed study of the variation of the local 
directional emissivity [-5]. The resulting predictions of emission 
properties were also verified experimentally. Calculations of the 
radiation heat transfer rate from a surface composed of V-groove 
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r? 

Fig. 4 (b) Actual surfaces possessing a realistic directional emission 
pattern 

cavities were performed for a very simple situation involving no 
multiple reflections. These results showed that for side wall 
emissivity values readily attainable in practice, alterations in the 
heal transfer rate of the order of 50 percent should be possible due 
to (he collimated nature of the emission from a cavity-type 
surface. A complete description of all these items is given in 
reference [">]. 

I t has been found ((!] that cavities possessing very small in
cluded angles yield the most collimated emission patterns when 
the side wall emissivity, e„ is extremely small. On the other hand, 
for the practical range of es-vahies (values of 0.05 and above) 
cavities having an included angle of 45 deg were found to be far 
more directional than those with 0 = 5 deg. Tor this reason, the 
directional plates for the present experimental study were fabri
cated with 6 = 45 deg. 

Once a choice has been made for 6, the question of a suitable 
cavity depth still remains. Before responding to this question 
it is appropriate to establish a means of evaluating the extent to 
which a given cavity collimates its emission. For this purpose 
y)L is arbitrarily defined as a limiting angle such that 90 percent of 
the emitted energy leaves the cavity within the limits of —t)L< 
V < "1 L, while only 10 percent leaves at angles larger than r\L. It-
is clear that surfaces having very small »/L-values are highly direc
tional, while those which possess ^ -va lues approaching that for a 
diffuse emitter (64 deg) tend to scatter their emission rather than 
to collimafe it. 

I 0 

0 8 

0 6 

0 4 

0 2 

0 

fj = 45» 

~̂~~~"--

-

\ 0 

0.1 

b/B=0 1 

""~-\e,=0 8 

N^ 05 

, L 

EXIT ANGLE FOR RAYS LEAVING CAVITY , Tj ( DEGREES) 

Fig. 5 Analytical predictions of directional emissivity, from reference [5] 
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Experimental Apparatus
An expel'imental appamt.ns was used to study t.he efreet. that

,-pecially prepared grooved snl'faces (Fig. 7) can have on heat'
I ransfer rates. The parallel plate ~'ystem was enclosed in a hollow
walled copper container which was cooled with liquid nitrogen.
This cont.ainer simnlated t·he cold sun·oundings. The inside
~ul'faee was painted with a highly Rbsorbent. black velvet paint
10 minimize reflection of incident rndiation escaping from t,he
heated pamllel plates. Due ('0 t.he very loll' temperat.ure, the
"mission of the container which was ineident on the parallel
plate system ,,"as essentially negligible, The container and its
('ontents were placed in a vacunm to eliminate convect.ion from
I he surfaces. The pressure was redueed below 10-5,nm of mercury
hy means of roughing and diffusion pnmps. Each plate was 13 in.
loni! and (jl Ie in. wide. The sepal'llt.ion distRnce between the
plates was varied, and heat transfer rates were measured for
,!.';!'Ooved, directional surfaees and for diffusely emitting surfaces.
The plates were heated by means of eleet.rical resist.ance heat.ers

A ourface eompooed of many cavities pooses.,es a direct.ional
distribution of its emission in ac:c:ordanee with informat.ion pre
,en ted in Fig. ;3, which was obtnined by the anthors in a previous
"t.udy of t.he radiation properties of cllvit.ies [;3]. Fig. G, whieh is
:lbo repl'Odlleed from referenee !5], gives predieted vallles of the
limiting angle nnd hemispherieal emissivit.y for cavities having
an included angle of 4ii deg. These two properties depend upon
11"0 addit.ional cavit.y pammeters: the side wall emissivity, E"

:U1d the cavity depth ratio, bl N. It is clear that for a given vaille
<)f E" there exists an optimllm depth mbo, (bI8)opl, which gives
I'ioe to the minimum posoible value of YJ L' Also, it has been showlI
"n t.he basis of an approximate analysis [oj that this optimum
';ondition is closely l.pproached if the depth is determined ac
,;ordillg to biB = tall (fJ/2), which yields tan 221 h deg = 0.4142
1'01' fJ = 45 deg. This approximat.ion is indicated by the dashed
line in Fig. G. Note that the dashed line does indeed pass through
the various solid curves at points very close to the minimulll
YJ ,~-values except for the case of E, = 0, which is a sit.uation llll
attainable in practice. FlIl'thel' discllssion associated with the
property information given in Fig, 6 ami additional details con
':erning the radiation chamet.eristics of V-groove cavities are
given in reference [ii],

The cavity depth ratio was established as indicated in the
,d.Jove discussion for the grooved snrfaces used in the present
m'llerimental program. This was done, of COlll'se, in order to
achieve the maximum possible direetionality. The side walls
were aluminnm for which it was estimated that E,< = Cl.05 .
.-\.ecording t.o Fig, (j, use of a dept h I'llt.io of 0.4142 shonld be ex
pected to prodnce an I) cvalne slightly under 40 deg and a hemi
.,phel'ieal emissivity of about 0.43,

Fig. 7 Directional heat transfer surfaces

mounted on the back of each surface, and the power required t.o
maintain both plates at a steady tempemt.llI'e of 32;3 deg F was
measured, .

lbdiation heat losses from the back of each plate and the small
conduction losses to the cont.ainer were det.ermined experi
ment.ally by operat.ing the system wit.h the t.wo opposing surlaces
placed in direct contact, Fig. 8((1), so that. no radiant heat transfer
could oceur from these eontacting surfaees. The resulting heat
loss value was subt.racted from each measurement of t.he t.otal
heat transfer rate obt.ailled when the plates were separated as
shown in Fig. 8(b). Each measurement., when corrected in this
manner, represented only the radiation from the two opposing
parallel surfaces to the cold slll'roundings. For t.his procedure to
be valid, it is necessary that t.he radiant losses from the back of
t.he plates be eonst.ant. 1'01' all plate separation dist.anees. AI
l;hol\gh some variat.ion of these losses did oecur in the apparatus
used, a st.udy of the relative dimensions of t.he plates and the
eontainer revealed that. t.hese losses (~hanged very little liS the
plat.e sepal'lltion distanee was altered.

The direct.ional surfaees contained many eavities having a
depth ratio of approximately 0.41 for reasons discu""ed in t.he
previous seetiou of the paper. The grooves were eonstl'uct.ed by
machining complet.ely t.hrough II '/4-in-thick aluminum plat.e
with a 4;') deg milling t.oo!. This operation formed a grill-t.,ype
stl'lIet.\I1'() having many triangldar eross seetiolls. These grill
al'rangement.s, when placed against flat pieces of aluminum
painted wit.h black velvet paint., formed the directional surfaces
which are shown in Fig. 7. The thermal performance of the di
reetional surfaces was eompared with t.hat of paiut.ed fiat plates
having the same hemispherical emissivity. Emission from these
paint.ed'surfaces can be assumed to be nearly diffuse, in contmst
wit.h the collimated emission from the grooved plates, For t.his
reason the flat painted plates are referred to as diffnse slll'faces
in t;he remainder of this discussion.

The diffuse slU'faces were obtained by first disconuecting the
grill-type network from t.he directional slll'faces a.nd removing
the blnck paint. Then, black paint was spra.yed 011 the remain
ing Hat; plates in small amonnts so that a thin film or paint uni
formly covered the plates. The paint thickness was altered in
small steps, with intermittent emissivit.y measurements, until
the hemispherical emissivity WllS very close to the value obtained
for the grooved surfaces. By menns of t.his t.rial and errol' process,
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(a) PLATES 
IN 

CONTACT/ 

(b) PLATES 
SEPARATED, 

-HEAT LOSS 
FROM BACK 
OF PLATES 
TO COLO 
CONTAINER 

HEAT LOSS FROM BACK 
OF PLATES " ASSUMED 

SAME AS IN ( d ! 

— RADIATION HEAT 
TRANSFER FROM 
OPPOSED PARALLEL 
SURFACES 

Fig. 8(a) Arrangement used to measure heat transfer losses; (b) ar
rangement used to measure total heat transfer rate 

two identical diffuse surfaces with the proper 6,,-value were fab
ricated. Then, experiments were conducted for the same separa
tion distances as were used with the directional surfaces. The 
final values of e;, were 0.420 for the directional surfaces and 0.417 
for the diffuse surfaces. These hemispherical emissivity values 
were determined experimentally by placing each plate individually 
into the apparatus and measuring the total heat transfer rate 
when the plate was maintained at a prescribed temperature. 
The heat loss from the back side of each plate, determined as 
indicated in Fig. 8(a), was subtracted from the total value to 
obtain the loss due to emission from the front face alone. The 
hemispherical emissivity, th, was then calculated from this emis
sion rate, the measured plate temperature, and the front surface 
area of the plate. I t is interesting to note that the measured 
value of 0.420 is in good agreement with the analytically pre
dicted emissivity for the grooved surfaces which was given in the 
previous section of the paper. 

Results and Discussion 
Measurements of the radiation heat transfer rate to the cold 

surroundings for both the diffuse and the grooved, directional 
surfaces are compared in Fig. 9. The interpretation of the data 
is the following. When the plates were placed together (h/W = 
0) all of the emission was reabsorbed by the two opposing sur
faces, and none of this emission escaped to the surroundings. 
When the separation distance was increased some of this emis
sion did escape, with the remainder being reabsorbed by the 
emitting surfaces. For any particular separation distance the 
radiation heat transfer rate from the directional surfaces was 
always less than that from the diffuse surfaces, despite the fact 
that the total emission was the same for both pairs of plates. 
The decrease in heat transfer for the directional plates was due to 
the collimating influence of the grooves. The largest effects of 

the directional emission was obtained in the intermediate portion 
of the range of h/W shown in Fig. 9. In this region the heat 
transfer rates for the directional surfaces were about. 40 percent, 
lower than for the diffuse surfaces. 

An analytical prediction of the heat transfer rate from the 
plates was obtained and is also shown in Fig. 9 for comparison 
with the measurements made using the flat, diffuse surfaces. 
In achieving this prediction if was assumed that the container 
was a nonemitter and a perfect absorber. From the favorable 
comparison of the experimental and analytical curves it. appears 
that the interior container wall of the apparatus was cold enough 
and was blackened sufficiently to make these two assumptions 
realistic. The prediction was made in the conventional manner, 
considering the plates to be gray and diffuse, and employing 
radiation shape factor values as are available in standard heat 
transfer texts. The emissivity value used in making these 
calculations was 0.417, the measured result obtained for the Hat 
painted surfaces. 

If is clear that the measured radiation heat transfer rates from 
the grooved surfaces were significantly lower than the corre
sponding rates from the diffuse surfaces when all of the other 
parameters were maintained the same. This indicates consider
able promise for the general technique as a means for control
ling radiation heat transfer rates from surfaces. The rates from 
the grooved surfaces were far removed from the idealized zero 
rate, as shown in Fig. 9, which is theoretically obtainable with a 
surface having perfectly eollimated emission. This suggests the 
need for developing practical methods of fabricating surfaces 
whose emission is more eollimated than that possessed by the 
Y-groove surfaces used in the present study. 

Conclusions 
The following conclusions are established on the basis of the 

investigation described in this paper: 

1 Surfaces composed of Y-grooves possess a eollimated emis
sion pattern which can be used to significantly affect radiation 
heal transfer rates. In the experimental program conducted 
with opposed parallel surfaces., collimation of the emission was 
found to affect the radiation heat transfer rate by various amounts, 
depending on the plate spacing, up to a maximum of about 40 
percent. 

TOTAL EMISSION FROM BOTH P L A T E S , 2 A p £ h C T T p 

Fig. 9 
parallel 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

DIMENSIONLESS SEPARATION DISTANCE , h /W 

Measurements of radiation heat transfer rate from opposing 
plates, plate temperature Tp = 325 deg F 
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2 I t appears that more highly coUimated emission could be 
achieved with further effort. This should make it possible to 
obtain alterations in heat transfer somewhat larger than those 
measured during the present study, thus enhancing the useful
ness of specially prepared surfaces for acquiring improved thermal 
performance. 

3 Improved methods of fabrication are needed in order to 
make the technique applicable to these practical situations. In 
this connection, it should be noted that a novel method for pro
ducing a series of deep, thin, parallel grooves has been reported 
|7]. 

4 Additional measurements of the type described in this 
paper would be desirable for the purpose of evaluating newly 
developed surface configurations as they are conceived. 

5 Analytical treatments of the heat transfer characteristics 
associated with grooved, directional surfaces would be desirable. 
However, accurate solutions probably would require substantial 
amounts of computation due to the highly discontinuous nature 
<>f the bidirectional reflection properties of the grooves [6]. 
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Condensation of Freon-114 in the 
Presence of a Strong Nonuniform, 
Alternating Electric Field 
The condensation of Freon-114 in the presence of a nonuniform, alternating, 60-cyde, 
electric field was examined experimentally. The condensing surface was a grounded, 
cooled flat plate, and the electric field ivas produced by applying a voltage to a second 
plate placed, above the first. Voltages up to 60 kv were imposed, and non-uniformities 
in- the. field were created- by varying the angle between the plates. Analytical predictions 
were made of the expected- heat-transfer rate, and reasonable agreement- with- the ex
perimental data was obtained for voltages less than. 40 kv. Above 40 kv the results 
were unpredictable, but increases in the heat-transfer coefficient as high as ten times 
that for no field were obtained. 

Introduction 

IN recent years it has been demonstrated by Velkoff 
and .Miller [ l ] 1 and by Choi [2] that electric fields can substan
tially increase the condensation rate in Freon-113. In Choi's 
work the condensation was on the inside of the tube with an elec
trode at the axis of the tube. Using a d-c field Choi found that 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at 

the Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of T H E AMERICAN SOCIETY OF M E 
CHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer 
Division, April 4, 1908; revised manuscript received August 19, 1909. 
Paper No. 70-HT-G 

the heat-transfer coefficient could be increased by as much as a 
factor of two. Choi attributed the results to an interfaeial in
stability and correlated the results in terms of the most unstable 
wavelength. 

In the work of Velkoff and Miller Freon-113 was condensed on 
a flat plate and the condensation rate was increased by placing 
electrodes parallel to the plate with a d-c potential applied to the 
electrode. They found that the heat-transfer coefficient could be 
increased by as much as a factor of three. They did not correlate 
their results, but attributed the increase in coefficient to instabili
ties caused by the charge buildup on the surface of the liquid 
film. 

In the work described here and in reference [3], the authors 
sought to eliminate any surface charge buildup by the use of an 

•Nonienclature-

A = mis voltage imposed between the 
two electrodes 

F = electric field force acting on the 
condensed liquid which is ef
fective in causing translational 
accelerations 

F = scalar magnitude of F parallel to 
plate 

Fh = body force parallel to plate 
g = gravitation force per unit mass 

gc = gravitational constant 
h = heat-transfer coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity of condensed 

liquid 

K = 
KL = 

Kv = 

dqr = 

AT = 

length of the condensing plate in 
the direction of liquid flow 

constant defined by equation (3) 
dielectric constant of condensed 

liquid 
dielectric constant of vapor 
heat transfer between the points x 

= 0 and x = x 
incremental heat transferred in 

the distance dx 
radial distance from the point 

where the two plates would in
tersect if extended 

unit vector in radial direction 
temperature difference across liq

uid film 
W = plate dimension normal to the 

direction of flow for the con
densing fluid 

x = variable distance—often repre
sents distance from top of con
densing surface 

en = permittivity of free space 
X = latent heat of condensing fluid 
fx — viscosity of the liquid 
do = angle between the two electrodes 
lL = density of condensed liquid 
ly — density of vapor 
\p — angle between the surface of the 

plate and the horizontal 
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alternating GO-cycle electric field. Nonuniformities were then 
generated in the field in an effort to create controllable body 
forces which would cause the liquid to flow down the plate into 
Ihe intense areas of the field. By a modified Nusselt analysis it 
was calculated that this should produce a thinner liquid film and 
an increase in heat-transfer coefficient by a factor of two for 
Freon-114. 

Experiments were performed with Freon-114 to determine if 
the liquid film could be controlled by the use of the electric field. 
Although instabilities appeared to be present, the results indi
cated that to some limited extent the film could be controlled in 
the manner described. At voltages above 40 kv it was found 
(hat the results could not be predicted by the simple analysis 
used and that coefficients as much as a factor of ten higher than 
those observed with no field present, could be obtained. 

Experimental Apparatus 
Experimental data was taken for the condensation of Freon-114 

on a grounded, flat, cooled surface with an alternating, 60-cycle 
electric field applied by bringing to a specified mis voltage 
another flat plate which was placed above the cooled surface 
(see Figs. 1 and 2). Both surfaces were contained within a pres
sure vessel. (A schematic of the equipment is given in Fig. 3.) 

ANGLE BETWEEN CONDENSING 
SURFACE AND HORIZONTAL 

HORIZONTAL 

-ANGLE BETWEEN 
TOP PLATE AND 
HORIZONTAL 

3/8" 

THERMOCOUPLE 

COOLANT INLET 
^ A N D OULET 

Fig, 1 Condensing surface and electrode 

VERY INTENSE AREAS OF 
FIELD 

o 
r z o 
--o y-o 

PATHS FOLLOWED 
BY DROPS OF LIQUID 

CONDENSING SURFACE 

Fig . 2 Charged drops of liquid leaving Ihe condensing surface 

^ TO GROUND 

INSULATION 

^THERMOCOUPLE 
COOL FLUID IN ~ ^ 

The outside of the vessel was insulated to reduce heat losses. 
The vessel was equipped with a 21/2-in-dia window through which 
the experiment could be observed, and a 500-watt electi'ic heater 
was installed in the bottom of the vessel to boil the Freon-114— 
the condensing fluid. The power input to this heater could lie 
varied by the use of a variable transformer. The vessel was 
also equipped with a pressure gage and three thermocouples, 
which were placed at various locations, making it possible to in
sure that saturated conditions were maintained. 

The cooling surface and the surface located above it, which 
supplied the electric field, were both made of copper and were 
plated with silver. The bottom surface was kept cool by passing 
a cool fluid through it. Both transformer oil and water were 
used as cooling fluids. 

Both plates could be pivoted about an axis that corresponded 
with the "back" edge of the upper surface of the bottom plate. 
This is the edge from which the condensed liquid was removed. 
(This location is marked "axis" in Fig. 1.) By pivoting the plates 
in this 'manner, it was possible to maintain a constant distance 
between the plates along this "back" edge; the separation dis
tance maintained along this edge was 3/n of an inch. The surfaces 
were C in. long parallel (o this edge and 11/i in. wide normal 
to it. Tests were run with the angle between the plates at 6 deg 
with the plates parallel, and the bottom plate was set at angles 
of 0, 10, and 25 deg, as measured from the horizontal. The 
results are shown in Figs. 4 through 11. The bottom plate was 
embedded in plexiglass in an attempt to eliminate all heat losses 
except those from the top surface. The heat losses associated 
with these fixtures were taken into account, and the data taken 
was corrected accordingly. The top plate was also supported by 
a plexiglass fixture which served as an electrical insulator, so that 
the top plate could be maintained at a high voltage with negligi
ble losses due to leakage current. 

The quantity of heat removed from the condensing surface 
was measured with a heat balance, while cooling-fluid heat losses 
were measured by thermocouples placed in the cooling- fluid at a 
point where it entered and left the cool plate. The flow rate 
through the plate was measured by a precision flow meter. The 
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Fig. 4 Heat flux versus applied voltage 
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difference in temperature between the condensing surface and 
vapor was assumed to be the temperature difference measured 
between a thermocouple placed in the vapor near the condensing 
surface and a temperature measured by a thermocouple embedded 
in the plate. An analysis is given in reference [3] which illus
trates that little error was involved in considering the surface 
temperature to be uniform at the temperature of the embedded 
thermocouple. 

The voltage applied to the upper plate was supplied by a high-
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voltage transformer which was capable of supplying up to 100 
kv. The input voltage was applied to the high-voltage trans
former on the line leading to the primary of this transformer. 
Onp terminal of the secondary coil of the high-voltage trans
former was maintained at ground, while the other terminal was 
the high-voltage terminal to which was fastened the high-voltage 
line leading into the pressure vessel. A metering circuit was 
placed between the high-voltage line and ground, which had a 
current proportional to the applied voltage. This current could 
then be caused to flow through either of two branches. One of 
these branches was for the purpose of measuring the mis voltage 
applied, and the other was for the purpose of observing any sharp 
peaks or changes in the voltage on an oscilloscope. 

Analysis 
The purpose of this section is to present approximate analytical 

predictions for the condensation rate that will occur on a flat 
plate when an electric field is applied between it and another flat 
plate inclined at an angle da to the first plate (see Fig. I). The 
approach used is to first assume one has two electrodes with a gas 
between the electrodes, except for a thin film of liquid covering 
one of them. By assuming that the interface between the elec
trodes remains normal (o the electric field lines and that no free 
charges are present, one can establish an effective body force 
which draws the condensed liquid into the more intense areas of 
the electric field. For the case considered here this force is 
given by [M] 

over a plate of length L is then: 

/'' = (A",- - KL) e„ ; ; ' —--
A L r W 

(1) 

where F is the electric field force that is effective in causing trans-
lational accelerations acting on the liquid at any point.2 

The condensing heat-transfer coefficient under the conditions 
described here may be deduced in a manner similar to the modi
fied Nusselt analysis for film condensation. For film condensa
tion with laminar flow on an isothermal flat plate, the modified 
Nusselt analysis [5] yields the following expression for the in
cremental heat transferred, dqlt over a plate strip of length dx-

<ks = 
lLgM' 

4fx 
F,'/4W(AT)3'ix-'l''i(lx (2) 

in which /<',, represents the body force parallel to the condensing 
surface. Integrating, the heat transferred over a plate length x is 

<h = 
" 4 M " 

F.'/'IViAry/' r X'I (3) 

Equations (2) and (3) may be combined to give a form useful for 
application to the problem at hand: 

dx 

AT 

'h (3/4)'/ 
4fx r-vw-v. (4) 

For the case described herein, equation (4) may be written 

AT 

dx 
1x' 

SK (JL 

wherein 

A" = 

/,.) - sin xj/ + F 
gc 

'/» (5) 

(6) 

and F is the scalar component of the electric force field vector 
given in equation (1). The average heat-transfer coefficient 

- Reference [4) will be an aid in converting from electrical units to 
force units. 

L_ r ^dx 
fAVAT J() dx 

(7) 

Equations (I), (5), (6), and (7) were used to evaluate, numerically, 
predicted values of the condensing heat-transfer coefficient with 
which the experimentally measured values were compared-

Visual Observations 
During the process of the experiment, if was possible to observe 

certain processes through the window on the vessel. It was ob
served that in the range of 4 or 5 kv, fine "dancing lines" of 
liquid appeared between the plates. As the voltage between the 
plates was increased further, the lines grew thinner and a fog 
seemed to appear between the plates. As the voltage was further 
increased, the fog between the plates grew darker. In the range 
of 25 kv, the fog became so heavy thai the region between the 
plates was completely black. 

In the case of parallel plates, if was possible to see the liquid 
being thrown from the plates in the form of small drops or spray. 
Since it was never possible to observe the back edge of the plate, 
this observation of the front edge provided a clue a.s to how (he 
condensed liquid was removed from the edge of the plate. This 
point will be discussed in more detail later. 

Experimental Procedures 
Results taken under eight different runs made under different 

test conditions are shown in Figs. 4 through 11- Also shown in 
the figures, a.s solid lines, are the results of the analysis using 
equations (1) through (7). The first three runs were made with 
transformer oil as the cooling fluid. The final five were made 
with water as a cooling fluid. I t was found that the oil, which 
was originally used as a safety precaution, could not remove the 
heat from the plate fast enough to give a large enough tempera
ture difference between the plate and the vapor to measure coef
ficients accurately in the high-voltage part of the tests. Each of 
the data points shown represents an average of three to eight 
actual readings taken approximately 20 min apart. When the 
voltage or any other parameter was changed, approximately 45 
min were allowed before the first reading was taken. 

The region above 40 kv was of particular interest due to the 
high condensation rate a.s well as the scatter which occurred in 
this region. The current flow into the transformer was measured 
in this region to verify that the heat being removed by the cooling 
fluid was coming from the condensing Freon and was not due to 
electrical losses. 

Discussion 
I t is interesting to note that, according to the relationships 

presented for the body forces—neglecting the presence of charged 
particles—the liquid should collect in the most intense region of 
the field. In this experiment no means of removing the liquid 
from the plate were provided; nevertheless, the liquid did not 
collect. As was noted earlier in the case of the parallel plates, it 
was possible to see the liquid being thrown from the plates in the 
form of small drops or spray. 

The field is known to be very intense at the corners of the 
plate, and it is probable that some ionization takes place in this 
region. Therefore, the polar molecules would then cluster around 
the resulting charged particles. As the region around the corner 
becomes rich in these charged particles, the liquid layer in this 
vicinity would break up and the charged drops would travel 
along the lines of force normal to the electric field lines. In the 
vicinity of the edge, the lines of force do not go between the plates 
as they do in the region interior to the plates. Instead, they 
tend to flare out as shown in Fig. 2. When the field reverses, the 
drops do not reverse direction but, due to their momentum, 
travel a path similar to that shown in Fig. 2. 
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Il is also interesting to note that at the lower voltage levels the 
experimental results for the case of two nonparallel plates gener
ally agrees well with the analytical prediction. As the voltage 
is increased beyond 25 kv, the results do not seem to agree 
quite as well, although in most, cases the agreement is satisfac
tory. 

At slightly above 40 kv, the data begin to scatter badly. 
Several possible explanations for the wide variety in the conden
sation rates which occurred in this region have been advanced. 

Certain phenomena seem particularly likely to have played a 
pari in the high condensation rate. Surface instabilities un
doubtedly were of much significance. Such instabilities can lead 
to a thinning of the liquid film and thus cause increased conden
sation rates. Evidence has also been advanced that in the range 
of 40 kv, charged particles begin to appear in the liquid layer 
in significant quantities for the first time. These particles can 
interact with the imposed electric field in a number of ways that 
could give increased coefficients. These possibilities are discussed 
in some detail in reference [3]. 

Since this experiment was developed originally to study the ef
fect of the electric field on the condensation coefficient, it was 
impossible to use the present, equipment to gain a detailed knowl
edge of the local behavior of the liquid layer in the presence of 
the electric field. It should be borne in mind that the equations 
presented were developed with some rather stringent assumptions. 
They give generally good agreement with the case at. hand, but, 
their extension to other situations must be done with care. 

Summary of Results 
Experimental data have been presented which indicate that 

significant increases in the condensation rate for a dielectric 
fluid can be achieved by proper use of a nonuniform electric 
field. An analytical prediction for condensation rate versus 
voltage, which agrees well with the experimental results in the 
lower voltage range, has been presented. Such a prediction can 
not necessarily be expected to hold for all possible electrode 
geometries and voltage levels. At voltages above 40 kv the 
data scatter badly, but with newly polished electrodes increases 
in the heat-transfer coefficient as large as a factor of ten above 
that for no field were found. 
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The Departure From Nucleate 
Boiling in Rod Bundles During 
Pressure Slowdown 
Tests were performed in a high pressure heat transfer loop to determine the behavior of 
transient DNB during pressure bloivdown in rod. bundles. Water flowed along a 21-
roil,- 5-ft-long electrically heated, rod bundle with a radially nonuniform, heal flux dis
tribution. Both steady-state and transient DNB tests were conducted over the following 
range of operating parameters: 

I 
2 
3 
4 

Pressure—750 to 1500 psia. 
Inlet temperature—480 to. 540 deg F 
Mass velocity—I X We to 3 X 10'' Ib/hrff1 

Grid configurations—2 

The data were analyzed using calculated subchannel local velocity and enthalpy as a 
function of time with proper allowance for the mixing and cross flow within the bundle. 
Results show that the inception of transient DNB during pressure blowdown can be 
predicted on the basis of steady-state data. 

Introduction 

IN oitniiii to increase tlie heat flux at which the 
Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) occurs, mixing pro
moters (vanes) can be placed on the spacer grid of the rod bundle. 
These vanes tend to break up bubble boundary layers and force 
water to contact, the heater surface. Thus, two different, grid 
configurations, one with mixing vanes and one without mixing 
vanes, were tested to assess this mixing-promoter effect. 

During a pressure blowdown of a nuclear reactor, the fuel rod 
will experience DNB and proceed into the transition boiling 
regime and ultimately film boiling. In the case of a pressurized 
water reactor, calculations show that the time required for the 
pressure to reach ambient, conditions for the most severe ruptures 
is generally from 10 to 15 sec. Any pressure decrease below 
the saturation causes flashing in the fluid. The rate of flashing 
could perturb the boundary layer to an extent which would alter 
the local DNB behavior. Transient effects on DNB have been 
studied by varying rate of change in heat flux and rate of change 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 
Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1070, of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, Manuscript received by the Heat Trans
fer Division, July 9, 1908; revised manuscript, received October 31, 
1969. Paper No! 70-HT-12. 

in flow rate (references [1 and 2]). ' However, there has previously 
been no study of the effects of pressure blowdown on DNB. 
This study was directed to study whether DNB under pressure 
blowdown can lie predicted from steady-state DNB data. 

Test Program 
The basic objective of this program was to obtain blowdown 

. DNB data in rod bundles to offer a basis upon which to evaluate 
DNB in the loss of coolant, analysis described previously. In 
addition, it was desired to determine the effect on DNB under 
steady-stale conditions of the mixing provided by mixing vanes 
on the rod spacer grids as compared to a rod spacer grid without, 
mixing vanes. 

The test program was divided into two phases: 

1 Steady state and transient DNB determination utilizing 
the rod spacer grid without mixing vanes. 

2 Steady state and transient DNB determination employing 
the mixing vanes on the rod spacer grid. 

Initially steady state data were obtained in both phases to 
provide a basis of comparison for the results that were to be ob
tained under the pressure transient portion of the program. 
Both steady state and transient, DNB tests were conducted over 
the following range of operating parameters: 

1 Numbers in.brackets designate References at end of paper. 
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Fig. 1 21-rod square lattice 

1 Pressure: 750 to lfvOO psia 
2 Inlet, temperature: 4 8 0 t o 5 4 0 d e g F 
.'! Mass velocity: 1 X 106 to 3 X 106 lb/hr ft2 

Test Section 
The test section consisted of a 21-rod bundle in an open channel 

square array as shown in Fig. 1. The rods were of 0.422 in. ()1) 
located on 0.556-in. centers and had a 00 in. electrically heated 
length. There was a uniform axial power distribution and a non
uniform radial power distribution. The inner 9 rods operated at 
a heat, flux 16 percent greater than the outer 12 rods. A flow 
housing lined with phenolic asbestos provided the enclosure for 
the bundle (Fig. 1) and was then enclosed in a pressure housing. 

Each heater rod consisted of a stainless steel heater tube silver-
brazed at, each end to nickel connection rods of the same diameter. 
The nickel connection rods insured that the power loss was 
minimal. Inside heater tubes were 0.011 in. thick and the out
side heater tubes were 0.009 in. thick. The tubing was filled 
with AI2O3 ceramics to prevent, the tubes from collapsing by 
external pressure. 

DNB detection was accomplished with thermocouples in
serted in each of the heater tubes '/a i". from the outlet end of the 
heated length. The arrangement, of the individual thermo
couples was as follows: 

1 The thermocouple sheath was silver-soldered onto a copper 
washer. 

2 The copper washer was inserted inside the test element 
with a forced fit. 

3 Ceramics were loaded on both sides of the washer for wall 
support. 

An estimate of the time response of the thermocouples was 
demonstrated during the transient tests by the time period from 
the initiation of the transient to the deviation in the rod thermo
couple signal. This time period was as small as 0.5 sec indicat
ing that the thermocouple response time is at most 0.5 sec. 

Electrical connections to the heater tubes were made at the 
top by tapered mechanical connections to a nickel terminal plate. 
The heater tubes extended through O-ring seals at the bottom 
and individual leads were clamped onto each rod. 

The two different grid configurations were tested. The rod 
spacer without vanes (Fig. 2) consisted of Vriu-long hollow 
cylinders that encompassed the individual heater tube and centered 
the tube by three longitudinal pins inside each of the cylinders. 
These short cylinders were brazed together at the points of con
tact. There were 5 grids on an axial spacing of 10 in. The rod 

spacer with mixing vanes consisted of Inconel straps brazed 
together in an egg-crate pattern. Projections from the straps 
centered the heater tube in its cell. The '/a-in-long mixing vanes 
were located on the bottom and top of the grid and were con
toured and bent to fit close to the rods. For this phase of the 
testing there were also 5 grids located on an axial spacing of 10 

Test Loop 
The experimental tests were conducted in the heat, transfer 

facility at the Chemical Engineering Research Laboratories of 
Columbia University. This facility consisted of a stainless steel 
loop operated at a maximum pressure of 1500 psia, fluid tempera
tures as high as the saturation temperature (596 deg F) , and 
(low rates as high as 300 gpm. The flow rate was measured by 
a 2-in. Potter flow meter and the pressure was measured by a 
0-1500 psi Ileise Bourdon-tube pressure gauge. Pressure during 
the blowdown testing was recorded with a C.E.C. absolute pres
sure transducer. Inlet test section temperature was measured 
using a stainless steel sheathed iron constantan thermocouple. 
Power was supplied from a 3.85-MW d-c power supply with the 
current being measured by a shunt with readout on a direct-
writing oscillograph. The voltage was read directly across the 
stainless steel portion of the heater tube using voltage taps and 
the direct-writing oscillograph. Several multi-channel strip-
chart, recorders monitored all of the heater tube thermocouples 
Additional information on the test loop is available in [3]. 

Test Procedure 
Steady State. To obtain a steady state DNB measurement (he 

loop was operated at the desired conditions of pressure, inlet 
temperature, and mass velocity. The power to the test section 
was gradually increased in small increments. After each step 
increase in power, the loop was allowed to stabilize at equilibrium 
conditions. DNB was considered to have occurred whenever a 
sharp rise was detected in the output, of one of the test, section 
thermocouples. Whenever DNB was detected the test section 
power was reduced ami the power (and therefore heat flux) was 
recorded along with the pressure, flow rate, and inlet temperature. 
Steady state data were collected over the range in pressure that 
would be experienced under transient conditions. 

Transient. The transient operation was performed by first 
establishing steady state operation of the loop and then produc
ing a rapid depressurization of the system. Initial steady state 
conditions were chosen such (hat generally the heat Hux was 2 (o 
30 percent below the DNB heat flux. Power and test section 
inlet temperature remained constant up to the point following 
DNB when the test section power was reduced to prevent phys-
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ical burnout to the heater rods. The How rate generally dropped 
from 0 to 10 percent during the pressure transient. The system 
depressurization was accomplished by a solenoid-operated valve 
which was connected to an electric timer. This valve was con
nected to the loop at a " T " joint and when it opened the water 
in the system discharged to atmosphere. In addition, if was 
necessary to establish a standing dead leg of cold water between 
the loop and the discharge valve to achieve fast rates of blow-
down. The volume of cold water in the dead leg was sufficient 
to insure that the discharge valve experienced only single-phase 
flow during the blowdown. 

Results 
A list of all runs made during the test series is shown in the 

Appendix for both the simple grid (grid without mixing vanes) 
and the mixing vane grid. The rod heat flux corresponds to the 
DNB heat flux under steady state conditions. 

Steady State. Steady state DNB data were obtained prior to the 
transient testing. Since the data points were not all collected at 
identical operating conditions, it was convenient to present the 
comparison (Fig. 3) of both data sets with respect to predicted 
DNB heat flux. Simple grid DNB data from reference [2] is 
also presented in Fig. 3 since this present study only obtained 
enough DNB data with the simple grid to show consistency with 
the previous work. The predicted values of DNB were obtained 
by calculating local fluid exit: conditions and applying the W-3 
DNB correlation (references [o and 6]). Local enthalpy can be 
determined by using a mixing factor relating local to average 
enthalpy rise as follows: 

/''„ 
Affi, 

Aff.v, 

It was found using THING (reference [4]) that values of 
/'mixing of 1.31 and 1.08 may be applied to this bundle with simple 
grids and mixing vane grids, respectively. This value accounts 
for both flow redistribution and mixing in this open channel 
bundle for the range of parameters studied. The effect of the 
mixing vane grids increases the DNB heat flux compared with 
simple grids at similar operating conditions. A study of the 
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Fig. 3 Steady state DNB heat flux data with simple grids and mixing 
vane grids 
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Fig. 4 Pressure blowdown characteristics 

mixing vane data shows that greater DNB ratios (measured/ 
predicted) are obtained for the higher mass velocities. These 
runs have lower outlet qualities than the low mass velocity runs 
and illustrate a tendency towards increased mixing vane ef
fectiveness on DNB as the local outlet quality decreases. DNB 
was always observed on the inner rods. 

The mixing vane grid reduces the local enthalpy (quality) in 
the hot channel. This effect should lead to an increase in DNB 
heat flux as compared to straight vane grids. An empirical mix
ing parameter called the Thermal Diffusion Coefficient accounts 
for lateral mixing between channels along the open channel array. 
The thermal diffusion exchange rate between two channels is 
given by reference. [4] as a V^p;,- AZ (/?, — Hj), where 

a = thermal diffusion coefficient (empirically deter
mined). 

Vjj & Pi, = represent average values of coolant enthalpy and 
density' for the combined control volume of 
channels i andj. 

rijj = lateral flow area per unit length between channels 
i and j . 

AT, — height of control volume. 
Ht = average enthalpy of control volume i. 

A study of the effect of the thermal diffusion exchange rate 
indicates that the effect of mixing alone is not sufficient to ex
plain the behavior of the mixing vane grids and that some other 
mechanisms are involved. One possible way that the mixing 
vane grid can effect DNB is by disrupting the bubble boundary 
layer thereby removing the bubble formation. The bubble layer 
would thus have to be entirely reestablished on the down
stream side of the grid. 

An "a" value of 0.076 for the bundle with mixing vane grids 
was used in the present analysis because previous work reference 
[4] indicates that a value of 0.076 can be applied to mixing vane 
grids. 

Transient. During the first phase of this study, the initial con
ditions for runs E-101 and E-110 were very similar, whereas the 
blowdown history was quite different. During E-101 the system 
pressure dropped rapidly while during E-110 the pressure de
creased slowly. Pressure history for these runs is shown in 
Fig. 4. 

The difference in the rate of blowdown between these two 
runs is reflected in the earliest time at, which an indication of 
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Fig. 6 Transient DNB heat flux during blowdown-—run F.-110 

DNB was apparent. In case E-101 there was an indication of 
DNB at 0.5 sec following the initiation of the transient, 
whereas case E-l 10 indicated DNB at 3.5 sec. 

The transient runs were analyzed by computing the average 
outlet enthalpy as a function of time with transient pressure inlet 
temperature and flow characteristics supplied as boundary con
ditions. This can be determined by using the CHICK1N (ref
erence [7]) computer program. Hot channel local enthalpy can 
then be determined by use of the mixing factor defined pre
viously. The steady state DNB data was used to predict the 
transient DNB at the same local conditions. DNB heat fluxes 
predicted in this manner for cases E-101 and E-l 10 are shown in 

Figs. 5 and 0, respectively, along with the time corresponding 
to the experimental observation of DNB. The predictions based 
on the steady state data agree with the observed transient DNB 
observation within the assertion of 5 percent accuracy and 
probable detector response time. 

During the second phase of this study, fifteen transient runs 
were performed with mixing vane grid bundles. Each of the 
mixing vane grid transient runs was analyzed on the basis of the 
steady state data, using the same technique as was used for the 
simple grid analysis. Typical results are shown in Figs. 7 through 
12. The remainder of the runs are presentetl in the Appendix. 
As in the simple grid analysis, a plus or minus five percent un-
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Fig. 9 Transient DNB heat flux during blowdown—run 151 

certainty band was assigned to the predicted transient DNB DNB and the times of observed DNB signals arc shown in Table 
heat flux and represents the general reproducibility of the DNB 1 for each case. 
measurements. Accordingly, DNB is predicted lo occur when- In the majority of the runs (F-149.2, F-150, F- lo l , F-153, 
ever the envelope of the predicted DNB heat (lux matches the F-l/54, F-156, F-158, F-1C1.2, F-162) the time at which DNB 
operating heat (lux of the rod bundle. The predicted time for occurred was equal to or greater than the predicted time of DNB. 
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Fig. 10 Transient DNB heat flux during blowdown—run 153 
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F-153 

F-154 

F-156 

F-157 

F-158 

F-160 

F-161.1 

F-161.2 

F-161.3 

F-161.4 

F-162 

Table 1 

E a r l i e s t Predicted DNB Time 

2.1 

1.3 

1.1 

2.4 

3.5 

1.25 

.7 

5.0 

4..0 

5.0 

5.U 

1.3 

4.5 

4.7 

1.8 

Observed DNB Time 

not observed 

2.0 

1.5 

2.5 

4.0 

1.5 

1.0 

not observed 

4.0 

not observed 

not observed 

7.0 

not observed 

not observed 

6.0 

5 Tong, L. S., "DNB Predictions for an Axialiy Non-Uniform 
Heat Flux Distribution." Journal of Nuclear Energu, Vol. 21, 1967, 
pp. 211 -248. 

<i Tong, L. S., Currin, H. B„ Larson, V. S., and Smith, O. B., 
"Influence of Axialiy Non-Uniform Heal Flux on DNB," AIChE 
1'repiint 17, Eighth National Heat Transfer Conference, Los Angeles, 
1065. 

7 CHIC-KIN, "A Fortran Program for Intermediate and Fast 
Transients in a Water Moderated Reactor," V. A. Redfield, WAPD-
TM-479, Jan. 1965. 

A P P E N D I X 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

SIMPLE 

Run 
No. 

E-87 

E-88 

E-89 

E-90 

E-91 

E-92 

E-93 

E-94 

E-95 

E-96 

E-97 

E-98 

E-100 

E-101 

E-104 

E-107 

E-108 

E-109 

E-110 

5 RID 

Inlet Temp. 

CF) 

522.0 

482.0 

523.0 

480.0 

522.0 

522.0 

482.0 

481.5 

522.0 

523.0 

522.0 

521.0 

483.0 

480.0 

522.0 

519.0 

521.0 

522.0 

482.0 

Mass Flow 

Rate 

(C/lb ft 2)xl0~ 6 

1.487 

1.490 

1.499 

1.485 

2.511 

2.485 

2.215 

2.556 

2.535 

3.010 

3.029 

2.500 

2.539 

2.546 

2.523 

2.532 

2.510 

2.752 

2.528 

Pressure 

(psla) 

865 

665 
1500 

1500 

874 
665 

1000 

'1500 

1500 

1500 

1200 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1200 

1000 

900 
1500 

Rod Heat 

Flux 

(Btu/hr f t 2 ) x K T 6 

0.685 

0.791 

0.586 

0.694 

0.813 

0.905 

0.929 

0.968 

0.791 

0.876 

0.835 

0.717 

0.990 

0.970 

0.827 

0.837 

0.887 

0.883 

0.964 

Operating 

Conditions 

S.S.* 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

Trans.** 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

S.S. 

Trans. 

This result represents a conservative prediction of the transient 
DNB heat flux. 

Of the remaining six runs (F-149.1, F-157, F-160, F-ltil, F-
161.8, F-161.4) it was predicted that DNB should occur hut it 
was not observed, which I-, (onseivativp tiom the point ol view 
of estimating the oeuuioiue oi tiaiiMcut DNB It DNB does not 
actually occur, then no physical damage < an leMilt Thir- it is 
concluded that tiaiiMent DNB behavioi c m he piednted horn 
steady state DNB data. 

Conclusions 
1 Mixing vane grids produce higher DNB heat fluxes as 

compared with simple grids. The effectiveness of the mixing 
vane grids is to reduce the enthalpy rise in the subchannel of the 
hot rod and to break up the bubble layer along the hot rod. 

2 Transient DNB behavior of rod bundles can lie predicted 
by using the steady state DNB data from the same geometry 
and under the same local fluid conditions. 

3 The subchannel analysis is proper for use of determining 
transient DNB heat fluxes as well as the steady state heat fluxes. 
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*Steady Statt 

**Transient 

1 J 

1 1 

1 
] 
1 1 

3 

D 

1 3 

t 3 

1.53 
1.53 
1.51 
1.52 
2,03 
2.04 
2.55 
2.56 
2.51 
3.02 
2.98 
3.02 
2.05 
1.90 
2.55 
2.53 
2.52 
1.53 
1.53 
1.53 
1.53 
1.53 
1.59 
1,53 
2. 5-'. 

2.55 

2.54 

2.54 

2.55 

2.55 

2.54 

2.54 

2.54 

2.56 

1500 

1500 

1250 

1000 

1500 

1500 

1250 

1000 

7 50 

1500 

1500 

1250 

1000 

1500 

1250 

1000 

750 
1500 

1500 

1000 

1250 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

750 
1000 

1250 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1000 

1500 

1500 

1250 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

1500 

0.505 

'1.599 

U. 594 

0.582 

0.603 

0.649 

0.638 

0.656 

0.632 

0.578 

0.707 

0.684 

0.631 

0.847 

0.799 

0.730 

0.720 

0.753 

0.857 

0.808 

0.872 

0.959 

0.957 

0.998 

1.078 

0.941 

0.982 

0.841 

0.951 

1.052 

0.697 

0.719 

0.718 

0.719 

0.596 

0.614 

0.619 

0.856 

O.S56 

0.794 

0.816 

0.871 

0.883 

0.908 

0.922 

0.941 

0.918 

.S.S 

S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S 
S.S. 

S.S. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

S.S. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

S.S. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 

Trans. 
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Ail Experimental Study of Vigorous 
Transient Natural Convection 
External natural convection transient response leading to transition and established 
turbulent flow is determined experimentally and compared with the laminar double-in
tegral theory predictions for processes wherein all transient effects are important. The 
theory is shown to give very accurate predictions during the laminar portion of the 
transient, and temperature overshoot is not observed experimentally. In addition, 
several unexpected and very interesting observations were made concerning the stability 
of the flow as it proceeds to turbulence. The first main observation is that the propagat
ing leading edge effect serves as a very effective moving boundary layer trip and triggers 
the resulting turbulence. Also for the less extreme condition (less vigorous transient) 
there is a relaminarizalion of the boundary layer. Explanations of these observations 
are proposed in the light of recently acquired results of linear stability theory analysis 
for small disturbances. 

Introduction 

I o n the past few years transient natural convection 
has been the object of increased, intensive study. This is prob
ably due, at least in part, to the recent technological applications 
of such Hows: for example, the natural convection flow over the 
fuel rods in a nuclear reactor. All previous work in transients 
has dealt with laminar flows and, although some attention has 
been given to cylindrical geometries, most of the work (both 
analytical and experimental) has been concerned with a vertical, 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at 
the Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received by the Heat Trans
fer Division, May 21, 1909; revised manuscript received January 
8, 1970. Paper No. 70-HT-2. 

flat plate configuration. In the earliest theoretical studies the 
thermal capacity of the element was neglected, and the main 
object of research in transient natural convection has been to 
predict or measure the thermal response subsequent to the im
position of a specified initial condition (usually a step in tempera
ture or heat flux at the solid-fluid interface). Of considerable 
concern was whether or not the temperature during the transient 
response rose above the final steady-state value, i.e., temperature 
overshoot. Although the early studies provided much informa
tion about transients, definitive conclusions regarding transient re
sponse were hampered by inconsistent results and, until recently, 
the history of transient natural convection has not been without, 
opposing views with regard to the question of temperature 
overshoot. 

In 1961, Gebhart [ l ] 1 developed a double-integral method for 

1 Number in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

-Nomenclature-

a = parameter determining the 
division of thermal energy 
input between the wall and 
the fluid a = (p^/tO'-V 

b = generalizing factor for time 
c" = thermal capacity of element 

per unit surface area 
c„ = specific heat 
/ = frequency of naturally occur

ring disturbances 
ij = gravitational acceleration 

G* = flux Grashof parameter G* = 

5(Gr*/5) l / s 

Gr = Grashof number based on L 

and at, Gr = 
v'1 

Gr* = flux Grashof number based 
gfSLYir) 

on L, Gr* = 
kv* 

Or* = local value of the Grashof 
qJ3x3At 

number Gr = 

Grx* = local value of the flux Grashof 
gfixYir) 

number Grx* = 
lev2 

k = thermal conductivity 

I = half-thickness of foil 

L = height of element 

.1/ = derivative of generalized tem

perature distribution 

N = number of fringes 

p = test section pressure 
(Continued on next page) 
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external natural convection transients for a vertical surface having 
Unite and arbitrary thermal capacity per unit surface area c" and 
negligible internal relative heat transfer resistance in the direc
tion normal to the surface, subjected to a possibly time-dependent 
but spatially uniform (over the element, height) internal energy 
wneration rate q"(j) per unit surface area. An energy input 
condition with an arbitrary element thermal capacity is much 
more realistic than the application of a step in temperature or in 
llux at the fluid-solid interface. In 1963, Gebhart [2] showed 
that the response characteristics are very much affected by the 
clement thermal capacity. In fact this feature results in regimes 
nt natural convection transient; response as c" decreases, from 
quasi-static, through actual convection transients, to essentially 
a conduction-type of initial response. Moreover, in 1967, Geb
hart, 1 >ring, and Polymeropoulos [3] compared various mea
sured transients with the double-integral theory presented by 
Gebhart [1]. The experimental data gathered in [3] as well as 
the data of Gebhart and Adams [4], Goldstein and Eckert [5], 
and Li trie and Johnson [(>] showed excellent agreement with the 
double-integral theory for a wide range of experimental condi
tions. The validity of the agreement is supported by the fact 
that the data covered a broad range of conditions and fluids and 
was measured by several completely different types of apparatus. 
('onsequently, this recent work has shown quite conclusively 
that for reasonable starting conditions and completely laminar 
transients, temperature overshoot does not occur for a vertical 
-nrface for a very wide range of circumstances. 

Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to question the existence 
of extreme response characteristics for circumstances unlike 
those previously considered. One such circumstance is that of a 
transient which is not completely laminar. Such a transient 
was studied experimentally in this work. This experiment, 
similar to that reported in [3], was performed at much higher 
< Irashof numbers to observe any transition or turbulence which 
might occur in a rapidly accelerating and highly unstable laminar 
flow. 

For the natural convection transient which occurs subsequent 
to an input to an element of finite thermal capacity, the integral 
theory analysis of response [2], substantially supported by ex
perimental results, as indicated above, predicts that true con
vection transients occur for values of the generalized thermal 
'•apaeity, Q, in the interval 0.1 < Q < 1.0. In this regime, the 
modification of the initial one-dimensional field into the final 
two-dimensional field by the propagating leading edge effect, see 
'ioldstein and Briggs [7] and Gebhart and Dring [8], and the 
adjustment of the resulting two-dimensional field to the appro
priate steady-state one are very complicated flow processes and 
at this time are not completely understood. I t is an experi
mental study of a transient of this third type which is the basis of 
'his work. 

This study concerned specifically temperature response char
acteristics in a very vigorous transient which begins in a laminar 

flow which becomes unstable and at final steady state is primarily 
turbulent. The questions are: Is disturbance amplification 
delayed, is transition delayed, do any such delays lead to extreme 
temperature excursions in the heated element which generates 
the flow, etc. 

In addition, certain of the transient circumstances studied here 
showed several very surprising flow characteristics. We feel 
that these observations may be explained in terms of recently 
acquired understanding of several transient and stability mech
anisms of natural convection flows. 

New Measurements 
Since we are concerned here with vigorous transients to un

stable and turbulent flow, it is necessary to observe circumstances 
wherein Gr » t09 locally during the transient. It is noted here 
that all previously reported transient natural convection experi
ments were such that Gr < 3.98 X K)9. They were entirely 
laminar. 

A convenient; way to assess the applicable range of an experi
mental apparatus for studying transients was presented in [3]. 
Using the known physical constraints of the apparatus, a region 
can be isolated in a Qr-Q plot, where Q is the generalized thermal 
capacity and is roughly a ratio of the thermal capacities of the foil 
and fluid. The apparatus used in this experiment is the 8-in. 
Mach-Zehnder interferometer described in [!)]. The limits im
posed by the interferometer and pressure system are the upper 
and lower limits in pressure (18 to 1.2 atm), the observable plate 
length limit (18 in.), the maximum number of interferometer 
fringes which may be distinguished, and the minimum number of 
fringes which would give accurate temperature determinations. 
In addition, temperature differences were limited to 100 deg F to 
limit fluid property variations. The gas was purified bottled 
nitrogen. In the same manner as [3] these limiting relations are 
derived and the following results are obtained. 

Pressure: 

Fringes: 

Temperature 
difference: 

Gr > (9.4 X 10s)Qi 

Gr < (4.7 X 10I3)Q4 

Gr < (6.2 X ]0 1 0 )Q _ 4 / 3 

Gr > (6.6 X 10S)Q"''» 

Gr < (1.13 X 1 0 9 X r ' A 

p > 1.2 atm 
p < 18 atm 
N < 120 
Ar > 4 

At < 100 deg F 

These are plotted in Fig. 1, along with all previously measured 
transient conditions. The Gr-Q area within the polygon is ac
cessible. It; may be seen that Grashof numbers of over 10 n can 
be obtained within these constraints. 

With normal optics, the maximum number of fringes that can 
be counted is approximately 30. The figure of 120 is exceed
ingly high. This limit of 120 fringes was interpreted using 
laminar theory. I t is reasonable to assume that there should be 
fewer than 120 fringes in the established turbulent flow because 
turbulent transport is more effective than laminar. Neverthe-

•Nomenclature-
Q = constant related to element 

storage capacity Q = 

[&Gr*<r]1/5 

a {ple„) foil 
pcpLM 

Q* = see [12], Q* = 
5 (pxcp) fluid 

H"(T) = instantaneous energy genera
tion rate per unit of element 
surface area 

/ ' = nondimensionalized time t' = 
a-y/r 

T = generalized time in transient 

2 
U* = v G* */5x 

a 
/3 

8 = 

distance along the plate 
nondimensionalized distance 

along plate x' = (ku'l 

gi3q"V<x)Xp,™* 
distance leading edge effect 

propagates up the surface 
in t imer 

thermal diffusivity 
dimensionless frequency j3 = 

(95/ V* 
2TT/ 

volumetric coefficient of ther
mal expansion 

5a;/G* 
instantaneous local tempera

ture maximum 

do, i?, At = average over height of element 

X = wavelength of naturally oc

curring disturbance 

v = kinematic viscosity 

p = fluid density 

cr = Prandtl number 

r = time 

tp = temperature excess ratio 

Subscripts 

0 = at plate surface 

co = at infinite time during transient 

I = pertains to laminar theory 
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Fig. 1 Previously medsured transients and currently reported ones 

less, since there was no way of knowing exactly how many fringes 
could be expected, it- seemed desirable and probably necessary to 
expand the field with an anamorphic lens system. Both pris
matic anamorphs and cylindrical lens systems were investigated. 
Finally a system similar to that of Buchelle and Goossens [10] 
was chosen. The addition of this lens system provided the 
capability of anamorphically enlarging the field normal to the 
surface by as much as 24:1. 

The surface was constructed by stretching a piece of l!l:i/Vin. 
by 2-in. by 0.0005-in. Inconel-600 foil between two knife edges. 
The knife edge assembly was then mounted in a positioning 
apparatus which in turn was placed in the pressure vessel. The 
foil and positioning apparatus was equipped with motor-driven 
adjustments for remote foil alignment. The foil was subjected 
to a step in current and the resulting convection layers on both 
sides of the foil were observed between the length interval of 
10 to IS in. by the 8-in. Mach-Zehnder interferometer. Transient 
response was recorded in a lG-nmi movie of the transient inter-
ferogram. 

Time was recorded during the transient by an electrical timer 
which was focused into the movie camera, along with interfero
grams, by means of mirrors and lenses. The timer was triggered 
at the instant when the step in current was applied by means of 
a double switch. The quality of the step in current was deter
mined by monitoring the plate current on an oscilloscope. The 
scope was triggered by a needle connected to the power switch. 
That is, when the step in current was applied, the transient re
sponse of the power supply was recorded. The needle was posi
tioned so that the scope was triggered slightly before the switch 
made contact. This response indicated that the power supply 
time constant is approximately 80 microsec, which is within the 
specifications of the manufacturer of the power supply and is very 
fast compared with even the fastest transient studied here. 

The temperature field is determined from interferograms which 
were recorded during the transient bv means of a high-speed 
movie camera. A shutter speed of 80 frames per sec was used, 
and the camera was allowed to attain full speed before power was 
applied to the foil. Consequently, many frames showing the 
unhealed foil and field were available. These "unhealed frames" 
are distortion-free and are used as a reference when analyzing 
optical distortion present at high heating rates. A piece of 
brass, accurately machined in the form of a symmetrical "stair
case" (see Figs. 5 and 6) was used to provide known reference 
dimensions in the field. Two experimental conditions were 

studied, corresponding to heating rates of 269 and 29.4 Btii hr 
ft'-. 

Results 

The instantaneous foil temperature was obtained by counting 
fringes into the foil, and using the relation between fringe shift 
and temperature change, which, for the conditions studied, was 
1.35 deg F/fringe. While the fringes were counted, they were 
also recorded as a function of distance, from the fixed and known 
dimensions in the field. Comparison between heated and un
healed conditions showed no observable changes in the known 
reference dimensions in the field for the lower heating rate used. 
This was not the case for the higher heating rate. The data ob
tained at the higher heating rate (necessary for very vigorous 
transients) exhibited a phenomenon resulting in a disappearance 
of the field in the vicinity of the foil. The amount of disappear
ance was noted to increase as the time increased (i.e., as the plate 
got hotter) during the transient. 

The cause of this disappearance is unknown at the present 
time. The possibility of refraction errors is being investigated, 
but such analysis is not applied here. The basic idea used in 
refraction error analysis is to calculate the deflection of a lighi 
ray produced by a refractive index gradient, normal to the light 
path and consider the resulting relative retardation as the ray 
proceeds to the photographic film. A much simpler means of 
arriving at a quantitative answer is to use instead an extrapolation 
procedure for the distorted part of the field. 

Several methods of extrapolation were tried and it proved de
sirable to find a method that considers all the data points and 
allows some freedom in the choice of the degree of the inter
polating polynomial. Such a method is polynomial regression. 
This is a standard subroutine in the IBM library which fits a 
"best curve" to data by finding the polynomial which best rep
resents the data in a least-squares sense. The method was 
applied to both sides of the foil, for each time considered, and the 
two resulting values of foil temperature agreed to within a few 
percent. While the higher heating rate data exhibited distortion 
which required correction, the lower heating rate did not. 

Both experimental conditions studied are in the " t rue" con
vection transient region, as defined by a range of the generalized 
thermal capacity, Q, of 0.1 < Q < 1.0, see [2]. The values of 
the generalized thermal capacity, Q, for the higher and lower 
heating rates used in this experiment are 0.25 and 0.16, respec
tively. These correspond to Grashof numbers based on length, 
L, and average temperature difference, I A, of 2.52 X 10" and 
4.30 X 10L0, respectively. 

Time during the transient is expressed in terms of a generalized 
(XT ., / 

time variable, T = —o (b Or* a )"'s, where a is the thermal diffusiv-

ity of the g is, r is the actual time, L is the plate length, 6 is a 
generalizing factor for time, Gr* is the flux Grashof number, and 
a is the Prandtl number. The instantaneous local temperature 
maximum, Bo, is obtained directly from the interpretation of the 
interferograms. From the experimental operating conditions, 
the expected laminar, steady-state temperature excess averaged 
over the plate height, Oo, „, i was calculated. This predicted 
value was compared with the experimentally observed value 
where laminar, steady-state conditions prevailed, i.e., the re-
laminarization of the lower heating rate transient. Comparison 
shows that the predicted temperature excess is within 8 percent 
of the experimental for this case, suggesting perhaps that edge 
effects are of little importance. It is also noted that before 
turbulence sets in, the boundary layer thickness is less than one-
eighth of the plate width. The temperature excess ratio, \p, 
is then given by ip = do/9o. co, (• By averaging \p over the plate 
height (denoted \p) and by expressing generalized time by T/Q, 
experimental response data points were compared with the 
laminar theory. Since only the upper 8 in. of the foil were 
observable experimentally, the average was taken only over this 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of calculated and measured temperature responses 
in the true transient regime 

upper portion of the foil. This will result in no error during the 
early (one-dimensional conduction) part of the transient response 
since the surface is at uniform temperature at this time. I t is 
also pointed out that for an eventual steady laminar flow the 
error of such an averaging technique would be about 11 percent. 
However, the-flow becomes turbulent long before such an extreme 
condition is reached. After that no average response character
istics are calculated. Therefore, the errors in estimated instan
taneous average surface temperatures are much less than 11 per
cent. In addition, it was noted that temperature gradients 
along the foil were very small. Response curves for the two 
conditions studied are compared with laminar response theory 
in Fig. 2. Since a fringe count was unobtainable as the flow 
became more chaotic, response data is shown up to the onset of 
transition. 

Also, in Fig. 2, demarcations are shown indicating the time at 
which the first observed disturbances and the onset of turbu
lence occur. Even though an accurate count of the fringes is not-
available as the waves amplify greatly (for the higher heating 
rate only) because of the very confused nature of the flow field, 
a careful count is possible up to this point. The onset of turbu
lence occurs at a value of \p of 0.90 and 0.65 for the lower and 
higher heating rates, respectively. Note that both of these 
values of \p are less than the laminar steady-state values (if/ = 1). 
This is expected since turbulent transport is a more effective 
means of removing heat. Also the transport effectiveness is 
shown to increase (0.90 versus 0.(55) as the vigor of the turbulence 
increases, as expected. This is further substantiated by calcu
lating the final foil temperature for turbulent flow using a correla
tion proposed by Eckert and Jackson [11] for Gr > 1010. These 
resulting asymptotic values are shown on Fig. 2 for the two 
heating rates examined here. Note that the higher heating rate 
data seem to match this asymptote, whereas the lower heating 
rate data overshoot the prediction by about 10 percent. This 
may be due to the fact that for the lower heating rate a miscount 
of one fringe would cause such a discrepancy, since there are only 
about nine fringes for this case. The data can also be compared 
with that of Bayley [12]. For the case of the higher heating 

rate the correlation of Bayley is about 3 percent lower than that 
of Eckert and Jackson. For the lower heating rate case it is 
about 11 percent lower. So for the more vigorous transient, 
there is little distinction between the present data and those of 
both Bayley and Eckert and Jackson. However, for the lower 
heating rate, the present data agree more closely with those of 
Eckert and Jackson. More recent studies such as Warner 
[13] and Vliet and Liu [14] show agreement with Bayley, 
whereas Cheesewright [15] compares more favorably with the 
prediction of Eckert and Jackson. 

Additional Observations 
The first important observation from the interferogram movie 

is that, as the initially one-dimensional convection field is sup
planted, through the leading edge effect, by a two-dimensional 
field, the local How carries periodic disturbance waves of a 
single wavelength which amplify very quickly and explode into 
transition and turbulent flow (see Fig. 5). The second important 
observation is that the established turbulent boundary layer is 
later quickly swept away (lower heating rate only) by an ap
parently undisturbed laminar flow coming from the upstream 
region of the foil (see Fig. 6). 

We think that the characteristics referred to first above may 
be explained through a combination of: known characteristics 
of leading edge effect propagation, the instability properties of 
such boundary layers, and the selective (or filtering) mechanisms 
of disturbance amplification in such flows. The second observa
tion referred to above, i.e., that the turbulent boundary layer is 
subsequently swept away by an undisturbed laminar flow coming 
from the upstream region of the foil, is also consistent with what 
we know from experimentation with such flows. 

Approximate values of Gr„ Gr,*, the frequency / , and the 
wavelength X, of the observed waves which precede turbulence 
are tabulated along with the time at which theyr were observed. 
By using a nondimensionalized frequency /3 = f38/U*, where 
/3 = 2TT/, 8 = ox/G*, and U* = v G* \/ox and the flux Grashof 
parameter G* = 5(Gr*/5)1/ / i, the naturally occurring disturbance 
data can be compared with the linear stability theory for small 
disturbances. In such a manner, the specific points 1, 4, 5, and 
7 are located on such a neutral stability ((3 versus G*) plot of 
Knowles and Gebhart [16] along with related data of Poly
meropoulos and Gebhart [17] in Fig. 3. At the present time, 
amplification characteristics are not known for the region where 
the data lies. Nevertheless, judging from stability plots for 
another Prandtl number (see Dring and Gebhart [18]), it is not 
unreasonable to assume that the data (for both heating rates) 
lie in the region where disturbances are highly amplified. In 
addition, several lines of constant frequency amplification, as 
the disturbance is convected downstream, corresponding to the 
various frequencies of the experimental data are shown. Fur
thermore, the natural disturbance data of Polymeropoulos and 
Gebhart [17] are shown on Fig. 3 and are consistent with the in
ferences mentioned in the foregoing. 

As time in the transient increases, the first observed waves are 
seen to amplify a great deal, and before the flow explodes into 
turbulence (higher heating rate), "spike-like" disturbances pro
trude intermittently from the boundary layer (see Fig. 5). 

Approximate values of Gr^, Gr^*, the frequency /, and the wavelength, X, for naturally occurring disturbances 

Point, 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Time 

(sec) 
1.45 
1 .58 
1.80 
1.90 
4.00 
4.58 
5.06 

Loca
tion 
(in.) 
15 
16'A 
17 
18 
13 
15 
18 

Wave
length 
(in.) 
1 
3A 
3A 3A 
IV* 
IV* 
IV* 

Fre
quency 

(Hz)' 
4 .6 
4.6 
6.0 
6.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 

Grashof 
number 

6.48 X 10'" 

1.19 X 10" 
9.12 X 109 

2.76 X 10"> 

Flux Gra.sho 
number 

2.94 X 1013 

6.09 X 10" 
1.79 X 1012 

6.65 X 1012 
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Fig. 3 Location of first observed naturally occurring disturbances on /3 
versus G* stability plot 

Also, the amplification appears to be accompanied by a steepen
ing of the waves, see the interferograms of Fig. o. The extreme
ness of this steepening effect was observed to be related to the 
vigor of the transient. For the lower heating rate condition 
examined here, the steepening rate and amount is relatively 
mild, but for the very vigorous condition, it is extreme. As the 
field becomes more chaotic, an accurate count of the fringes is 
unobtainable for the higher heating rate for times after transition. 

By defining a nondimensionalized distance along the plate, 
x', and a nondimensionalized time, t', as x' = (kai/'g(3q"\/a)xl>, imix 

and I' = a\/r, where "a" is a parameter determining the division 
of thermal-energy input between the wall and the fluid (pcpk)l/2/ 
c", Gebhart and Dring [8] have shown that the leading edge 
propagation rate theory of Goldstein and Briggs [7] can be re
duced to an x' - / ' diagram. Calculations reveal that the first 
observed periodic disturbances convected by and propagating 
in the flow appear to be associated with the propagating leading 
edge effect. In Fig. 4 the locations of the propagating distur
bances at various times are shown as points, compared to the 
theory of leading edge effect propagation on the x' — V diagram, 
in the manner of [8], applicable to such a laminar transient. 
The agreement is sufficiently close to suggest that the disturbances 
are generated in the transition from one- to two-dimensional 
laminar flow. Similar disturbances are also seen in the inter-
ferogram at 3 sec of the sequence shown in [8]. 

Conclusions 
Despite the high Grashof numbers of the experimental condi

tions studied, Fig. 2 shows that the laminar double-integral 
theory gives very accurate predictions for the laminar portion 
of the transient response for both the higher and lower heating 
rates used in this experiment. In addition, the measured tem
perature does not rise above the predicted laminar response value 
for the conditions studied here, i.e., a = 0.72, Q = 0.25, Q = 0.16. 
I t should be cautioned, however, that this may not be the case 
for conditions at large values of <y and Q. These conditions may 
be more susceptible to temperature overshoot because of the 
relatively high thermal capacity of the foil and low thermal 
diffusivity of the fluid. 

Although the primary purpose of this work was to study the 
thermal response in a vigorous transient, much unexpected and 
very interesting information was also obtained. 

In the light of stability theory it would be asked why dis
turbances generated as they are here would have the observed, 
or any particular, wavelength and frequency. I t is apparent, 
from other studies, that if the generated disturbance has a more 
complicated form, certain of the constituent harmonies would, 
in effect, be selectively amplified due to the particular character
istics of unstable laminar boundary layers of this type. This 
"filtering" characteristic, or selectivity, has been shown in both 
theory and in measurement. See [18] and [19] for evidence of 
such disturbance behavior in a liquid having a Prandtl number 

1.35 

1.00 

0.50-

0.10-

0.05-

Fast Transient—Pis. 1-4 
Slower Transient—pts. 5-7 

0.011 

Present Data 

0 Gebhart aDrlng t8] 

I 
0.5 2.0 2.32 

Fig. 4 Comparison of first observed waves to the leading edge propaga
tion rate theory and other data 

of 6.7. In future publications a like characteristic will be shown 
for gases, both from theory in general and from experimental 
observations of the amplification of naturally occurring distur
bances. The frequency of the observed, i.e., rapidly amplified 
disturbances, here are exactly what one would expect from such 
considerations. The mechanism is then that the complicated 
disturbance of the leading edge effect is decomposed, by selective 
amplification and damping, into a dominant frequency. 

Another question is: Why does this disturbance not outrun 
or fall behind the propagating leading edge effect? Again in
stability theory provides an explanation. The calculated maxi
mum disturbance velocities of the frequencies having the highest 
amplification rates are comparable to the maximum base flow 
velocity, see [16] and [18]. The leading edge effect is calculated 
to propagate at the maximum velocity. Therefore the two 
effects are tied together. 

The above explanation in terms of disturbance filtering and 
amplification, of a more complicated disturbance associated 
with the leading edge effect, may be restated as though the 
propagating leading edge effect amounts to a very effective 
moving boundary layer trip. 

It is necessary to point out that the above explanation is not 
at this time definitive because the stability calculations referred 
to above are for steady base flows, not for the transients under 
observation here. However, we believe, in the light of work in 
transient instability in similar flows, see [20], that the above 
conjectures are reasonable. 

In addition, we should like to propose certain hypotheses re
garding the relaminarization of the boundary layer. 

We have seen, in numerous experiments, that amplifying dis
turbances and transition are usually not present in flows until 
far beyond the location of incipient, instability, see, e.g., [17]. 
and that the amount of delay is highly variable and probably 
associated with the natural disturbance level in the experimental 
environment. Now, the test apparatus used in the experiment 
under discussion here has always yielded results suggestive ot 
an extremely low level of natural disturbances. I t is proposed, 
therefore, that the relaminarization which we see here occurs 
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Fig. 5 lnlerferograms al variaus limes during the convection Iransient q" = 269 Btu/hr
ft2, Q = 0.25, GrL. At = 2.52 X lOll, p = 17.97 atm

2.00 sec.
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environment possessing a significant level of natural and feedback
disturbances and that the Grashof number of transition would
be less, the higher the amplitude of the disturbances present.

It is noted here that the much more vigorous now circumstance
did not show a restoration of a laminar boundary layer. Our
tentative conclusion is that the initially established turbulent
flow was sufficiently vigorous to feed back into the unstable up
stream laminar boundary layer disturbances of sufficient ampli
tude to lead to more-or-less continuous transition.
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Effect of Bubble Stabilization on Fool 
Boiling Heat Transfer1 

It is an established, phenomenon that bubbles can be stabilized in a vertically vibrating 
liquid column. The. effect of bubble stabilization on the rate of pool boiling heat transfer 
is experimentally investigated. With the liquid and heating surface vibrating as a 
unit, the data indicates a decrease of up to 12 percent in the temperature difference neces
sary for a given heat flux within the range of frequencies from 200 to 300 cps. The 
experimental, results and comparison with results of previous investigators show that the 
effect is unique and not due simply to the vibrations per se. 

Introduction 

B, JUBBLE stabilization in a vertically vibrating liquid 
column and the effects of vibration on pool boiling heat transfer 
have both separately been known and under investigation for a 
number of years. However, the combined phenomena have not 
previously been investigated despite the fact that in many practical 
applications, such as ship propulsion units, the entire system will 
vibrate. 

It is the purpose of this paper to present data on the effects of 
bubble stabilization on the rate of heat transfer and to show that 
this effect is distinct from the effect of vibration only on the rate 
of heat transfer. 

The analytical developments of a criterion for bubble stabiliza
tion are reported in the literature. A comprehensive bibliogra
phy and discussion of the phenomenon are presented by Fuls 
II].'2 For a given frequency of sinusoidal vertical oscillation, 
there corresponds a unique amplitude for a given depth of im
mersion that will prevent small bubbles from either rising or 
falling. A decrease in amplitude will permit the bubble to rise 

1 This work in part was used by Dr. Fuls in fulfillment of the Doctor 
of Philosophy Degree thesis requirements of the University of Pitts
burgh. 

2 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 

Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of T H E AMERICAN SOCIETY OP 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters, October 17, 1909. Paper No. 70-HT-4. 

and an increase in amplitude will cause it to fall. The relation
ship between the amplitude and frequency developed by Fuls [1] 
is 

2o>z 
•A 

jtjl'Xp 

9 
- 1 cos — I 

c / , 

— 1 -

Pu + 
2<x\ 

2-y \ 1 + 
PLQZ 

(1) 

An extensive survey of the literature on the effects of vibrations 
on heat transfer was presented in Bergles and Morton [2]. This 
survey was brought up to date by Fuls [1] with particular empha
sis on pool boiling heat transfer. Only a brief summary of these 
surveys will be presented here to demonstrate that the effect of 
bubble stabilization is not the same effect associated with a criti
cal intensity, as reported by previous investigators. 

Where there are spatial gradients of fluctuating velocity prod
ucts, such as those generated by a relative oscillatory motion be
tween a solid body and a fluid, a steady flow will result. In 
general, this steady flow is referred to as acoustic streaming, par
ticularly if the Slow is laminar. A useful introduction to acoustic 
streaming and acoustics in general is given by Richardson [3]. 
Increasing the intensity of oscillation beyond some critical value 
will result in some portion of the flow becoming turbulent. This 

•Nomenclature-
A = area 

C = constant 

c = speed of sound 

cL = specific heat of liquid 

g = gravitational constant 

It la heat of vaporization 
kL — thermal conductivity of liquid 
L = depth of liquid column 

= ullage pressure 
= heat flux 
= saturation temperature 

= wall temperature 
= amplitude of vibration 

= vertical displacement from liquid 
free surface 

= ratio of specific heats of gas in 

bubble 
fie = coefficient of apparent mass of 

bubble in expansion 
Hi = viscosity of liquid 
pL = mass density of liquid 
p„ = mass density of vapor 
a = surface tension 
0 = natural frequency of bubble 
co = radial frequency of vibration 
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type of turbulent flow in conjunction with natural convection 
heat transfer is referred to as thermoacoustic streaming [4, 5]. 
Thermoacoustic streaming is characterized by vortex shedding 
from the heated element and is similar to a von Karman vortex 
street. 

Superposition of acoustic streaming on natural convection heat 
transfer would be expected to have some effect on the rate of heat 
transfer. The effect was analytically predicted and experi
mentally verified by Blankenship and Clark [6, 7], and Eshghy, 
Arpaci, and Clark [8] to be a small decrease in the rate of heat 
transfer. Experimental data from both investigations, however, 
demonstrated that increasing the vibrational Reynolds number 
beyond the laminar flow region resulted in very rapid increases 
in the rate of heat transfer to values well above those correspond
ing to no vibrations. Since the Reynolds number is directly pro
portional to the intensity of the vibrations, it is understandable 
why the intensify was recognized as an important parameter in 
the effects of vibrations on heat transfer. It becomes obvious 
upon examination of the data that the critical intensity necessary 
to increase the rate of heat transfer is the intensity necessary for 
the transition from laminar to turbulent boundary flow over the 
heating element. Since the change in the rate of heat transfer 
in the laminar flow region is only a few percent and the change 
in the turbulent region, or above the critical intensity, may be 
several hundred percent for the same increment of intensity 
change, it is not surprising that most investigators report no effect 
below the critical intensity. 

Fand and Kaye [4] reported a critical intensity of 0.36 ft/sec 
when transferring heat from a 0.75-in. horizontal cylinder in a 
sound field. Fand and Kaye [5] later reported a critical intensity 
of 0.3 ft/sec for a 0.875-in. horizontal cylinder vibrating verti
cally. The two critical intensities vary by 20 percent, but as
suming the same kinematic viscosities, the Reynolds numbers 
vary by about three percent. The similarity in the vibrational 
Reynolds numbers reinforces the concept that the critical in
tensity should be replaced by a critical or transitional Reynolds 
number. 

Turbulence may also be generated in the boundary layer of the 
heating element, by bubble formation. Fand [9] reported that 
the critical intensity for increased heat transfer to a liquid from a 
cylinder subjected to acoustic vibrations was directly related to 
the ability to cause cavitation. Wong and Chon [10] arrived 
at the same conclusion using analogous equipment. They re
ported that, as the temperature of the liquid approached incipient 
boiling, the critical intensity decreased! Above this temperature 
the critical intensity increased very rapidly. This indicated that 
the growth and departure of the bubbles in boiling was causing 

turbulence and the contributions of the vibrations in increasing 
the turbulence rapidly diminished in importance with increased 
bubble action. McQuiston and Parker [11] presented a graph of 
the temperature difference between the heated surface and the 
bulk liquid temperature versus the vibrational acceleration at 
various heat fluxes. At 14,000 Btu/hr ft2, the critical intensity 
was about 0.3 ft/sec at 50 cps and, for the limited data, the critical 
intensity appeared to be proportional to the heat flux. Price 
and Parker [12] reported data over the same range of parameters 
but with a larger diameter boiling surface, and no effect of vibra
tions was reported. The implication is that the critical in
tensity is not a function of heat flux but a function of heat, gen
erated, and consequently vapor generated, per unit axial length 
of heater surface. In all these references either the fluid or 
surface vibrated, but not both. The effect of vibrations resulted 
from a relative motion between the heated surface and the fluid. 

Experimental Apparatus 
A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 

The electrically heated test section was mounted in a glass tank 
by two heavy copper electrodes. This in turn was mounted on an 
electro-dynamic shaker so that the heated surface and the fluid 
moved as a unit. This minimized the relative velocity between 
the two. The shaker had a frequency range from 20 to 520 cps. 
The maximum amplitude of vibration of the unloaded shaker was 
0.5 in. and 0.002 in. at 20 and 520 cps, respectively. The maxi
mum amplitude a t intermediate frequencies formed a straight line 
between these reference points on a log-log plot. The frequency 
was continuously variable over the range and the amplitude was 
independently adjustable up to its maximum. The characteristic 
of the shaker was such that the maximum amplitude decreased 
with increasing load. 

The frequency of vibration was read directly from an integral 
meter and the amplitude was determined by a calibrated velo-
cimeter. The power dissipated by the heating element was deter
mined by the voltage drop across the central portion of the ele
ment and current through a precision shunt. The temperatures 
were measured by thermocouples and a potentiometer. The bulk 
fluid temperature was measured by a thermocouple probe and the 
surface temperatures by internally mounted thermocouples. 
These are shown in the cross section of the heating element in 
Fig. 2. The surface temperature thermocouples were resistance 
welded to the inner surface and tested to insure accurate read
ings. More importantly, if the weld area is significant, the 
thermocouple reading will be affected by the voltage gradient in 
the test section. By pulsing the test section in air with a given 
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S SELECTOR SWITCH 
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Fig. 1 Experimental apparatus schematic 
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VOLTAGE TAP ELECTRODE 

THERMOCOUPLE 
LEADS 

1/4 OD W/QOI5 WALL BY 4-1/2 LONG STAINLESS STEEL 

2 " CENTRAL SECTION FOR DATA HAS VOLTAGE TAPS AND THREE THERMOCOUPLES 

END OF TUBES WILL BE SEALED WITH SUITABLE MATERIAL TO PREVENT HEAT 

TRANSFER BUT WILL HAVE VENT SUFFICIENT FOR PRESSURE RELIEF 

Fig. 2 Test section 

-tmperage for a short given period of time, the rate of tempera-
i ure change in the test section will be approximately proportional 
io the rate of electrical energy input. Further, if the thermo
couple is effected by the voltage gradient, a step change in tem
perature indication will be observable when the current is in-
lerrupted. Continuous strip chart recording of the thermocouple 
leading showed excellent correlation between the rate of tem
perature change and electrical energy input, and no discernable 
-tep change in temperature when the current was interrupted. 

To prevent heat transfer from the inner surface and obtain a 
•rue surface temperature of the element, plastic tubing was 
-lipped over the ends, sealed with silicone rubber, and vented to 
l he atmosphere. This tubing also served as a conduit for the 
thermocouple leads. Guard heaters on the outer surface of the 
lank were provided to control heat losses to ambient and thus 
permit closer control of the bulk fluid temperature. However, 
••ven this did not prevent spurious eonveetive currents in the 
vicinity of the test elements. The close proximity of the thermo
couple probe to the test element permitted close monitoring of the 
actual temperature to which the heat was transferred. Any 
data with an indicated bulk temperature outside the specified 
• •out rol band were discarded. 

The fluid was deionized water. 

Experimental Results 
(a) Speed of Sound. Analytical predictions of the stabilization 

criterion from equation (1) are strongly influenced by the speed 
of sound. The properties of the experimental apparatus provided 
,1 very simple method of determining the speed of sound. As 
previously stated, the maximum attainable amplitude of vibra
tion was a function of both the load and frequency of vibration. 
If the load on the vibrator was constant, the amplitude of vibra
tion would monotonically decrease as the frequency increased. 
However, because of the compressibility of the void-free liquid 
column, standing waves could be generated so that either a node 
or antinode could be generated at the bottom of the tank. This 
icsulted in relative peaks and valleys in the amplitude versus fre
quency and by simple wave analysis based on these results, a 
-peed of sound of 275 ft/sec was determined for this system. 

(b) Behavior of Bubbles. The immediate effect on boiling by 
very low amplitude vibrations is to break up the larger bubbles 
into smaller ones. As the amplitude of vibration is increased, 
ilie rate of rise of the bubbles decreases, which had been ana
lytically predicted by Fuls [1]. The bubbles also show a ten
dency to migrate to the center of the liquid column. These ef
fects become more pronounced with increasing amplitude until 
Uie small bubbles agglomerate at some depth below the surface 
prior to venting. Further increases in amplitude increase both 
'he depth at which agglomeration occurs and the size of the ag
glomeration necessary for venting. The agglomerates are es-
-cntially spherical in shape and are very agitated. The size and 
depth of the agglomeration continue to increase with amplitude 

until the boundary of the agglomeration becomes tangent to the 
top of the heating element. At this point, the agglomeration 
loses its apparent attraction for the center of the liquid column. 
Agglomeration begins anywhere along the top of the heating ele
ment, moves rapidly along the top of the heating element gather
ing mass and volume until it reaches sufficient, size to vent to the 
surface. Theoretically, further increasing the amplitude should 
force agglomeration to a greater depth. This does not occur, 
possibly because of changes in the characteristics of the liquid 
column from the presence of the agglomeration and from cavita
tion in the vicinity of the heating elements. This differs from 
the theoretical analysis since the analysis was based on a ho
mogeneous liquid with only a single small bubble present. 

It is not known whether the increase in the rate of heat transfer, 
discussed below, is the result of the highly agitated agglomeration 
being in the vicinity of the heated surface, the result of the ag
glomeration moving across the surface, or a recombination of the 
two. 

(c) Heat Transfer. Experimental heat transfer data was ob
tained both with and without vibrations at a bulk pool tempera
ture of 210 ± 0.5 deg F. Sufficient amplitude of vibration to 
bring the point, of agglomeration down to tangency with the heat
ing element could only be achieved over a relatively narrow range 
of frequencies because of limitations of the vibrator. Data were 
taken at frequencies of 200, 250, and 300 cps. The lowest heat 
flux investigated was 5000 Btu /hr ft2 and the highest was 
at 80,000 Btu /hr ft2, the limit, of the power supply. Suf
ficient vapor was generated at all conditions so that some vapor 
always reached the free surface. 

A typical set of data is presented in Fig. 3. These data are 
for a nominal heat flux of 15,000 Btu /hr ft2 and a vibration fre
quency of 300 cps. The abscissa indicates the elapsed time and 
the ordinate, in the form of a film coefficient, is the ratio of the 
heat flux to the temperature difference between the inside surface 
of the heating element: and the bulk fluid temperature. The two 
periods of operation with amplitudes of vibration of 0.0012 and 
0.0010 in., respectively, are both preceded and followed by periods 
without vibration for normalization. The effect on the rate of 
heat transfer of the larger amplitude is very pronounced. How
ever, the effect of the smaller amplitude is comparatively slight. 
In fact, it is almost within the scatter of the normalizing data. 
Vibration at an amplitude of less than 0.0010 in. has no effect on 
the rale of heat, transfer. 

Over the range of heat fluxes where billable stabilization had an 
effect on heat transfer, the effect occurred only over a very narrow 
range of amplitudes for a given frequency. The amplitude of 
vibration that corresponds to the greatest effect on heat, transfer 
also corresponds to the minimum amplitude necessary to cause 
agglomeration to occur tangent to the top surface of (he heating 
element. Deviation from this minimum amplitude, either above 
or below, eliminated this effect. 

A summary of the heat transfer data is presented in Table I 
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Table 1 Summary of heat transfer data 

Boat 

( B t u / h r 

Nominal 

5 ,000 

10 ,000 

F lux 

. f t ") 
Average 

5 ,200 

1 0 , 9 0 0 

4,0,000 

60,000 60,600 

-equency 
( c p s . ) 

-
200 

250 

3 0 0 

200 

250 

300 

200 

250 

300 

200 

250 

300 

200 

250 

300 

Ampl i tude 
( X 1 0 - 3 i n . ) 

-
0 

1 . 3 - 1 . 5 

0 

0 . 9 - 1 . 2 

0 

1 . 3 - 1 . 5 

0 

1 . 0 - 1 . 2 

0 

0 .9 

0 

1.5 

0 

1.2 

0 

1.2 

0 

1.5 

0 

1.2 

0 

1.2 

0 

1.5 

0 

1.2 

0 

0 . 9 - 1 . 5 

0 

1 . 3 - 1 . 5 

0 

1 . 0 - 1 . 2 

„ 

Fi lm C o e f f i c i e n t 
( B t u / h r . f t . 2 ° F ) 

220 

350 

350 

360 

360 

3 6 0 

360 

350 

350 

530 

560 

(.75 

520 

570 

6 t 0 

575 

595 

610 

650 

575 

615 

1180 

1220 

1160 

1210 

1250 

13 50 

1580 

1530 

1580 

1580 

1600 

1600 

2010 80,000 81,200 

I t should be noted that the data in (.he table and the remaining 
figures have been corrected for (he temperature drop through the 
wall of the heating element. It, is significant that, where an effect 
occurred, the amplitude of vibration causing the effect was not a 
function of heat flux but only a function of frequency of vibration. 
The tabular data are presented graphically in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. 
The simultaneous changes of both vibration and nonvibration 
data are not unusual but are typical of heat transfer data. I t 
was for this reason normalizing nonvibration data were obtained 
before and after each operation, with a given frequency and ampli

tude of vibration. This effect is demonstrated by the nonvibra
tion data of Fig. 3 where it begins at about 525 Btu /hr ft2 deg F 
at time zero and increased to above 600 after seven hours. This 
variation is aggravated by (he necessity of periodically changing 
the water and polishing the test, element surface. 

Consistent with current literature, these figures present the 
heat flux as a function of the temperature difference between the 
heater surface and bulk fluid temperature. The heat transfer 
data without vibrations was correlated with the Rohsenow [13] 
equation, 

P»)_ 
•£PY'' 
k V) 

For the no vibration data of the tabic, corrected for the temperature-
drop through the wall, the coefficient, C, has a value of 0.0146 and 
the exponent, n, has a value of 0.15. The vibration data was 
normalized to this correlation by taking the same percent decrease 
in temperature difference caused by vibrations at the given heat 
flux. The normalized data is shown in Fig. 7. 

Additional heat transfer data were taken at a heat flux of 5000 
Btu /hr ft2 with and without vibrations. These data were to 
demonstrate the difference between the effect on heat transfer 
from bubble stabilization and the effect on heat transfer from the 
critical intensity reported by other investigators and discussed 
in the introduction. These data are shown in Fig. 8 with the 
data of 10,000 and 15,000 Btu /h r ft2. Consistent with the results 
of previous investigators, once an effect is evident at the lowest 
heat flux, the rate of heat transfer continues to increase with in
crease in amplitude and, therefore, intensity and vibrational ac
celeration. Also consistent with the results of Wong and Chon 
[10] and McQuiston and Parker [11], the critical intensity in
creases rapidly with heat flux and at 10,000 Btu /hr ft2 there is no 
effect on the rate of heat transfer from vibrations over the range 
of intensities attainable. Further increasing the heat flux to 
15,000 B tu /h r ft2 results in an effect on the rate of heat transfer 
from bubble stabilization. Unlike the turbulence triggering 
mechanism of the critical intensity, further increasing the ampli
tude and intensity does not result in a continuing increase in the 
rate of heat transfer. On the contrary, further increasing the 
amplitude of vibration causes a decrease in the rate of heat trans
fer back to its original value. 

(d) Stabilization Amplitude. The amplitude of vibration at 
which the effect on the rate of heat transfer was obtained and, 
therefore, the minimum amplitude to stabilize individual bubbles 
at the surface of the heating element is correlated with the 
theoretical predictions of equation (1) in Fig. 9. The correlation 
at 300 cps is very good, but the correlation deteriorates as the 
frequency is decreased to 200 cps. Equation (1) was based on 
the assumptions that the liquid was homogeneous and that the 
pressure waves induced by the oscillations propagating as plane 
waves. The nature of the experimental conditions precluded 
approximating these assumptions. 

The effect of the vapor on the predicted stabilization amplitude 
would be particularly pronounced near a frequency of 190 cps 
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since this frequency corresponds to a resonant pressure amplitude 
at the depth of the test section. The predicted large pressure 
changes would be dissipated by the compressibility of the gas and 
the same compressibility would distort the plane wave propaga
tion of the disturbances. 

Conclusions 
The effect of bubble stabilization decreases by up to 12 percent, 

the temperature difference necessary for a given heat flux within 
the range of frequencies of 200 to 300 cps. The data taken at the 
low heat flux have shown that the effect on the rate of heat trans
fer is not the same effect associated with a critical intensity as re
ported by previous investigators. 

Good correlation between the experimental stabilization ampli
tude and theory has been shown, provided pressure resonance is 
avoided. Near the resonant frequency the theoretical predic
tions understandably break down because the compressibility 
of the agglomeration was not accounted for in the analysis. 
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Quasi-Developed Turbulent Pipe Flow 
With leat Transfer 
Available literature on wall friction and heat transfer for gas flow strongly heated in the 
downstream region of tubes sltoivs disagreement between analysis and experiments. 
Possible explanations are examined quantitatively, then the governing equations are 
treated in more complete form than in previous analyses. Results compare favorably 
with existing experiments for nonreacting, high-Reynolds-mimber, turbulent flow of a 
gas with negligible natural convection and with a constant wall heat flux imposed. 

introduction 

L I HE results of the few available analyses on the 
strong heating of gases, flowing turbulently through circular tubes, 
do not agree with experimental measurements in the down
stream region. This paper examines the discrepancies. For 
the first time, the downstream behavior is predicted by a nu
merical analysis which solves the complete, coupled, partial-dif-

C'ontributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 
Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, Manuscript received by the Heat-
Transfer Division, July 31, 1968; revised manuscript received July 22, 
1969. Paper No. 70-HT-8. 

ferential, boundary-layer equations describing the problem. 
In the process, additional information is developed (a) pointing 
out the importance of basic phenomena left out of previous 
analyses, and (6) discriminating between various generalized 
models of turbulent flow. Finally, analytical prediction is use
fully improved so that trends observed in experiments are rep
resented more closely than by previous analyses. 

The level of the investigation is that suggested as feasible by 
Spalding [ l ] , 1 and the numerical method was partially incited 
by his work [2], Since the theory of turbulence is not yet well 
in hand even for adiabatic, fully developed, pipe flow, at this 
time we do not expect to obtain a basic understanding of the 
structure of the turbulence occurring in a situation which is many-

Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 

•Nomenclature-

4 = defined as m = 
( ) = function of m, n = 
Ac, — cross-sectional area, 7r/)2/4 p = 

cp — specific heat at constant pressure qm" = 
D — diameter 
E — total enthalpy flow rate at posi- r = 

tion x T = 
G — mass flow velocity, m/'A c3 

gc — dimensional constant; e.g., 32.17 u = 
(ft)(lbm)/(lbf)(sec2) V = 

H = enthalpy; Hb A E/rn v = 

h = convective heat-transfer coef- x = 

ficient, qw"/(Tw - Tb) y = 

k = thermal conductivity 8* = 
I = mixing length 

mass flow rate 
exponents in equation (1) 
pressure 
wall heat flux, positive from wall 

to gas 
radial coordinate 
absolute temperature; Tb A 

T(Hb, p) 
gas velocity in axial direction 
gas bulk velocity, G/pb 

gas velocity in radial direction 
axial coordinate 
transverse coordinate, rw — r 
displacement thickness, rw[l — 

Vm/(7rr,„ !pcw t)] 

for momen-

K 

M 
v 

P 
r 

f 

eddy diffusivity; e 
turn, eh, for heat 

constant in turbulence model; 
viscosity 
kinematic viscosity, p.jp 
density; ph A p(Hb, p) 
shear stress 
friction factor, 

/apP, apparent 
D d I G 

P 

Tj(G\i2gePb); 
friction factor, 

(' + - ) / 
\ 9cPb// 

4 dx \ gcpb/l 

l+ = mixing length, l'VTwgc/p/v 
Nu = Nusselt number, ItD/k 

p = pressure deficit, gc(p{ — p)/piVi'
i 

Pr = Prandtl number, pcp/k, 
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fold more complicated. Instead the scientific approach is con
strained to the "method of multiple working hypotheses" to 
obtain useful predictions [3]. Some level of empiricism is neces
sary to obtain solutions; the present numerical method has the 
advantage of focusing the empiricism directly on the unknown 
phenomena, the representation of the turbulent transport, be
havior. However, before developing completely new models as 
hypotheses, it seems best to test existing turbulent-flow models 
to see which, if any, are adequate for a variety of Hows. The 
present work thus evaluates their extension to the class of flows 
next described. 

Idealized Problem. Ill (his paper attention is focused on the 
downstream, or quasi-developed," region beyond the region of 
thermal entry effects. For turbulent flow with constant fluid 
properties, simplifications in the governing equations can lead 
to essentially invariant nondimensional temperature profiles 
in this region [4]. However, with strong healing, the fluid 
properties vary and the same simplifications cannot be made, 
although experiments show that the thermal-entry effects still 
appear unimportant beyond a length of 20 to 40 tube diameters 
[5, 6], providing the thermal boundary condition is independent 
of distance. 

Turbulent, nonreacling, low-velocity flow of a semiperfect 
gas is considered in this analysis, with the assumption of a con
stant wall heat flux whose magnitude causes significant variation 
of the temperature-dependent fluid properties. The flow region 
with a high Reynolds number is studied so that an approxima
tion that the viscous sublayer is thin will be valid. 

Discrepancies Between Analyses and Experiments. To date, only 
a few analyses have been conducted on the internal turbulent 
flow of a gas with varying properties. Botje [7], Jackson [8], 
and Sze [9] used slight variations of Deissler's solution [10] for 
hypothetical, fully established temperature and velocity profiles, 
i.e., quasi-developed. Assuming a velocity profile, Magee ob
tained a numerical solution for the energy equation from the 
thermal entrance [11]. All these analyses were based on Deis
sler's eddy diffusivity model. The results of these analyses may 
be expressed in the form common to experimental presentations.2 

Nu_ 
Ni. 

-Vand ^-= ( — 
Tb I Sep \ Ti 

(1) 

For these Deissler-like analyses the exponents of both the 
friction-factor prediction and the Nusselt-number prediction are 
approximately the same, in = n ~ —0.3. Magee found n — 
— 0.4, but since he arbitrarily selected a correlation of the Deissler 
velocity profile to describe his flow field, no friction-factor pre
dictions are provided in his thesis. 

2 The subscript, cp, indicates the normalizing parameter is evalu
ated from the constant-properties correlation at the same Reynolds 
and Prandtl numbers. In this paper these parameters are evaluated 
at the gas bulk temperature. 
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Fig. 1(b) Wall friction. { calculated from (du/dy) M . 

In examining the results of experiments we have confined our 
attention to those investigations in which results have been ob
tained at local positions in the downstream region and for which 
the initial condition for the thermal entry was a fully developed, 
turbulent flow with a large Reynolds number. Such investiga
tions have been reported by McEligot, Magee, and Leppert [5], 
by Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt [6], and by Taylor [12]. The 
results of these three experimental investigations are summarized 
in Fig. 1, which also indicates the predictions of Botje's analysis 
[7], which is typical of the type described above. Typically, 
most of the data show the heat-transfer exponent to range from 

— 0.5 to —0.7 while the friction exponent is only about —0.1 to 
— 0.3 with the bulk of the data grouping around — 0.2. 

Thus the comparison shows that the observed reduction in 
Nu is more severe than predicted by the analyses. And it 
appears t h a t / is reduced less. Resolving these two discrepancies 
is the major goal of this work. 

•Nomenclature-

q+ = wall heat flux parameter; qt
+, in

let, qw"/(GcPliTi); qx
+, local, 

Q+ = local heat flux parameter, q„"rw/ 

(kbl b) 
t = radial distance, ?•//•„ 

Re - Reynolds number, 4?ra/(7rD^) 
u+ = axial velocity parameter, uj 

Vrjjjp 
x = axial distance, x/D 

y+ — transverse-distance parameter, 

VVrwgjp/v 

yt
+ = constant in turbulence models; 

laminar sublayer thickness in 
three-layer model 

Subscripts 

6 = evaluated at bulk temperature 

bu — evaluated at edge of buffer 
layer 

c = evaluated at center line 

cp = evaluated from constant-
properties prediction, e.g., 
NUCP.DB = 0.021 Re°-8Pr°-4 

(or NUDB) 

DB = modified Dittus-Boelter, ref
erences [5,18] 

D K M = Drew, Koo, and McAdams, 
reference [34] 

eff = effective 

i = inlet 
I = evaluated at edge of laminar 

sublayer 
vD = van Driest 

w = evaluated at wall 
x ~ evaluated at x 
y = evaluated at transverse posi

tion y 

The absence of a subscript on gas prop
erties indicates properties evaluated at gas 
bulk temperature. 

Unless otherwise defined, an overscore 
indicates the variable has been normalized 
through division by its inlet value, e.g., 
P = P/Pi-
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Possible Explanations. One might suggest, various explanations 
for the discrepancies noted above. Some of these possibilities 
are examined briefly in the paragraphs below, whereas others 
will be scrutinized at greater length in the context of the results 
of (he numerical analysis. 

(a) Experimental Uncertainty or Error. Since most of the experi
ments have been conducted to obtain design correlations, a 
wide range of subsonic gas flow has been covered in the litera
ture. However, little effort has been exerted to conduct mea
surements for systematic comparison with the analyses. In 
general, the best heat-transfer data for strong heating have un
certainties of at least ± 1 0 percent, and local friction data are 
even less accurate. When the predictions are plotted as in Fig. 
1, it becomes evident that the temperature ratio, Tw/Tb, must 
be greater than two before the differences between analyses and 
heal-transfer data are greater than 10 percent. Perkins and 
Worsoe-Schmidt, and Taylor [G, 12| have made local heat-
transfer measurements downstream of the thermal-entry region 
at higher temperature ratios. These independent studies both 
.show that the Nusselt number is significantly smaller than in
dicated by an exponent of —0.3 (equation (1)), i.e., the magnitude 
of the exponent is greater for the data. Taylor could not mea
sure local friction parameters with his apparatus, but Perkins and 
Worsoe-Schmidt did; they show a scatter for m from —0.1 to 
— 0.3, with most downstream measurements about —0.2 or less. 
(The difficulty in obtaining experimental friction factors is dis
cussed further in Appendix A.) The heat-transfer data of 
these two independent studies suffice to .show that the analyses 
are not adequate. 

(b) Difference in Definitions. The perceptive reader will note 
that Botje [7], Deissler and Eian [13], and the experimentalists 
[5, 0] differ in their definitions of bulk temperature and velocity 
and hence, of lleb, f, and Ntij. The resulting differences are 
quantified in Fig. 1 and they are shown to be insignificant. 
(The three-layer model, under which the definitions are com
pared, is a variable-properties extension of Martinelli's approach 
[14, 15].) 

Another difficulty remains for / . The analyst, calculating-
velocity profiles, is able to obtain the wall shear stress from the 
velocity gradient. On the other hand, the laboratory scientist 
lacks this information so he calculates (lie one-dimensional, 
"apparent wall shear stress" of Shapiro and Smith [ 10], 

D d { CP 1 

-1 «•<•' { g,Pi,j 

The difference may be phrased in terms of the momentum flux 
gradient as 

_ >v dp ___ /v O2 f l ^ h l 

/ai„, = r,„,„„„ = _ 2 dx 2 gc dx \p,J 

f rw ,-,„ dT i d ] r- , , V lo) 

- — < I pii^rdr V 
2 dx rwgc dx \J() j 

Willi severe heating, distortions in u(r, x) and p(r, x) thus lead to 
differences between / and /„„,, for the same flow. However, the 
quasi-developed analyses do not provide, or even consider, axial 
gradients. Accordingly, evaluation of this possible explanation 
for the friction-factor discrepancy is deferred until the results of 
the present numerical program are discussed. 

(c) Eddy-Diffusivity Ratio. The eddy-diffusivity ratio has not 
been measured for conditions of strong heating. In the quasi-
developed analyses it has been taken as unity. Kendall and co
workers have suggested values of 0.75 and 1.0 for e,„/th [17]. 
When the former value is used with constant fluid properties, the 
predicted Nusselt number is too high, about 10-20 percent higher 
than the modified Ditlus-Boelter correlation [5, 17] .3 A value 

3 The modification consists in using 0.021 as the coefficient when 
applied to gases. 

of unity leads to reasonable heat-transfer and friction predic
tions over a wide range of Reynolds number [S, 19, 20, 21 ]. How
ever, the possibility remains that the eddy-diffusivity ratio ef
fectively varies with increased heating (i.e., with Tw/Tb). Care
ful profile measurements may provide the answer in the future, 
but the task of determining e,„(r)/eA(r) within ± 5 percent is ex
tremely difficult even for near-ambient temperature conditions. 
Additional effects, such as axial and transverse conduction along 
tiie probe structure and thermal radiation from the wall to the 
probe, make meaningful measurements at high heating rates 
even more complex. For calculations in this work, the hypoth
esis of equal eddy diffusi vities will be retained. 

(d) Different Turbulence Models. Most analytical predictions of 
heat-transfer parameters and wall shear stress for forced-eon-
vective turbulent How are based on generalization of data ob
tained for adiabatic, incompressible (low. Analysts have thus 
tried to extend the results of a specific case to the general situa
tion, which is analogous to an attempt, of deriving a basic prin
ciple from a single observation. For example, Spalding and Chi 
have listed over 20 generalizations proposed by various authors 
for external, turbulent flow with compressibility effects [22). 
Kendall, el. al., examined another extensive group of generalized 
turbulent-flow models for applications with surface mass addi
tion [17). Essentially, only the Deissler eddy-diffusivity model 
has been applied for the class of flows treated here. 

In a preliminary, quasi-developed analysis, Smith [15] ex
tended Martinelli's three-layer model [14] to include considera
tion of transverse property variation. In contrast to the pre
vious quasi-developed analyses, he also allowed the effective 
viscous sublayer thickness, ;</,+, to vary with the heating rate. 
His results are a slight improvement. (Fig. 1) but do not resolve 
the two discrepancies being attacked. 

Study of additional turbulence models is accomplished with 
the present numerical analysis. 

(e) Incomplete Governing Equations. In the quasi-developed 
analyses, the transverse velocity is neglected and the integrated 
mass flow is used to calculate the Reynolds number. Thus the 
continuity equation is not involved when the profiles are ob
tained. Also, Jackson shows that, with constant properties, the 
assumption of a linear q"(r) corresponds to slug flow in the axial 
convective term of the energy equation [8]. These analyses 
treat (he axial momentum equation in about the same manner 
as the energy equation, i.e., T(r) is taken to be the same form as 
derived from constant-property, parallel flow. Consequently, 
the axial momentum change term is effectively ignored. 

For a flow to be "fully developed" the nondimensional velocity 
profile must be invariant. Such a situation may occur for internal 
adiabatic flow of an incompressible fluid, and then the momentum 
change term is identically zero. But heated gas expands; and 
because it expands at an axial rate that varies as the axial heating 
rate varies, the resulting axial-velocity gradient becomes suc
cessively more important with increased heating. Since the 
governing equations are coupled, the effects are not confined 
to the velocity profile, but also modify the solutions for the other 
dependent variables. 

A more subtle, but more important, point is that the same 
axial-momentum term provides the connection to the upstream 
history of the flow. Without it, a fictitious condition of in
stantaneous development is implied for each axial position. Since 
the local Reynolds number decreases due to the heating along 
the channel, the velocity profile would be expected to change even 
if there were no other effects: Adiabatic profiles show succes
sively thicker viscous sublayers as the Reynolds number is re
duced. In the important wall region, the velocities would change 
axially, and the convective momentum term should therefore be 
included if possible. With the flow in this continually develop
ing condition, each axial position might lie pictured as the entry 
of a tube with an initial velocity profile that is characteristic of 
incompletely established flow at higher Re. One might expect 
heat-transfer and friction parameters to tie increased rather 
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than decreased (relative to results derived under fully developed, 
const ant-property assumptions). 

Conspectus. To see whether possible explanations (d) and (e) 
lead to lower Nusselt numbers and higher friction factors than 
previous analyses, the governing boundary-layer equations— 
all coupled by temperature-dependent fluid properties—are 
solved numerically from the thermal entrance. A variety of 
turbulence models are tested against a single strong heating run 
representing demanding conditions. Models found inadequate 
are eliminated from further consideration. Predictions from 
one of the surviving models are then presented for a wide range 
of heating rates and entering Reynolds numbers; these predic
tions are compared to other data also representing a wide range 
of conditions. Finally, possible implications to "basic under
standing" of t ho general theory of turbulence are suggested. 

Solutions of Boundary-Layer Equations 
Governing Equations. The usual equations for axisymmellic 

boundary-layer flow at low speeds can be written in nondimen-
sional form as follows: 

For continuity, 

For energy, 

d(pu) 2 d(pvf) 
-|- - - — u 

dx r dr 

For x momentum, 

4 1 d d« _ du dp 
pfi — + 2pv — = - - + 

dx or dx He, r dr 
rHett 

du 

df 

(4a) 

(4ft) 

dH dll 4 I d / Aeff d / 7 \ 
f -—• -— ] (4c) pu — -t- «pv d_ R(ip^ -_ bfX, ^ dfj 

The additional relation necessary to make the set of equations 
determinate in the absence of a )/-momentum equation is the 
integral continuity equation, 

/ . 
purdr = - (id) 

The boundary conditions are the no-slip and impermeable-wall 
conditions, 

M(1, x) = 0 and v(l, x) = 0 

and the specified wall heat flux condit ion, 

dfl\ __ </ + He;!5!',/;,,,,,, 

dF/w ~ ~2K„. 

The auxiliary equations are 

Meif = p. 1 1 + 

(4e) 

(if) 

(ig) 

fcff A 
- 1 1 + Fr, ~f -
c„ \ k v 

Method of Solution. Finite-difference equations approximat
ing equation (4) were carefully derived from basic principles to 

Table 1 Characteristics of turbulence models used 

"Tl t l e" /Reference 

Reichardt " l o c a l " 
[31,32] 

Heichardt modi
f i e d ' V a i l " 

Heichardt "wal l" 

Saree layer-modi
f i ed M a r t i n e l l i 

[14,15] 

Sgarrov, Halliasii 
and S i e g e ! 
" l o c a l " [25] 

Sparrow, HaUjuan 
and s i o g e l "wal l" 

van 33riest 
" l o c a l " [33] 

van B r i e s t V a i l " 

Kendall e t a l , 
" l o c a l " [17] 

Kendall e t a l , 
"wull" 

Kendall w/Clauser 
"wal l" [17] 

Basic Represen ta t ion 

— = 6" 
y 

+ _ 
•f + , ^y 

y -y tanh - i 2 - £ -r 
V 

l + 2 ( l - ^ 

Seine except r ep laced y by y in argument 
of tana y ¥ 

+ 

y ^ t a n h -E 2 - Z - M ( 1 - ^ ) . 

See Reference [15] 

/ n i*y\ 

e = n 2 uy l l - e ^ ) ; n = Q.&k 

^ ^ y ; ( i . y „ i 

Viscous sublayer same (except r a n g e ) ; 

Core: — = H y* ( l - 2~) _ x 

V 17 

I = Kj "l - -p(-y yX)] 

Same except rep laced y by y in argument 
of exp y w 

« = i = —£. „i£ 4 / _X 

ttr* vt V T» 

44 "y„ - •* „P~/o 

Wall region same form as Kendall, e t a l . 
"wa l l " ; 

Core ( o r wake) : e + v = 0.018 u 6 
c 

K 

0.1*225 

Same 

Same 

0.!( 

0 .36 

O.36 

0.1* 

Same 

0.1*2 

Same 

0 . 1 * 

-* 

11.0 

Same 

Same 

— 

26.0 

26.0 

26,0 

Same 

I I . 8 3 

Same 

I I . 8 3 

Range 

Wall - g 

Same 

Same 

--

y y < y * 

+ + 
y > y ( 

y l 

y w < y X 
+ - + 

W a l l - g 

Same 

Wall - g 

Same 

e + v s * 
O.OlS u 5 

c 

P red i c t ! 
Const 

P r o p e r t y 

0.91*5 

Same 

Same 

0,961* 

o.9!*3 

Some 

1.03 

Same 

1.03 

Same 

0.939 

on for 
ant j . 
s ,Be=lo ' 

f/fDKM 

O.989 

Same 

Same 

0-993 

0.981* 

Same 

1.06 

Same 

1.06 

Same 

1.00 

I d e n t i f i c a t i o n 

R~e 

Not Shown 

R-w 

3L 

SHS-i 

SHS-w 

vD-^ 

vl>w 

K w/o C-i 

K w/o C-w 

K v/C-w 
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in-iire that momentum, energy, and mass were, in fact, cou-
-."l-ved between adjacent elemental control volumes associated 
«ith the node-. 

The numerical representations ()f the rate equations are chosen 
-o that the energy equation and the momentum equation are 
linear and implicit when phra-ed for algebraic solution. Only 
the transverse diffusion terms and the axial convective terms are 
u-ed in setting up the coefficients of the unknown quantities; 
all other terms are included in the ' 'source" term (except pres
sure I. Tini-, stability is insured in the recursive solution of the 
i('suiting tridiagonal matrices [21!]. The governing equations 
,-ue solved successively and are then iterated to handle the non-
linearities cau-ed by the temperature-dependent property varia
tion (as well as by the axial convective term in the momentum 
equation). 

Fluid properties are entered as power-law functions, dependent 
on enthalpy or temperature. In accordance with an assumed 
low Mach number, the pressure-dependence of the density is 
neglected. For this paper, only air properties were approxi
mated: in p.,) -^ (V 7',)"-«7; a-'k,) ~ (T/r,-)0-805; (cp/cpii) ~ 
<T 7',)0-"9-"'; and (p p,) ^ (T, T). The trial turbulence models 
are entered as subprograms; "effective" viscosity and thermal 
conductivity are formed as sums of molecular and turbulent 
contributions for use in the general program. 

Mesh spacing was varied in both the radial and axial directions. 
To conserve computer time, mesh parameters were chosen to 
uive heat-trau-fer and wall-friction results within about ± 1 
percent of converged values. This level of accuracy i.s deemed 
adequate for the comparative purposes of the present paper and 
lor development of the design predictions. Computers used were 
the IBM 71)72, the CDC 040(1, and the CDC 6600, with produc
tion runs completed on the latter. Details of the numerical 
procedure may be found in reference [24|. 

Definitions of output parameters are those used by the labora
tory scientist and, therefore, are convenient for the designer. 
The Nomenclature presents the pertinent definitions explicitly. 

Turbulent-Transport Models. Eleven models were investigated. 
Borne are popular and familiar while others are less well known. 
No effort was made to run all models that have been suggested. 
Instead, versions were selected that were typical of particular 
classes of generalized turbulent-transport models. 

The models chosen are listed in Table 1. Extensive sub
scripting is used to denote explicitly the reference temperature at 
which the properties are evaluated. For example, the sub
script "//" indicates they are evaluated pointwise across the 
stream, i.e., at the temperature corresponding to the local value 
of the transverse coordinate. All versions are one-dimensional 
in their basic representation; this implies axial similarity of the 
transport model—an assumption which is not believed to be 
generally valid for developing flows, but often is operationally 
useful. 

Ideally, a generalized turbulent-transport model should base 
its predictions solely on pointwise conditions and gradients in 
the stream. In particular, any direct dependence on the trans
verse coordinate should be eliminated for complete generaliza
tion: the function e(</) would thus be obtained by integration. 
One such attempt is the von Karman similarity hypothesis 
which Deissler used for the turbulent core [10]. Unfortunately, 
the computer program was unstable with the Deissler model; 
the modified Marfinelli treatment (mentioned earlier) and a 
version presented by Sparrow, Hallman, and Siegel [25] were 
therefore applied instead. The former agrees with the Deis.sler-
Bolje "fully developed" predictions at Re cs± 105, and the latter 
agrees with the Deissler prediction for constant fluid properties. 
Another treatment, which is partially independent of y, is the 
version proposed by Kendall and co-workers [17] for boundary 
layers with blowing or suction. They obtain the mixing length 
by integrating the function dl+(y+, l+)/cly + shown in Table 1. 

Constants K and yt
+, used in the various representations cited 

in the foregoing, are those proposed by the original authors 

except where the form is modified. The resulting constant-
property predictions are compared to empirical correlations in 
Table 1. No attempt was made to adjust the constants to yield 
identical predictions for all models since gas experiments pres
ently lack the precision necessary to confirm absolute param-
eters within ± 5 percent. This lack of a common asymptote as 
Tw/Tb approaches unity does not hamper the later comparisons. 

Selection of a Turbulent-Transport Model. To study the relative 
behavior of the various models under strong heating, each was 
tested at the boundary conditions of Run 140 in the experiments 
of Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt, [6]. While agreement with a 
single run cannot confirm a model, disagreement is sufficient to 
eliminate a model if confidence in the data exists. In this section 
most models are eliminated and in a later section the best re
maining is tested over a wider range. 

Run 140 was the most extreme run for which detailed data 
were available to the authors. The wall-to-bulk-temperature 
ratio peaked at >7 . Compressibility effects were minimized 
by basing the heat-transfer coefficient on adiabatic wall tempera
ture, and the properties were calculated at the local bulk static 
temperature. Consequently, the data were reduced to coincide 
approximately with the assumptions of the present analysis. 
Further, the definitions used for the one-dimensional parameters 
were known to be the same as applied in this paper. 

Fig. 2 demonstrates the comparisons. Experimental down
stream data are shown together with the axial variation of wall 
heating rate chosen for the analysis—a series of ramp functions 
connecting the values of q„." reported. Brackets on the data 
represent the current authors' guess of experimental uncertain
ties; Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt do not present estimated 
uncertainties. 

From the Nusselt-number plot it is clear that the eddy dif-
fusivity correlation models do not lead to satisfactory predic
tions. For each one tested, the reduction of Nil is much less 
than that shown by the data. These results also show that the 
earlier quasi-developed results were misleading. For example, 
with the three-layer model, solution of the complete boundary-
layer equations leads to (Nu/NuCJ,) ~ (Tm/Tb)-°-n, whereas the 
exponent is about —0.3 when solved under the fully developed 
assumption. These two observations are among the important 
results of the present study. 

The magnitudes of Nusselt numbers predicted with the mixing-
length models are in better agreement with the experiment, 
perhaps as a consequence of the dependence on the local velocity 
gradient which is retained in mixing-length models. While the 
representation of a mixing-length model is one-dimensional, 
it enters the calculations as 

e = /2|d«/->?/i 

so there is pointwise dependence on dn/dy which is a function of 
both x and y. In contrast, when eddy-diffusivity correlations 
are used directly, they are primarily geometry-dependent. 

The reductions predicted with the mixing-length models based 
entirely on pointwise fluid properties are not as great as those 
obtained with models which retain some dependency on wall 
conditions. In the van Driest version, it is seen that the ex
ponential term causes more effective damping at the same value 
of ;/ if y+ is evaluated with wall properties rather than with 
local properties. Therefore, an additional effect is introduced 
which reduces the mixing length as Tw/Tb is increased. Com
parable behavior is noticeable in the versions derived from 
Kendall, et al. While these observations do not agree with the 
desire for completely local models, the results with wall-property 
dependency appear to be operationally more useful. Agreement 
with the experimental Nusselt numbers seems best for the "van 
Driest-wall" model (but only by a slight margin over the Kendall 
model). This model was therefore chosen for the further predic
tions and for further comparison to experiment. 

Whether the Deissler model would provide better agreement 
is open to question. For the turbulent core, it includes con-
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Fig. 2(c) Downstream, normalized heat-transfer predictions 

Fig. 2(d) Downstream, normalized wall friction predictions 

Fig. 2 Numerical predictions for various turbulence models compared to 
data of Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt [6]. Identification of models os in 
Table 1. 

siderations of local velocity gradients as the mixing-length models 
do. However, near the all-important wall, its effective viscosity 
is comparable to the values used in the modified three-layer model 
and in the Sparrow, Hallman, and Siege! model; these two models 
do not agree with the data very well. 

The results for apparent friction factor with the various 
models are inconclusive in the sense that the data do not deter
mine preferred models. As the heating rate is increased, the 
experimental friction factors inherently become more uncertain 

and less important as demonstrated in Appendix A. 
It is significant that the predicted reduction in friction factor 

is definitely less than the reduction in Nusselt number when the 
complete boundary-layer equations are solved. The reader 
should recall that the "fully developed" analyses did not lead 
to this result and that this deficiency was one of the major reasons 
which prompted this study. Thus, it is concluded that axial 
effects should be included in the formulation of the problem when 
treating strongly heated, turbulent, internal gas Hows. 

Predictions From Numerical Analysis 
Basis of Predictions. With the van Driest mixing-length model 

(using wall properties in the exponential term) chosen as the best 
of the models studied, a number of predictions were made. 
After studying the heat-transfer results the trends are compared 
to a wide range of data. In the calculations, wall heat, flux was 
maintained constant in the axial direction and a 40-dia long 
unhealed entry section preceded the heating region. The Reyn
olds number for entering flow was varied from h X 104 to 5 X 
105, and q/+ ranged from 0.001 to 0.02. Exponents for air were 
employed, and the Prandtl number for entering flow was taken 
as 0.7. Huns with exponents of 0.0 provided constant-properties 
predictions for normalization. 

Heat Transfer. The primary results are the normalized down
stream Nusselt numbers plotted in Fig. 3 against the property-
variation parameter, Tw/'1\. This is the form that the experi
mentalist often uses for correlation purposes. The symbols 
represent the start of the plot for each run, at about 40 dia, 
from the start of heating. The results are plotted as solid lines, 
which progress to the left of the symbol since T,v/Tb decreases 
downstream. The most severe heating situation shown extends 
from (Tw/Tb) ~ ; 4.!! at 40 dia to ~ 1 . 2 at 800 dia. 

Two regions are apparent on the figure. As each run proceeds 
it approaches an asymptotic curve downstream. One may 
envision this asymptotic behavior as an approximate parabola 
with the vertex upward on the logarithmic plot. Joining this 
curve are other curves representing the transition from the higher 
Nusselt numbers expected in the immediate thermal entry. At. 
a given heating rate, r/,+, these transitional curves seem to coin
cide regardless of the entering Reynolds number. As qt

+ in
creases, the axial location of the point of juncture varies with 
both f/,+ and Re,. At low r/,-+ and/or at low lie,, a length of 40 
dia seems enough while at the higher values over 80 and 
120 dia are sometimes necessary. The asymptotic behavior 
is in approximate agreement with the correlation proposed by 
Kutateladze and Leont'ev [26], 

Comparison to Experiment. Some of the existing disagreement 
between experimental correlations may lie explained in terms of 
Fig. 3. Various publications suggest different coefficients and 
exponents in their correlations [5, 6, 12]. Since Fig. 3 does not. 
show a simple power-law dependence, experimental correlations 
presented in such form will represent only the region in which 
their data are massed. Thus, at low heating rates the 
film-temperature reference is adequate, as demonstrated by 
McEligot in an educational paper [27]. The downstream data 
of Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt ranged from (Tw!Tb) ^ 3 to 
(Tw/Th) ^ 1.5, and their correlation consequently shows a 
steeper slope and higher intercept [6], The maximum qt

+ of 
McEligot, Magee, and Leppert, about 0.004, was in between 
the values of these two studies, and so was the correlation. 
These correlations are seen to be consistent with the trends of 
Fig. 3. 

Taylor [28] and Dalle Donne and Bowditch [29] suggest cor
relations with the exponent, on the temperature ratio presented 
as a function of axial position. This approach is shown by Fig. 3 
to be unnecessary in the aysmptotic region, but may be useful in 
the transition zone from thermal entry to asymptotic region. 

Fig. 4 represents an approximate comparison between the 
tabulated data of Perkins and Worsoe-Schmidt [6] and the eur-
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>ent analysis.4 Rather than testing the model against a single, 
-.trongly heated run only, these data cover the ranges 0.002 < 
</,+ < 0.01 and 76,000 < Re,- < 270,000. Further, Taylor [30] 
lias shown that these data agree with his correlation of his own 
data for helium and hydrogen, so Fig. 4 may be considered an 
indirect comparison with Taylor's data. The boundary condi-
t ion for the analysis was constant heat flux while the data show 
slight variations. Also, air properties were used in the numerical 
program rather than the properties of precooled nitrogen of the 
experiments. But the agreement is heartening. For the most 
part, the trends of the data are as noted earlier when discussing 
Fig. 3, In particular, the curves for individual runs have the 

4 The coordinates of Fig. 4 provide a less sensitive test than those 
•jf Fig. 2, but thej' are the ones normally used by the laboratory 
scientist. Note that a calculated local Nusselt number which is 
larger than an experimental observation will result in a predicted 
Tw/Tb which is smaller than the observation and, therefore, the 
two points in the plane of Fig. 4 may fall near the same curve even 
though the predicted and experimental wall temperatures differ 
considerably. 
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Fig. 5 Downstream apparent friction-factor predictions of current nu
merical analysis, air properties, x / D > 40 . Symbols as in Fig, 3. 

same shape in both sets of results. However, the bulk of the 
downstream data falls below the asymptotic part of the analytical 
curve. Whether this problem is due to experimental error or to 
an inadequacy in the analysis has not been determined. The 
simple relation suggested by Kutateladze and Leont'ev [26] is 
shown for comparison; agreement is about as good as with our 
relation since theirs approximately agrees with our current 
analytical results. Design application of the results is discussed 
in Appendix B. 

Wall Friction. The effect of heating rate upon apparent friction 
factor is exhibited in Fig. 5. As pointed out earlier, the trends 
are about the same as those observed for heat transfer, but the 
magnitude of the reduction is less. Since the reduction is only 
slight, designers need not be overly concerned about the effect, 
of property variation on pressure drop, provided they calculate 
the acceleration term correctly. 

Friction factor becomes an item of major concern when used 
in establishing the validity of an analysis. In the Introduction, 
contradictions were pointed out between the analyst's evaluation 
of friction factor and that of the laboratory scientist. In Fig. 5 
the apparent friction factor is presented because this parameter, 
rather than / based on the true wall shear stress, corresponds to 
experiment and design usage. However, for the most extreme 
heating situation studied in this series (</,- + = 0.02), the difference 
in these two friction factors downstream only amounted to 5 
percent at (T„/Tb) = 2.5 and decreased as Tw/Tb approached 
unity. Of the two, /«,,„ is higher, i.e., the reduction is less, and 
its exponent in a power-law correlation would therefore be 
slightly less. However, 5 percent at (Tw/Tb) = 2.5 represents a 
difference of about 0.06 in the exponent. From Fig. 5 one may 
estimate an exponent of about —0.25 for a power-law correla
tion of/apP downstream. 

In relation to the stated goals of this paper, an interesting cycle 
appears in the study of the friction results. Initially, the quasi-
developed analyses based on eddy-diffusivity models overpre-
dicted the reduction in friction factor when compared to the 
mean data. The present solutions of the complete boundary 
layer equations then showed the eddy-diffusivity models to 
predict too small a reduction in b o t h / and Nu (Fig. 2). Finally, 
with the chosen mixing-length model, the prediction of /o p P is 
only slightly lower than our estimate of the mean trend of the 
data, and the predicted / , based on bu/dy),„, is approximately 
the same as the quasi-developed results with eddy-diffusivity 
models (exponent about —0.3). Thus, if the difference in defi
nitions had been quantified for the quasi-developed analyses, 
one might have erroneously concluded that this difference was 
the proper explanation. However, the major discrepancy in 
Nu would have remained. 

Discussion 
Since basic understanding of the physics of fully developed, 

adiabatic pipe flow is not yet well in hand, it would be presump-
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tuous to expect to gain a basic understanding of the turbulence 
structure in this more difficult problem. The numerical program 
of this paper is a means of solution once structure theorists have 
hypotheses from which transport models can be derived (if 
models cannot be derived, the theory is not of much value). 
Further, from our results one can perhaps establish some bounds 
that structure theories must meet if they are ever extended to the 
present problem. For example, if a theory predicts a model 
equivalent to Reichardt's version [31, 82] when treating variable-
property gas flows, then the theory is inadequate. On the other 
hand, if a model comparable to the "van Driest-wall" model is 
derived, the theory may be valid. 

I t is observed that the use of wall conditions in the van Driest 
"damping term" leads to belter predictions than use of local 
conditions. Thus, the viscous sublayer must be thicker than one 
would anticipate from adiabatic measurements. Whether the 
reason is a reduction in turbulence production or more rapid 
decay of turbulence or both remains to be determined. The 
consequent distortions of velocity and temperature profiles 
evidently are sufficiently large, in the important wall region, that 
correlations of e„, or u+(y+) based on adiabatic, fully developed 
measurements are of little value. 

The need for complete boundary-layer equations, in place of 
the quasi-fully developed approximations, demonstrates the im
portance of the upstream "history" of the temperature and 
velocity distributions even far downstream. Since an approxi
mate, asymptotic result appears, it is possible that an approxi
mate similarity analysis could be developed for the downstream 
region without solving through the thermal entry. But any 
such analysis must include the axial convective terms in a 
realistic manner. 

The improvement attained with the present numerical analysis 
for strong heating rates can perhaps best be seen in terms of the 
predicted temperature differences. Transformation from the 
usual data presentation to the consequent design prediction is 
shown in Fig. 6. Above a heating rate which leads to a measured 
Tw/Tb of about 2, the improvement is substantial. In that range, 
Fig. 4 shows the present analytical results m a y b e approximated 
by an exponent of — 0.5.5 in a correlation of Tw/rl\ and the data 
group around —0.6. As an example, at a design heating rate 
(Qt+/Nucp) of 1, changing from a prediction based on the quasi-
fulty developed analyses (exponent ~ —0.3) to the present re
sults shows the predicted temperature difference to increase by 
35 percent. For the same conditions, changing from the present 
analysis to a correlation based on the data would only increase 
the predicted temperature difference by about 10 percent. 
However, the authors would be the last to claim that the present 
method is the ultimate. I t is evident from Fig. 2(c) that further 
improvement is necessary far downstream for strongly heated 
runs. While the trends seem to be predicted well, the magnitude 
of Nu appears to return toward the constant-property prediction 

0 . 2 -

Nu/Nuc p=(T„/Tb ) ' ' 

T . / T „ 

Fig. 6 Transformation of empirical 
known heating rate and bulk temper* 

too rapidly. Better predictions will probably require the de
velopment of better turbulent transport models; two- or three-
dimensional versions may even be necessary. 

Conclusions 
The present numerical program for the solution of the coupled, 

partial-differential, boundary-layer equations provides a sub
stantial improvement over previous analyses for the prediction 
of downstream Nusselt numbers for turbulent gas flow through 
tubes with strong property variation, when the effective trans
port properties are derived from a version of van Driest's mixing-
length model. In addition, (he following significant observations 
maybe made: 

(a) Previously, data showed that property variation had a 
stronger effect on Nu than on / while analyses based on fully 
developed assumptions predicted approximately equal effects. 
Solving the complete boundary-layer equations with axial effects 
resolved this discrepancy. 

(b) The previous discrepancy in predicting the exponent in 
the function Nu/Nun j l was resolved, for the most part, by solving 
the complete boundary-layer equations with axial effects plus 
selection of an alternate turbulence model. 

(c) The eddy-diffusivity models tested are inadequate for the 
class of flows studied. Mixing-length models fared better. 

(d) Approximate, asymptotic behavior of Nu versus Tw/Tb 

is found for the downstream region, bu': the distance to approach 
it is a function of </,-+ and Re,. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

Insignificance of Friction Factor 
T h e design engineer is in t e res t ed in the friction factor to p r e 

dic t pressure d r o p and , hence , p u m p i n g power or in le t p re s su re . 

I n m o s t designs for gas-cooled nuc lear power r eac to r s a n d n u 

clear rocke t r eac to rs , for example , t he pressure in the coolant, 

passages is sufficiently h igh to render compress ib i l i ty effects un 

i m p o r t a n t . There fore , wi th t h e defini t ions l is ted in the N o m e n 

c la tu re p lus t h e a s s u m p t i o n t h a t (Ap/p) « 1, one-d imens iona l 

force a n d ene rgy ba lances lead to 

d{p/(pV*/*ge)} 

d\x/D\ 
S<h+ + 4/ , (5) 

T h e subsc r ip t x i nd ica tes t h a t t h e defini t ions a re based on p r o p 

er t ies a t the local axial pos i t ion . T h e first t e r m ou t h e r igh t 

side r ep re sen t s t h e acce lera t ion of the flow due to h e a t i n g while 

the second t e r m arises from t h e famil iar wall friction. 

F o r t u r b u l e n t a d i a b a l i c flow the friction factor typ ica l ly lies 

be tween 0.004 a n d 0.008; as we h a v e seen, hea t ing reduces this 

factor s l ight ly . T h e p a r a m e t e r cjx
+ increases as the h e a t i n g r a t e is 

increased, a n d t h e fract ion of t h e pressure d r o p caused b y fric

t ion c o n s e q u e n t l y decreases . F o r the condi t ions of K i m 140 b y 

P e r k i n s a n d W o r s o e - S c h m i d t [6], friction would a c c o u n t for 

a b o u t one-s ix th of t h e pressure g r a d i e n t near the e n t r a n c e and 

for on ly a b o u t one-half a t the exit . A 10 percent e r ror in fric

t ion fac tor is w o r t h a b o u t 5 p e r c e n t a t t h e exit a n d less t h a n 2 

p e r c e n t nea r t h e e n t r a n c e ! T h u s t h e p a r a d o x arises t h a t as t h e 

h e a t i n g is increased i ts effect on wall friction increases b u t i ts 

i m p o r t a n c e decl ines . 

Converse ly , as t h e h e a t i n g r a t e increases , so does the difficulty 

in o b t a i n i n g a c c u r a t e fr ict ion fac tors from expe r imen t s . Usua l ly , 

p ressure d r o p is m e a s u r e d r a t h e r t h a n wall shear s t ress . A t a 

specified R e y n o l d s n u m b e r a n d dens i ty , t he frictional p ressure 

d r o p decreases w i t h h e a t i n g whi le overal l p ressure d rop increases . 

T h e p e r c e n t u n c e r t a i n t y in frict ion fac tor increases b o t h for th i s 

reason a n d because the u n c e r t a i n t y in b u l k t e m p e r a t u r e affects 

the ca lcu la t ion of acce lera t ion p ressure d r o p . Again , for H u n 

140, 2 p e r c e n t u n c e r t a i n t y in pressure g r a d i e n t a t the e n t r a n c e 

leads to a 12 p e r c e n t u n c e r t a i n t y in local fr ict ion factor . 

A P P E N D I X B 

Design Application 
T h e a s y m p t o t i c r e su l t s from t h e v a n Dr i e s t mix ing- leng th 

mode l can be a d a p t e d for app l i ca t ion a t severa l levels of p r e 

cision. A n explici t , or n o u i t e r a t i v e , p red ic t ion would be de

s i rable . H o w e v e r , F ig . 3 wou ld seem to dispel th is poss ibi l i ty 

because the a s y m p t o t i c cu rve a p p e a r s t o be p r e d o m i n a n t l y a 

funct ion of Tw/Tb. On t h e o the r h a n d , t h e nond imens iona l r a t e 

e q u a t i o n 

QH N u l'T\ 
- 1 (6) 

shows t h e re la t ionsh ip b e t w e e n Tw/Th a n d Q+ expl ici t ly . Since 

t h e p r e s e n t a s y m p t o t i c cu rve is a p p r o x i m a t e d b y the cor re la t ion 

of K u t a t e l a d z e a n d L e o n t ' e v [26], th i s e q u a t i o n m a y be wr i t t en 

2 

# + 1 
Tb 

(7) 
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or, for the range of interest, 

t~ L1 ~ ^ r J (8) 

Thus, for feasibility studies, the wall temperature can be cal
culated directly once the bulk temperature is determined from 
an energy balance. (The reader is reminded that equation 
(7) itself is approximately valid only on the asymptotic down
stream curve, e.g., (T„/Tb) < 1.6 for moderate q{

+, or (Tw/Tb) < 
3 for "high" ?,•+.) 

For design studies the engineer may fit power-law correlations 
to his range of interest in Fig. 3 and use an iterative procedure to 
determine the wall temperature. If more precise predictions are 
desired, the computer program is listed in reference [24]. 

The results reported are for constant wall-heat-flux boundary 
conditions (or nearly so: Hun 140 of reference [6]). There is no 
guarantee that these results for downstream conditions would 
provide adequate predictions for strongly varying wall heat 
flux. The latter condition is, in effect, a continuous thermal 
entry. 
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An Investigation of the Liquid 
Distribution in Annular-list Flow 
The results of an experimental investigation of the average liquid film thickness are pre
sented for vertical upward annular-mist two-phase flow, with and without heat transfer. 
The effects on the film thickness for variations in vapor flow rate, liquid flow rale, vapor 
density, and heal transfer are described. A correlation equation is presented for the 
local time-averaged thickness and for the droplet size distribution. In addition, an 
equation is given for the liquid film flow rate as a function of the average film thickness. 

Tv 
Introduction 

' WO-PHASIO vapor-liquid mixtures form a variety of 
patterns while flowing in tubes. These flow patterns are classified 
according to the spatial distribution of the liquid and the vapor. 
In one such pattern, annular-mist flow, the liquid flows along the 
tube walls in the form of a thin film while the central vapor core 
carries dispersed drops of liquid. This may occur for ratios of the 
vapor flow to the total flow rate ranging from a few percent to 
nearly 100 percent. 

Attempts at predicting heat transfer coefficients or pressure 
drop with and without heat, transfer for annular-mist flow have 
been largely empirical. Solutions usually rely on an analogy 
between single- and two-phase flow [I] .1 The accuracy of calcu
lations based on such models has been found to be on the order of 
± 3 0 percent. In addition, these correlations can safely be used 
only for similar flow conditions and for the same fluids used in the 
experiments. Therefore, it seems logical that more detailed in
vestigations of the liquid-vapor flow should precede further 
attempts at the analytical prediction of the heat transfer and 
pressure drop. Before accurate mathematical models for the 
flow dynamics may be hypothesized, the liquid distribution must 
be described, i.e., percent of the liquid in the form of droplets, 
number, size, and spatial distribution of the droplets, along with 
tile droplet velocity distribution. 

There is limited experimental data for the determination of the 
local liquid distribution. Most of this data is from the recent 
studies of Collier, Gill, Hewett, et al., [2] through [7]. Their 
data consists of local liquid film thickness measurements, liquid 
film flow rate data, and droplet concentration distributions for 
air-water mixtures flowing vertically in tubes. McManus [8] 
has also published the results of his investigations for horizontal 
flow of air-water mixtures flowing in adiabatic tubes. Very little 
data has been found for droplet sizes in confined two-phase flows. 

1 Numbers in brackets designate References at end of paper. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division and presented at the 

Fluids Engineering, Heat Transfer, and Lubrication Conference, 
Detroit, Mich., May 24-27, 1970, of T H E AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. Manuscript received at ASME Head
quarters, November 3, 1969. Paper No. 70-HT-ll. 

Additional information is needed, particularly for single-com
ponent, two-phase flow, for the prediction of the thickness of the 
annular liquid film and the liquid distribution, with and without 
heat transfer. This investigation was directed toward measur
ing the liquid film thickness and the droplet size distribution for 
annular mist flow. 

Experimental Apparatus 
1 liquid Film Thickness. A schematic diagram of the open flow 

loop constructed for the liquid film thickness investigation is 
shown in Fig. 1. This apparatus allowed the independent varia
tion of the test section pressure, steam flow rate, water flow rate, 
and heat flux. The data taken or directly calculable were: the 
local instantaneous and time-averaged annular liquid film thick
ness, the test section pressure drop, the outside wall temperature, 
and the inlet steam and water properties. 

Essentially dry and saturated steam was throttled to the de
sired operating pressure and passed through a cyclone separator 
and a ten-micron filter before flowing into the test section. The 
steam Row rates were determined by weighing the condensed 
vapor, and a constant rate held by observation of the pressure 
drop across a sharp-edged orifice. 

The distilled water used to form the annular liquid film on the 

INJECTION 
WATER 
KOTCMETERi 

Fig. 1 Flow loop schematic 
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Fig. 2 Test section 

wall of the lest section was pumped through rotameters and a. 
heat exchanger to the water injector. The flow rate could lie 
varied from 10 to 500 lbm/hr, and the temperature controlled to 
correspond to the saturation temperature of the saturated steam 
flowing through the injector. Both the steam and water flow 
rat.es were then corrected to account tor the removal of the 
steam superheat resulting from the throttling process. 

The annular two-phase mixture formed in the injector flowed 
concurrently upward through the test section and into a second 
cyclone separator. The liquid from this separator was used for 
calibration of the test section film thickness probe. After pass
ing through the cyclone separator, the steam and water flowed 
through a valve to a condenser. This valve permitted control of 
the test-section pressure. 

Test Section. The test section was constructed from a six-foot 
length of cold-drawn type 321 stainless steel tubing, 0.020-in. wall 
thickness, l3/s in. 01), Fig. 2. Two electrical power bus bars 
were silver-soldered to the ends of the tube for the d-c heating 
current. Electrical isolation of the test section was provided by 
mounting it in "Teflon" insulating supports at, each end. 

Six pressure taps were connected to water seal pots by nylon 
tubing. A 0-100-psi Heise pressure gauge with 0.1-psi divisions 
was connected to the downstream pressure tap, which was also 
used as the reference pressure tap and connected to the tube side of 
all five well-type manometers. The five remaining pressure taps 
were connected to the well-side of each of the five manometers. 

Water Injector. A water injector was designed and built which 
allowed the addition of water to form an annular film on the tube 
wall. The water was introduced through either or both of two 
annular slots, 0.035 in. iu width, forming an angle of 2.5 deg with 
the pipe wall. 

Liquid Film Thickness Probe. The film probe was made by forcing a 
tungsten wire through the axis of a short glass cylinder heated to 
the plastic stage. The glass rod and wire was then cut into two 
halves, identical at the cut face. An outer electrode, made of 

HEWLETT PACKARD '202* 
LOW FREQUENCY FUNCTION 
GENERATOR 

FILM THICKNESS . 
MEASURING PRC3E 

TEST SECTION 

\
JOHN RUKE CO. 
'9104 TRUE RMS VOLTMETER 

110 VOLT 60 CYCLE 
ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER 

. 2 KO. PRECISION 
RESISTOR 

KROHN-dlTE 
VAR1A3LE EANDPAS: 
FILTER '31QA 

ELECTRICAL LEADS 
TO OSCILLISCOPE ^ 110 VOLT 60 CYCLE 

ISOLATION 
TRANSFORMER 

Fig. 3 Electric circuit schematic 

an annular nickel bund, was forced over each piece of the Va-iu-
dia glass rod. The unit selected as the measuring probe was 
held in a hole in the tube wall by a metal saddle and screw cap 
arrangement and ground in place to the exact contour of the inner 
tube wall so that no discontinuity existed. In operation, the 
electrical resistance between the inner and outer electrodes was 
proportional to the film thickness. 

Deviations from linearity due to the slight three-dimensional 
nature of the film and possible capacitive circuit effects were 
eliminated by use of a reference or calibration proBe cell. 

Calibration Cell. The calibration cell consisted of a watertight 
box in one wall of which the duplicate probe was mounted. The 
probe was faced by a spring-loaded flat glass plate whose spacing 
from the probe plate coukl be varied by the longitudinal move
ment of a wedge. A longitudinal wedge movement of 0.0232 
in. resulted in a 0.001-in. change in the spacing. The water 
pumped through this gap was the fluid stripped from the test-
section flow, and therefore of the same electrical conductivity. 

Liquid Film Probe Electronics. Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the 
electrical circuit for both the test section liquid film thickness 
probe and the calibration cell. Experience proved that the best 
excitation was a 150-v, 300-cps sine wave. A narrow band 
pass filter was used to reduce extraneous noise from the heating 
current and other sources. The resulting signal, the voltage 
drop across a 2000-ohm resistor, had a noise level of less than 
1 millivolt. 

2 Droplet Size Distribution. To obtain data on the droplet size 
distribution, the flow system was modified to strip the liquid film 
from the wall of the tube and vent the flow to the atmosphere 
at the top of the test section. In the region near the exit the 
flow was undisturbed and droplets could be photographed using 

•Nomenclature-

AT = free surface area of the control 
volume (2TTSX(R — ?/)) 

b = size parameter in distribution 
equations 

scale constant in distribution 
equations 

constant, (0.091) in Sleicher's 
momentum dilfusivity equa
tion 

Ci = constant in the correlation equa
tions 

= diameter of the tube (1.335 in 
I.D.) 

= surface forces 
= exponent of the density ratio 
= Reynolds number 
= superficial liquid Reynolds num

ber (4TP,/ZVn>„) 
= tube radius, 0.6675 in. 

average liquid film thickness 

B = 

b, = 

Up 

n 
Re 

R 

t = 
l+ = nondimensional liquid 

film thickness, -
v 

!t+ = nondimensional velocity — »/»* 
u = average velocity' 

u* = shear velocity vV„,.f/c/P! 
v* = shear velocity \^Tjgc/Pi 

x = distance along the tube axis, see 
Fig. 13 

y = distance normal to the tube wall, 
see Fig. 13 

y+ = nondimensional distance normal 
•iy»* 

to the tube wall, '— 
v 

W = flow rate 
a = (dp/dx + p,g/gc) 
5 = distribution parameter in distri

bution equations 
r/ = thickness of the laminar and 

buffer layers 
rj + = nondimensional thickness of the 

laminar and buffer layers. 
rpC 

e = 

M = 
v = 
% = 
P = 
T = 

4> = 
X = 

Subscripts 

c.v. 

i 
w 

eddy dilfusivity 
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic viscositj 
ratio rj/l 
density 
shear 
P-agJpi-u*3 

constant 

= control volume 
= interface 
= vapor interface 

/ = liquid 
V = liquid film 
n = normal to the tube wall 
m = average 
w = wall 

r.m.c. = root mean cube 
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Fig. 4 Schematic of photography apparatus 

M high-re.-oltitiou optical sy>tem and a high-speed flash lamp. A 
-(•hematic of the apparatus in shown in Fig. 4. The flow rate of 
ihe steam was controlled at .'}()() Ibm 'hr and the water flow rate 
«;t- varied from Mil) to ISOO llmi hr. 

Camera and Optics. A Carl ZeKs Mereomicroscope with a range 
of magnification from HIX to 200X provided an optical system 
which was u-ed to experimentally determine the optimum mag
nification and depth of field relationships. The microscope 
1'iuld accept both a Polaroid film back and a 3o-mm focal-plane-
hutter camera. The Polaroid back allowed a convenient pre

liminary check-out of the system alignment and a means of taking 
quantitative data. The .'i.Vmm camera with the available range 
nl Him -peeds and re.-olution provided a means of taking high-
quality photograph at a lower magnification, which could be 
.iib-eqiieutly enlarged without reduction in the depth of field. 
The j ,Hi im camera with an optical system magnification of 
1 l.liX provided photographs of a field 2.f>0 by 1.72 mm with a 
dept h of held of t.70 mm. Exact magnification of the system was 
di-termined by photographing a Zeiss stage micrometer just 
pnor to taking data. The photograph of the scale was later 
enlarged at the Mime time as the droplet photographs and pro
vided a scale for mea-uring droplets. Enlargement to a 4 X o-in. 
punt produceu an image of approximately 500X magnification for 
ci'ulysi*. 

I lepth of field for the camera and optical system was determined 
on an optical bench. The camera and lenses were firmly mounted 
<; one end with a fixed light source focused at the objective plane. 
A 2.">-micron-diameter wire was attached to a sliding stand on the 
bench which was moved through the plane of focus by a microme-
tei screw. By moving the wire loaded with a small attached 
dioplet through the range of focus in small increments, with a 
photograph at each position, the extent of the range was deter
mined for each camera and film type. At some level of distor-
1 ion a subjective judgment was made that the drop was just 
barely in focus. This photograph then was retained as a com
parator, and was held beside the droplet photographs when the 
analysis of droplet sizes was made. It was found to be relatively 
easy to decide whether a particular drop was in focus with the 
comparator photograph alongside. 

Ln obtaining droplet sue distributions, it is not necessary that 
Ihe exact diameter lie measured, but that the droplet be suf
ficiently resolved that it can be classified into size groups. For 
instance, if droplets are to be classified into size groups of 20 
microns, it is only necessary to know their size to the nearest 20 
microns; that, is, the fuzzy edge of the droplet image should be no 
greater than one-half the size of the classification increment. 
With this criteria the error becomes smaller with the larger size 
«h ops. 

Illumination. A microllash lamp with a peak intensity of 5 X H)7 

'"•udlepower and a duration of 0.5 microsec from l /4 peak to '/< 
peak was used. This duration allows a drop traveling 100 fps to 
move only about l."> microns, or roughly three times the diameter 

of the smallest drop anticipated. Measurements across the 
width of the streak permitted the diameter of even very small 
droplets to be determined. The lamp was aligned with the 
camera axis such that the droplets were silhouetted against a 
bright background. A converging lens was used to focus a 
bright spot of light at the objective plane. By this method not 
only was the sharpest resolution of the droplet edge possible, but 
the most light reached the film providing the brightest illumina
tion for the highly enlarged subject and the highest contrast. 

Liquid Distribution Analysis 
The liquid distribution in annular-mist flow may be deter

mined from the average liquid film thickness, the liquid film 
velocity profile, and the quality of the total flow. Since the 
average film thickness is generally unknown, an equation which 
would correlate the data was developed for this parameter. In 
addition, an expression is derived for the film flow rate using a 
modified shear profile, in comparison to that presented in ref
erences [10-121. 

The drag of the dispersed core is the driving force which causes 
the liquid to flow along the tube wall. Equating approximate 
values for the shear across the vapor-liquid interface, an expres
sion relating the vapor interfacial shear to bulk flow parameters 
can be obtained. 

The vapor-liquid core can be thought of as the flow of a gas in a 
roughened tube and a resistance coefficient written in the Blasius 
form. Writing the shear, r1(., in terms of the vapor properties, 
tube diameter, and the vapor Reynolds number gives 

C,/u;2Re" 
Ti = _ _ _ 

An expression for the liquid interfacial shear is obtained by ex
amining the wall shear. The wall shear is governed by the 
velocity gradient at the wall, and the magnitude of the velocity 
gradient, in the laminar sublayer is affected by the vapor-liquid 
interface. A similar influence may be produced with liquid flow
ing in the tube at a greatly increased rate. One might then 
suspect the Blasius shear equation to hold for the liquid wall 
shear. 

vhere 

and 

Twi = C->plu„umal '• 

ii,ni = Wlf/{p,icDpl) 

Re,, = 4KV(7rD„M„) 

The relationship between the wall shear and the interfacial shear 
was determined from a momentum balance as TU = TW + ah 
In the case of very thin films, the term al may be neglected since 
it will be less than 10 percent of the wall shear. Thus the liquid 
interfacial shear was set equal to the wall shear in order to 
simplify the resulting film thickness equation. The validity of 
this simplification is discussed in the presentation of the results. 
The approximate interfacial shear then becomes 

T„ = 

where 6' = (2 — b) and CV is a constant. 
Equating the two equations for the interfacial shear and then 

simplifying gives: 

C3 
R e / 

D, 
M»2 Pi. 

'/= 
(1) 

In equation (f), the liquid film flow rate is included as a 
parameter (i.e., the liquid film Reynolds number, Re,,) . How
ever, since the liquid film flow rate is one of the unknown pa
rameters still to be determined, an expression relating wlf to 
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known flow quantities is needed. Such a relationship could not 
be obtained from basic principles due to the complex and yet un
known mechanisms causing entraiument. 

A search of the literature indicated the following parameters 
have been used in accounting for the iuterfacial roughness in two-

and 

phase flow: I ), (Re' (), (pL,/p,). All of the variables con-

sidered to be important for this investigation occur in these 
three dimeusionless groups. An empirical grouping was used to 
obtain an expression for the liquid film How rates. 

^ - c < a'Jc * Ke',<-<»(p„//o,)/ 

This expression can be written in terms of the Reynolds numbers 
and fluid properties as, 

Re,, = CIteV'-* Ke„« ^ff^f (fy' <*) 

Combining equation (1) and (2) gives 

D. " ° 
Re^< jj-i / p / 

The exponents s, 2, n, k, and the constant 0, must be evaluated 
from experimental data and are described in the discussion of the 
results. 

The deviation of the liquid film flow rale equation follows from 
the description of the film shear profile. A pictorial diagram of 
the annular liquid film with its wavy interface is shown in Fig. 13. 

Applying the momentum theorem for the control volume c.v.t 
shown in Fig. 18, and simplifying, the shear-stress distribution is, 

T = rw + ya +p c . „ . + -— •-- [ m a s s ( 0 } u ( d ) \ c , c —— 
</,. AT do Ar 

The first two terms on the right-hand side in the foregoing 
equation can be computed from generally known two-phase How 
parameters, such as the flow rates anil pressure loss. However, 
the other terms on the right-hand side, the couvecfive momentum 
terms, and surface forces are not known a priori. These three 
terms require that the iuterfacial wave characteristics be pre
scribed for their evaluation. I t is the effect of the couveetive 
momentum and interface surface forces which have been omitted 
in other studies [10-13]. 

For low liquid flow rales, both the wave amplitudes and fre
quencies are small, and the terms involved may be omitted with 
small error. As the liquid flow rate increases, so does the ampli
tude of the waves and possibly the wave frequency. Therefore, 
the couveetive momentum terms and surface forces may be im
portant, at the larger liquid flow rates. Hewitt's calculated flow 
rates, [12], when compared with his air-water data [3], indicate 
such an effect. That is, the calculated film flow rates are less 
than the experimental values when the liquid flow rate is in
creased. 

Another approximation was made in this study in an attempt 
to retain the effect of the couveetive momentum terms at the 
larger liquid flow rates, (i.e., those cases in which the quantity 
(Tn ~~ rw) becomes of the same order of magnitude as r,„). In 
forming the approximation it is useful to examine the momentum 
terms. Very near the wall, in the liquid film, the couveetive 
momentum terms become very small and tend to zero as the wall 
is approached. The reason for the decreasing importance near 
the wall is that the influence of the wave structure, the wave 
troughs, and the radial liquid velocity is negligible in this region. 
This is especially true in the laminar and buffer liquid layers. 
Near the interface, however, in the turbulent liquid layer, these 
terms are significant. The method used to account for the cou
veetive terms was to increase the shear near the interface by use 
of the following modified shear profile: 

r« "= rw + at for 0 < y < V 

r(y) = T; for i] < y < I 

In conjunction with the foregoing, the interface was assumed 
to be smooth, thus eliminating the surface forces. In the fore
going profile "q is defined as the thickness of the combined laminar 
and buffer layers. 

The significance of the previous assumptions (constant shear 
stress in the turbulent layer and a smooth interface) is an average 
value of shear has been applied across the turbulent layer. This 
average shear value tends to compensate for the shear deficiency-
near the interface (caused by the omission of the couveetive 
momentum and surface terms) by increasing the shear in the re
gion near the buffer layer. 

The shear-stress distribution in the buffer and laminar layer 
now becomes, retaining the requirement for a continuous shear 
distribution, 

I 
T = r» + a — y 0 < y < 17 

V 

and in the turbulent layer, 

T = T , + od i] < y < I 

Using this liquid film shear distribution, a liquid velocity distribu
tion and film flow rate can be derived. Writing the general 
equation for the shear in terms of viscosity and momentum eddy 
diffusivity, one has 

T = — (fx -(- ep)(lu/dy 

Sleicher's [14] momentum eddy-diffusivity equation, used by 
Davis to predict downward liquid film How rates, was used for 
the eddy viscosity in the laminar and buffer layers, 

e = vb,iy+1 0 < y < r\ 

For the turbulent liquid layer, Prandtl 's equation was used, 

e = x'V 
du 
7- ; v <v<t 
ay 

Substituting the eddy diffusivity into the general shear equation 
and integrating gives an equation for the velocity profile. The 
liquid film flow rate can thus be obtained by integrating the re
sultant velocity profile. 

ur /»30 ft' 
JJ^ = u+dy+ + u+dy + 

2 i r / ^ i J() J 30 

Performing the integration yields, for t+ < 30, 

'to , V* W, = 2wli», 

For I '- > 30, 

Wif = 'lit It Hi 

t a n - ' ( 6 . 2 / + ) , , . . , 
\ Oj 6„ 

+ In (1 + 6s
2;/+i hi+4> 

26,2 bJ-

tau-'(M+) + 

+ In (I + 63V2) 
1 

26,2 

In - - 1 

26,2 

+ M+0?+)(* 

vjjto 
6,s 

V>) + 

I* 

X 

v.* n1 

X J 

Discussion of Results 
Liquid Film Thickness. The data of those tests in which saturated 

injection water was used are presented in graphical form for il-
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DATA 

'STEAM FLOW RATE 
200 lb y h r 

EXPERIMENTAL LIQUID FILM THICKNESS x 10 In. 

Fig, 6 Correlation of the liquid film thickness for subcooled water 
infecfion 

htslrative purposes. The adiabafic data are presented in Figs. 5 
and 6 to show the correlation of the liquid film thickness for both 
saturated and subcooled wafer injection. Data was taken at 
three pressure settings for the subcooled water injection, 30, 40, 
and 50 psia. The saturation tests were run at 30 psia. 

The liquid film thickness data was reduced on an IBM 7094 
computer. A curve fit based on the method of least squares was 
used to determine the unknown constant and the exponent of the 
vapor Reynolds number. The other exponents were determined 
by hand calculations. 

For saturated water injection the correlation is 

- = 126 R e ? ' " "l £• (DParacpy\
/' 

Dp R e , ' ' « f c p, \ M„2 

84 (leg F), the data correlat o r subcooled water injection (T 
tion becomes 

r Re ' ,»« Mi P_„ (Dpag,pv\
l/i 

M» Pi 

I 
— = 90.; 

Re1 
/ V 

100 200 300 400 500 
TOTAL WATER FLOW RATE—Ibyhr 

. 7 A comparison of the liquid film thickness with the water flow rate 

The difference in the constants, 126 and 90.5, for the foregoing 
two correlation equations was attributed to the condensation that 
occurred for subcooled water injection. During the injection of 
saturated water only small mass-transfer rates were present in 
arriving at a saturation state for the steam and water compared 
to the subcooled injection. 

This difference in the mass-transfer rates was reflected in the 
test-section pressure pulsations. Pressure pulsations of ±0 .5 
psi or larger were not uncommon during subcooled injection. 
The pressure pulsations were rarely as large as ±0 .5 psi and were 
generally about ± 0 . 3 psi during saturated injection. The 
larger pressure pulsations observed for the subcooled injection are 
common during condensation processes. 

These increased pressure pulses indicate increased instability 
of the liquid film. An increased disturbance level can cause the 
presence of large waves that would not otherwise be present [15]. 
These larger waves are different from the usual ripple waves and 
have been called "disturbance waves," [16]. Thus, with the in
creased instability in the liquid film and the tendency toward 
large disturbance waves, more liquid would be entrained for sub
cooled water injection than during saturated injection. This 
increased entrainment rate, combined with condensation in the 
dispersed core due to droplets, would cause a larger percentage of 
the water to be in the form of droplets. Hence the film liquid 
How rate and film average thickness would be decreased. 

Fig. 7 shows the variation of the average water film thickness as 
a function of the steam and water flow rates. As this figure 
illustrates, the film thickness decreases with an increase in steam 
flow rate. A cross-plot of the data, shown in Fig. 8, if extrapo
lated, indicates a minimum film thickness will be obtained for 
large steam flow rates. This condition, however, was not ob
served. Instead, as the minimum film thickness appeared to be 
reached for the larger steam flow rates, the continuous water 
film tended to break up into separate rivulets flowing along the 
tube wall. This situation was noted for water injection flow 
rates of IF, = 50 lbm /hr and Wl = 25 lb„,/hr. In addition, the 
aforementioned minimum film thickness varied with the water 
flow rate. 
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Fig. 8 A comparison of (he liquid film thickness with the steam flow 
rate for various water flow rates 
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Fig. 9 A comparison of the liquid film thickness with the liquid flow 
rate—heat transfer as a parameter—steam flow rate 350 lbm/hr 

A similar condition to that described in the previous paragraph 
was noted by Chien and Ibele [17] in their experimental pressure-
drop measurements. In their case a sharp discontinuity occurred 
in the static pressure gradient curve. This was attributed to a 
change in flow pattern from annular-mist flow to mist flow. 
Hewitt and Lacey [18] have also observed the breakup of a con
tinuous water film into the form of rivulets in their recent studies. 

In the development of the liquid film thickness equation, an 
assumption concerning the relative magnitudes of the iuterfacial 

approximation is erroneous for larger film flow rates, the effect 
on the resultant film thickness equation* i.- less serious since the 
constant and exponents were determined from all of the data. 
Even for the cases in which r,, was 50 percent greater than r,„,, 
the correlation equations predicted film thicknesses with no 
noticeable decrease in accuracy. 

The scatter of the film thickness data about the correlating 
curve is well within the limits of the experimental measurements, 
the accuracy of which was estimated to lie ^ 7 ten-thousandths of 
an inch. As may be noted, the percentage error in the film thick
ness data is greater for small values of film thickness. This is be
cause the experimental error remained nearly constant for all of 
the data taken, with only a slight dependency on the magnitude 
of thickness. A digital program Used for curve lilting the film 
thickness data also computed mean standard deviation values, 
A comparison of the calculated (Urn thickness values to the ex
perimental film thickness data yielded a mean standard devia
tion of less than three percent for both the saturated and sub-
cooled injection water cases. 

Fig. 9 compares the liquid film thickness with heal transfer as a 
parameter. As is shown in Fig. 0, for a decrease in heat flux from 
30,000 to 25,000 Btu, hr ft-, the small decrease in film thickness 
between q/A = 30,000 and f/,'.l = 0 was halved. During the 
test runs with a heat flux of 30,000 Btu hr ft-, the difference be
tween the wall temperature and the saturation temperature was 
near that required for nuclealiou. With constant heat flux 
conditions, nucleation can cause "dry-out," resulting in a large 
increase in the test section wall temperature and possibly physical 
destruction of the tube. Therefore, heat fluxes greater than 3(1, 
000 Btu/hr ft2 were not attempted. 

A heal (lux of 30,000 Btu, hr ft2 caused a decrease of approxi
mately 10 percent in the annular water film thickness. This re
duction in the film thickness may be attributed to not only the 
decrease in the water viscosity and surface tension as the correla
tion equation indicates, but, probably also to an increase in the 
interfaeial waviness. This increased disturbance of the vapor-
liquid interface may be a result of the decrease in water viscosity 
and surface tension [15] and the mass transfer occurring at the 
interface. 

Average water film thicknesses measured during the investiga
tion were generally greater than dimensionless ;/T values of 30. 
Typical i/+ values were about 80. It may therefore be assumed 
that liquid films extended into the turbulent region. In the tur
bulent region the convective transfer of energy and momentum is 
the controlling mechanism. Thus the extension of the annular 
liquid film into the turbulent region supports and explains the 
success of various investigators in the correlation of their heat 
transfer data by single-phase convective heat transfer models. 

A comparison of the calculated liquid film flow rates to the total 
liquid flow rates, with the steam flow rate as a parameter, are 
shown in Fig. 10. At the lower steam flow rates, below 200 
lbm/hr, the calculated film flow rate is equal to the total liquid 
flow rate. As the steam flow rate increases, the difference be
tween the total liquid flow rate and the calculated film flow rate 
(IF, — 1FV) increases. This difference is the predicted en
trained liquid flowr rate. Hence the greater the steam flow rate, 
the greater the entrainment. 

However, for low liquid flow rate, IF, < 100 lbm/hr, the calcu
lated film flow rate and total liquid flow rate are again nearly 
equal. This indicates that the liquid interface was relatively 
smooth, since entrainment is believed to result from shearing the 
tips of large waves. Fig. If supports this concept. This 
figure is a picture of an oscilloscope trace for the instantaneous 
voltage drop across the film thickness measuring probe. This 
instantaneous voltage drop is a measure of the height of the inter
face waves. For the same steam flow rate, 400 lbm/hr, it may be 
noted from the time traces that the amplitude of the waves de
creases as the liquid flow rate decreases. At a liquid flow rate of 
100 lbm/hr the time traces are relatively smooth, thus reducing 
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Fig. 11 Variation in film thickness for steam flow rate of 400 Ibm/hr

the rout cube diameter shown was calculated a~ follows:
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Fig. 10 Liquid flow rate for saturated water injection

Table 1 Droplet size distribution from photographic analysis

STEAM I ' I
D_~Of'S DROPS DROPS DROPS DROPS DROPS MEANWAlE>INUMaERi TOTAL i

FLOW FLOW OF i NO.OF: 0-20 21-<0 <1-00 6I-SO 81-100 101-120 OfA.

RATE RATE PHOTOS 1 DROPS I IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ IJ

Ib,,!h' Ibmihr

300 300 70 :l3 19 .2

300 250 97 51 27 <0

300 200 <J 22 II <J

300 150 :l3 17 «
:;00 100 27 ,. 39

TOTALS :l3 270
I

21 139 71 22 II

i he opportunity for entrainment.
Droplet Size Distribution. The results of an analysis of a set of

photographs taken of the dispersed steam-water droplet mixture
Ilowing vertically upward in the adiabatic tubc are shown in
Table l. The sampling represcnts a total of 44 photographs, of
which nine were rejected because of equipment malfunction and
111'0 contained no drops sufficiently in focus to be counted.

The Nukiyama-Tanasawa droplet size distribution function
I hat was developed for atomizing fuel sprays, [D], has the form

Cin/Ci:r = H£2e-b:o

where Cin is the fraction of the total number of droplets found in
! he size interval and Ci.£ is the size increment, 13 is a scale constant,
I, is the size parameter with dimension ;£ -0, and i5 is the distribu
i ion parameter. By differentiating the expression and settini~ the
result eq\ml to zero, Ii can be evahmted from the dRta. Com
hinations of 13 and 0 were examined and by trial and errol' were
iit to thc data with the resulting equation:

Cin 'Ci,£ = O.OOO'l;£'e-O.08i
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~
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~

L 150-'

0

s
Q

100

50

,\ plot of this function is shown with the data in Fig. 1.2. The
I"urve shows good agreement with the data at droplet sizes ,30
lilicrons and above. lV[isnmtch at the lower end can be attributed
10 the different mechanism of droplet formation in an atomizer
,'pray and to the evaporation from the droplet surface for fuels
which would produce more droplets in the smallest size increment.

lVlean diameters of the droplets were calculated and are shown
in Table 1. The mean diameter is the arithmetic mean, while

where Cin i is the fraetion of the total number of droplets counted
in the ith size interval an:! Xi is the arithmetic mean diameter of
the size interval. This value is significant as it is the cube
weighted diameter, proportional to the mass of the droplet, which
is of interest in heat transfer. For all liquid-gas fiow rates in
vestigated the most probable droplet diameter was :W microns.

An inspection of the tabulated results shows that thme is very
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Fig. 13 Liquid film model 

little deviation in the mean diameter or in the distribution of 
droplet sizes for the different flow rates. The exception occurs 
at, the lowest water flow rate, 100 lb mass per hour. At this flow 
rale the concentration of droplets is very small, and it appears 
that the deviation in the data is due to an insufficient number of 
photographs. 

Conclusion 
The results of this investigation permit the following con

clusions to be made about the liquid distribution in annular-mist 
two-phase flow. 

1 The method of liquid injection, as well as the presence of 
mass transfer, affects the value of the correlation constant. In 
the case of subcooled injection-caused pressure pulsations, an 
increased entrained liquid flow rate results. 

2 Heat transfer was found to have only a small effect on the 
liquid film thickness, less than leu percent. When the wall 
temperature increases to a value which can result in nucleation, 
the liquid film will be disrupted and "dry-out" can occur. Energy 
transfer rates of 30,000 Btu /hr ft2 were found to be near the 
value of flux required for nucleation. 

3 The shear profile developed for the annular liquid film 
predicts an increased film flow rate for those cases in which the film 
weight is the same order of magnitude as the wall shear, in com
parison to those equations given by Anderson-Mantzouranis or 
Hewitt [12]. At the larger values of wall shear the proposed film 
flow rate equations reduce to those suggested by Anderson-
Mantzouranis [10]. 

4 The droplet size distribution for the quality range investi
gated, 50 to 80 percent, is independent of the quality. The mean 
droplet diameter is 41 microns with a most probable diameter of 
30 microns. 
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Minimum Film-Boiling Point for Several 
light Hydrocarbons 

<;. THOMAS SCIANCE1 and C. PHILLIP COLVER2 

Nomenclature 
il = acceleration 

<l, = gravitational constant 
'/•inn = minimum film-boiling heat flux 

P, = reduced pressure 
3,7',„i„ = minimum film-boiling tempera

ture difference, Tw — 7'K„t 

X = heat of vaporization 
/i = viscosity 
p = density 
o" = surface tension 

5yf?5cr/pts 

/ = vapor film; properties evaluated 
at average between wall and 
saturation (emperature 

/ = liquid; properties evaluated at 
saturation temperature 

r = vapor; properties evaluated at 
saturation temperature 

Tin, minimum film-boiling point, sometimes called the second 
ci ideal point or Leidenfrost point, has been the subject of only a 
very few experimental studies. Even fewer studies have been 
conducted over a pressure range, and the results from three 
ItusMan studies [4-6]8 appear to be the only data reported at 
"levated pressures. I t is the purpose of this short note to pre
sent data for the minimum film-boiling heat flux and the corre
sponding ATmin for several pure light hydrocarbons over a wide 
pie-sure range. Results are compared with the widely refer
enced minimum film-boiling correlations of Berenson [1, 2]. 
"Fins work was part of a larger study of nucleate-boiling heat 
iruisfer and burnout [7, 8] and film-boiling heat transfer [7, 9] 
foi methane, ethane, propane, and butane between 1 atm and the 
ci it ical pressure. 

kxperimental 
The apparatus and general operating procedures have been 

detailed elsewhere [7-9]. Briefly, boiling took place from a gold-

1 K I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Orange, Texas; formerly, 
^'•linnl of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of 
< 'Klahnma, Norman, Okla. 

School of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University 
"1 < 'Uahoma, Norman, Okla. 

Numbers in brackets designate References at end of Tecluiical 
Bnel\ 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of TUB AMBHICAN 
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H.-at Ti ansfer Division, Feb. 2, 1970. 

plated, 0.811-in-dia by 4-in-loug cylinder, heated electrically and 
suspended horizontally inside a 1-gal pressure vessel. Minimum 
film-boiling heat fluxes were determined from electrical current 
and voltage measurements. Temperature differences at the cor
responding minimum heat fluxes were determined as the differ
ence between the heater surface temperatures, as extrapolated 
from internal heater thermocouple measurements, and the satu
rated liquid temperature. 

A very effective means of obtaining the data was developed. 
If is well knpwn that in some cases nucleate and film boiling 
may exist simultaneously, particularly on wires [3]. 11 was sur
prising to find that this effect could also be observed on the rela
tively large-diameter heater used in this work. On several oc
casions, it, was clearly observed in the sight glass that one end of 
the heater was in film boiling and the other end in nucleate boil
ing, with an almost perfect demarcation line in the center of the 
heater. The first time this condition existed it was suspected 
that the heater was malfunctioning, since temperature measure
ments located only 0.75 in. on either side of the center of the 
heater indicated radically different temperatures. I t was ob
served, too, that the same end of the heater almost always dropped 
into nucleate boiling first. 

This last observation provided the means for obtaining ac
curate minimum film-boiling data. A digital voltmeter was con
nected to display one of the internal temperatures near the boiling 
surface on the end of the heater which regularly fell back into the 
nucleate regime first. As the heater power was decreased in 
increments, it was observed that that particular internal tem
perature began decreasing slower and slower as the A7'„,i„ was 
approached, until a sudden transition to nucleate boiling caused 
the temperature to drop sharply. This enabled the heater to be 
stabilized at a heat flux just above the minimum, so that a small 
decrease in flux would cause a drop into film boiling. This 
met hod had the great advantage over ot her methods fried in t hat 
both the heat flux and the A7',ni„ could be closely approximated. 

Results and Discussion 

.Minimum heat-flux data for the hydrocarbons studied are 
shown in Figs. 1-4, and represent measurements carried out over 
the pressure range 0.05 < J'r < 0.8. Data symbols, connected 
vertically at a given reduced pressure, represent a single minimum 
heat-flux measurement. Transition from film boiling to nu
cleate boiling took place on reducing the heat flux suddenly from 
the value shown by the upper data symbol to the lower value. 
Those points representing large flux changes were taken before the 
technique described above was developed. It is noted that the 
solid line representing the smoothed data for each substance goes 
through a maximum somewhere in the pressure range 0.3 < Pr < 
0.4. 

The data in Figs. ] -4 are compared with I he following equal ion, 
originally proposed by Zubor and Tribus [10] and later modified 
by Berenson (11, to represent the minimum heat flux: 

f/,.,i„ = 0.09 pf\f 
(l(Pt Pv) 

(Pi + P..) _ 

V: yc<r 

_g(pi - p,.)_ 
(0 
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m —-
Good ordei'-of-magnitude agreement is achieved; however, 
generally the equation underpredicts the data for reduced A/mii< = O.i^i —— 
pressures below 0.4. Aside from the etha.ne data, where very 
good agreement is obtained over the full pressure range, the 
equation overpredicts the data for reduced pressures above 0.5. 

Temperature differences at the minimum heat (lux, A7'min, 
are compared in Fig. 5 with the following equation proposed by Unfortunately only a few values for the A7'mi„ could be measured; 
Berenson [2]: nonetheless, there seems to be order-of-magnitude agreement with 

'v L (Pi + p.)_ 

X 
.g(.pi - p»). JJ<PI - Pi) 

( • > 
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Contribution to the Calculation of 
Oscillatory Boundary Layers 

V. L. SHAH1 

Nomenclature 

V = velocity of oscillation 
D\ = velocity amplitude of oscillation 
v = longitudinal velocity component in boundary layer 
v = velocity in boundary layer normal to wall 
x = coordinate parallel to surface 
y = coordinate normal to surface 
w = frequency of imposed oscillation 
4> = stream function 
v = kinematic viscosity 
Sac = ac boundary layer thickness 
•I) = dimensionless distance from surface, equation (fxl) 

Introduction 

Tin-: NOTE contains an explicit expression for the third term of 
the series expansion for the How field in a boundary layer exposed 
to an oscillating free stream. The method of solution is that con
ceived by Schlichting [I].2 

Prefatory Remarks 

Schlichting [1] considered the problem of determining the flow 
pattern in a boundary layer created by an oscillating free stream 
of the form 

U(x,l) = Ui(x) cos cut 

= real part of c7i(.c)c,u( ( I ) 

He linearized the problem by postulating the following series for 
the stream function: 

equation (2). The predicted A7'min is too high at high reduced 
pressures. 

\j/ = \pi + \j/-i + \f/B + 
\2v 

- CM-*') £ XnlV.t) (2) 
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Here each one of the additive terms \f/h i/% . . ., ip„ yields the cor
responding velocity components in the usual way. Hence 
putting 

un = and va = — 
dt/ dx 

(3) 

guarantees that the equation of continuity is satisfied. 
Each one of the components un satisfies the differential equation 

of motion with the convective terms assumed known, and com
puted from a knowledge of the lower-order terms, that is, up to 
and including «„_i. In his classic paper, Schlichting derived 
explicit expressions for ipi and ip<. These turned out to be 

* , = c7,Cr)sl(j;)c M (4a) 
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4> = stream function 
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Sac = ac boundary layer thickness 
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Introduction 

Tin-: NOTE contains an explicit expression for the third term of 
the series expansion for the How field in a boundary layer exposed 
to an oscillating free stream. The method of solution is that con
ceived by Schlichting [I].2 

Prefatory Remarks 

Schlichting [1] considered the problem of determining the flow 
pattern in a boundary layer created by an oscillating free stream 
of the form 

U(x,l) = Ui(x) cos cut 

= real part of c7i(.c)c,u( ( I ) 

He linearized the problem by postulating the following series for 
the stream function: 

equation (2). The predicted A7'min is too high at high reduced 
pressures. 
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h= ll-^d-?lMv)e*°> + Mv)] 

where 

f. = 

' co co dx 

1 — 2 1 — i ,. , .. 

4 V 2 2 ' 4 V 2 

f » = - • £ - e ' cos »; — e ' sin ); 

5? _ „ • 3 13 

2 4 8 

(46) 

(5a) 

(56) 

(»c) 

S u b s t i t u t i o n of e q u a t i o n s (7a, b) in the le f t -hand s ide of equa t ion 

(6) leads to the following four o r d i n a r y differential e q u a t i o n s for 

t h e auxi l i a ry funct ions f3„, f 3 j , f3c, and f3(J: 

fa. '" - 6tf3o' = 2 f / f 2 / - 2f,"f2o (8a) 

f3 / " - 2»f3b' = 2f,'f2/ - 2f1"f26 (86) 

j V " - 6 * j V = 4 f 1 ' f 2 a ' - 2 f 1 " f 2 a - 2 f , f 2 / ' (8 r , 

f a / " - 2tf3i' = 4f,'f2t ' - 2f,"f26 - 2f,f2i," (8</l 

T h e b o u n d a r y condi t ions a re 

fa„ = fa/ = 0; U = f3(/ = 0;l 
> M I . n = 1 f 1 

( 8 0 

a n d 3 

fa* = fa/ = 0; f3(( = f3rf' = 0 ; j ^ V 

f a / = fa!,' = f a / = fa,/' = 0 at 7) = <= * 

H e r e , t h e p r i m e deno te s different iat ion wi th r e spec t to J;. 

V = !J \ ; 
2v 

(5d) 

I t t u rns ou t tha t an expl ic i t express ion can also be o b t a i n e d for 

Equations 

T h e differential e q u a t i o n for the th i rd t e r m is 

dus d2u3 dut did dw> diii 
— _ v ----- = _ U l — - Ui — • _ ^ _ - _ „2 _ (6) 
o< o.(/2 d:r o.r o;/ o,</ 

wi th the b o u n d a r y condi t ions 

Solut ions 

E q u a t i o n s (Ha-d) h a v e been solved for t h e funct ions f3,„ f3.-., 

f 3c, a n d f 3rf. W e o b t a i n 

1 + 2 V 2 1N 

f.. = [1 - *'I 
1 6 \ / 3 16 ( V 2 + 1 ) 4 

^ _ j - V i i f l + fln L _ 
16\/3 4V2 

M 
-\/2(l + iU 

- ( 1 + 1 ) 1 

M3 = 0; ft, = 0 a t y = 0 

u-i = 0 a t ?/ = 00 
(6a) 

Kes t i n , Pe rsen , a n d S h a h [2] h a v e g iven t h e genera l express ion 

for t he n t h c o m p o n e n t of the s t r e a m funct ion. In the p r e s e n t 

case we p u t 

2v Uv diUl ... , 

<Aa = V 7 — I f a / ^ " " ' + U(VYU'] 
J CO CO2 fix2 

+ Y f £ (^y lMv)<?iat + UMe^l (7) 

W e can n o w wr i t e down the express ions for t h e th i rd -o rde r 

veloci ty c o m p o n e n t s ; 

Us = real p a r t of 

(<7,2 c W i 

f 3b = 

(1 + l)V ~ 

1 - _ L / L / V j L - e - ( \ / 2 + O ( l + 0 i 1 i f-2(l + i)A m -. 
1 6 ( v / 2 + D 8 ' j 

I (2 - i)t -\d + 2»)i7 
o o 

H (608 - 521t) 
1200 

1 1 , „ . s 
- 17 + — (5 + 7«) 
.8 ' 16 v 

1 

e - d + i h 

• ( 1 - O 1 

80 48 ; 

— (2 + i ) j ; + — - (47 + 96i) 
20 200 

1 

CO2 & 2 
[fa/We3''"' + fa/O;)/"'] 

+ ^ r ^ ' V [ f a / W ^ * + f a / W ^ l } (7a) 

- -1'77 -I (37 + 806i ) (%) 
4 ' 6 0 0 v 

< 3 c = 
„ ^ £ ( v / 2 + 1 ) ( 1 _ i ) e - V 3 ( i + o , 
1 6 V 3 

a n d 

% = rea l p a r t of <J — 

+ 

'1 1 + V 2 ' 
- ?; — -T=- (1 — 1) 
.2 ' 4 V 2 

„ - V 2 ( l +i)i) 

2i/ 

tco 
2 t / i db\ dHJ 

01- dx dx2 

W W , 

co2 dx3 

tf3„(7?)e3l" ! + U(v)eial) 

["i 
1 1 - 3 V 2 

i(1 + *)", + i , '+-8W" ( 1" ' ) . 
e - ( i + 0 ' i 

V' 1 f rf?Z[V ^ — —i 

co2 \ dc / co2 dx dx2 

X l f 3 c ( j ? ) e - w + fSl i(r,)e'wil (" (76) 

3 ~ 2 V / ^ (1 - i ) c - ( V 2 + l ) d + . > 

(12 + 9 \ / 2 - 7V<3 + 2 V 3 ) (9«) 

1 6 ( \ / 2 + 1) 

(1 - *) 

16V6(V2 + 1) 

3 Schlichting [1] has used the definition tj = y ( - ) and so the 

values of fi, f2a, and f2i, presented here, differ from those of Schlicht

ing by a factor of V 2. 

and 

fsd = 
i 1 1 

— v:i -I (11 + 3i)V* H (16 ^ L3z)?7 
16 

4 (903 - 951i) 
8 0 0 

16 

e - (l + 0'i + 
20 

(3 + 4»)?7 
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Fig. 2 Functions of the third approx ima t ion ( long i tud ina l veloci ty) 

4 (12 - 159?) 
200 K ' 

H (13 + 31i) 
16 

-2, _ ( 1 _ i)n2 + - (9 + 2«)!7 

1 

6 - ( l- i ' ) i j _L_ J L e - (3 + »)i, 

80 

2*' ? + 8 0 0 ( - 3 1 1 + 3 1 3 7 i ) ( M ) 
The functions for the velocity component u3 are 

'1 n , .. 2 V 2 + 1 
- (1 + i)i} - — - - j = — 
4. 4\/2 

d + Ot) A - e - V 3 ( L + i)u 

_|_ 1 e - V 2 ( H - i ) , _|_ Yl 1 „ - ( \ / 2 + l ) ( l + i)l 
8 

. e - 2 ( l + i ) , ( ] 0 a - , 

and 

5 3<i' — 
1 1 1 

— (1 - i)r,s - - (4 + M)V2 - — (7 - -ii)V 

400 
(527 + 301?') s - ( i+t) i j _j_ 

10 
(3 + 4/)r; 

100 
(27 - 139/) 

80 v 

+ 7 «?2 + I (9 - 5<)>? + - (13 + 7i) 
4 8 o 

•a-i)i 
3 , 
- -J 
2 

(HW) 

iv - - (3 + i)ri2 + ~ (3 + i)ri 
O O 

1 

1200 
(1279 + 387«) e - (1 + O17 _|_ 

8 ( l " i)v 

+ - (5 + i) e - ( i - 0 i (i _ 3,:)c-(3 + ih 
80 v 

„ - 2 ( l + i ) , 
12 15 (2 + '<>' 

H (37 + 91i) 
100 

c " 2 ' - - / (106) 
4 

JV = - ( V 2 + l ) c - V 3 ( i + t ) , + 
1 3 
9 "7s - 7 ( l + 0'? 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

The real and imaginary parts of functions of the third approxi
mation are shown plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. The variation in the 
flow field due to this additional third approximation is shown in 
Figs. 3a and 36. 

We can see that the order of magnitude of the third approxi
mations is small in the region within the ac boundary layer 
thickness 8ac = \/2v/(a(ri = 1) of the oscillatory motion but by 
no means negligible. We can further see that the third approxi
mation is periodic and does not contribute anything to the 
secondary steady flow. 

The availability of the terms 1̂ 1, \j/«, and \f/3 allows us to write 
down the first four terms of the Fourier series expansions for the 
velocity components in the form 

+ ! J " 4 V2 
, - U - l - O i + 

u = - : Ui —- hb'(y) + 
w ax 

f/12 cl'U, , 
frifi M H 7 T T isi (V) 

u>- ax-

L V 2 
7f, C1 + *)*) 

1 + V2 
,-vzd+o, +

 2v!:--j „ - ( V 2 + l ) ( l + 0 , 

U, (dUA* 1 , . ^ u , 
- t'i -7— 52« "7) 
cu ax 

„.'2W( 

(10c) + " V " 7 7 i'°(V) + — I - 7 - S !!<:('?.> 
a)"1 (te2 a)2 \ (fa 

e'3"' ( l i s ) 
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Fig. 3a Transient curve of boundary layer flow with (I), (I + 11)/ and 
1 dU, 1 U, d2Ui 1 

(I + II -f- III) approximations for — r - = - and —: — -r ~ — 
a) ax 4 cu2 ax" 16 

J2v 1 / c W , fdUA'\ „ f x 

kp dVt „ kv (Ui2 cPL\ 2U, dUi <i2(7, 
V - "7- £"?) + %- \-~7 -TT + "T T" TT / J w (fa | w (_ ft)2 dx' ft)2 (fa (fa2 

X UM + 
2K 1 ((lE}\ 

co2 \ (fa / 

, 2UldUld*Vl. 

co2 cfa (fa2 • 

. l i i i w | (fa2 

dUi 

dx Mv) 

+ \- . " ft) (co t 

J'2v j ' t / i 2 (Plh 2j7i dUi dHh 

_ * ft) (co2 (fa3 a)2 (fa cfa8 

1 /rff /A8 , 2Uy dUy d*U\ v 
_) ; -—( f;i 

dx ) ft)2 (fa d%1 } 

?Uv) 

M) 

Fig. 3b Transient curve of boundary layer flow with (I), (I + 
1 dUi 1 , Ui d2U1 1 

and 

(I + II + III) approximations for 
dx 

-and — -
4 u>2 ax- 16 

(116) 
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